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Abstract 

Generally speaking, AI planning research can be divided dong two lines: do- 

main independent planning and practical planning. While domain indepen- 

dent planning work has mostly focussed on building general. systematic asd 

complete planners, practicd planning work has been driven by concerns such 

as planning efficiency and plan quality. The result is that while domain in- 

dependent planners have many desirable theoretical properties (such as com- 

pleteness) they are too inefficient to use in any real world situation. Practical 

planners on the other hand can produce high quality solutions for the real world 

problems but are not generd enough to be applied to any domain other than 

the one they were built for. Machine leaniing for planning aims to bridge this 

gap by building planning and learning systems that can l e m  domain specific 

knowledge t hat can help them efficiently produce high quality solut ions. PVhile 

considerable planning and learning research has been done to learn to improve 

planning efficiency, little work has been done to learn to improve plan quality. 

especidy in the context of the newer partial-order planners. But AI planners 

m u t  l e m  to produce high quality solutions if they are to be deployed in the 

real world situations. This work addresses the problem of learning to improve 

plan quality for partial-order planners. It presents a planning and leaming 

framework c d e d  PIP (Performance Improving Planner) that learns domain 

specific quality improving heuristics by comparing two planning episodes of 

different qualie to identify the planning decisions that result in the higher 

quality plan. Empiricd results on a numbei of benchmark as well as artificial 

planning domains show that the PIP approach leads to efEcient production 

of high quality plans. PP's learning algorithm is also andyzed as a super- 

vised concept leamer that lems to discriminate between the partial plans it 



encounters during the search to leam to apply the appropriate planning de- 

cisions (i.e., the planning decisions that will lead towards the generation of 

higher quality plans). The ideas and results of this worlc contnbute to the 

development of AI planning systems for problems where plan quality is an 

important concern. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Most human activities are goal directed. Whether playing a game, planning a 

vacation or creating a business plan, we are constantly engaged in generating 

s trategies to achieve various objectives. Planning is the cognitive activity of 

devising strategies to achieve such goals. The aim of .4rtificial Intelligence 

(AI) planning research is to build planners. computer systems that c m  auto- 

maticdly generate plans. Such systems can be extremely useful in complex 

real-world situations such as military logistics planning, manufacturing process 

planning, and physicd and urban planning. It is no surprise then that plan- 

ning received the attention of AI researchers from the very beginning. Newell 

and Simon [FIS721 proposed the fmt computer mode1 of human problem solv- 

ing with their influential work on GPS (General Problem Solver). A lot has 

changed in AI since then, but their formulation of the planning problem has 

endured. Generally speaking, this formulation of the planning problem is as 

follows: 

a world description that describes the curent world state, 

0 a world description that describes the desired (goal) state. 

and domain knowledge that descnbes how different actions 

affect the world. 



a a series of actions that can transform the m e n t  world state 

into one in which the goal is true. 

The sequence of actions is the plan that, when executed, achieves the goals. 

-4lthough this simple formulation ignores many issues. such as dynamic envi- 

ronments, it characterizes planning as a search process: the search for actions 

that can be executed and that are relevant to achieving the goal. 

Planning algorithms can be organized dong two broad dimensions. One 

dimension is state-space total-order planners versus pian-space partial-order 

planners and the other is domain independent versus domazn dependent plan- 

ners. State-space planners search in the space of world-states while partial- 

order planners search in the space of plans. Each node in the space of plans 

is a partial pian that contains the actions that so fa have been determined 

to be needed in the plan and some constraints on those actions. It has been 

shown that partial order planners are more efficient than state-space plan- 

ners on many interesting types of domains because they need to baclitrack less 

[BW94]. The crucial features of partial-order plan-space planners are discussed 

in more detail in later chapters. At this point. it is important only to note 

t hat mos t previous work on improving plan quali ty has concerned s t at espace 

planners. 

The initial focus of most work on planning was on building domain indepen- 

dent planning systems. Such systems do not use any extra domain knowledge 

during the search process which d o w s  them to be deployed in a new domain 

with minimum effort. Many working planning systems were built and shown 

to solve problems in a number of toy planning domains such as Blocksworld 

[AHTSO]. The hope was that this modular approach codd be scaled up to more 

cornplex domains. However, a number of negative computational complexity 

results were quicldy obtained showhg that domain independent planning is a 

very hard combinatorial probiem [ENS95]. WXle the research on improving 

domain independent planning algorithms continues [KS98], even the most ad- 

m c e d  of the domain independent planning systems t&e e4qonential t h e  to 



solve practical planning problems and cannot even solve large problems from 

the toy domains [GS96]. 

This has forced those interested in building practical planning systems to 

abandon this rnodular approach in favor of hard-coding domain knowledge into 

the search algorithm to solve real-world planning problems [MinSS]. However, 

acquiring the domain knowledge and then encoding it into a form in which a 

planner can use it to limit search is a costly process in terms of the person 

hours required. Typically, it involves knowledge engineers interacting with do- 

main experts for a considerable amount of time to elicit the domain knowledge 

and then encoding this howledge into seârch heuristics. This manual process 

makes it very expensive to build escient planning systems for real-world ap- 

plications. 

Machine learning for planning offers a possible solution by allowing a do- 

main independent planning systern to automatically (or semi-automat ically ) 

acquire search control knowledge to improve its planning performance. The 

basic idea is to add a machine learning module to a domain independent plan- 

ning system so that the domain heuristics can be acquired autornâtically over 

some training period possibly eliminating the knowledge engineer (and some- 

times the domain expert as well). 

Various learning-teplan systems have been designed over the last decade 

[MinSS. Ve194j. The integrated planning and learning systems (sornetimes 

called the speed up learning q s t e m )  learn domain-specific search control rules 

or remember past planning episodes to make the planning process more effi- 

cient. The learned knowledge helps greatly reduce backtrackng by focusing 

the planner's attention on the choices that have, in the past, led to success 

in similar planning situations. However, even speed-up learaing systems have 

had limited success in deployment to the real-world planning situations. One 

reason is that rnost planning and learning systems assume that any work- 

able plan is good enough. This is often not the case in real-world planning 

situations where good quality plans are required. 



Classical planning and learning systems provide very limited representation of 

the plan quali ty knowledge. Essentially, most planning dgori thms dist inguish 

only between plans that fail to achieve the god(s) and plans that succeed. 

This is very restrictive if plan quality is a real concem. 

Edmonton 

An object can be loaded/unloaded tdfrom a truck and it takes S minutes to do that and costs $5. 
An object can be loadedlunloaded tdfrom a plane and it takes 20 minutes and $15 to do that. 
It takes distance(A,E!)/50 minutes to drive a trnck from location A to location B and costs 
distance(A, B)150 doilacs. It takes distance(A, B)/IûûO minutes to fly a plane from airport A 
to an airport B and costs distance(A, B)/S dollars. 

Figure 1.1: The Trassportation World. 

Consider the Transportation World shown in Figure 1.1. In this example 

the world consists of a number of cities shown by pentagons. Each city has 

two locations: aa airport (shown as parallelograms) and a post office (shown 

as round-edged rectangles). Each city also has a truck that may be stationed 

at the post-office or the airport. An airport may also have a plane. Trucks 

c m  be used to travel between any two locations while a plane can ody fly to 



an airport. In this world there are two ways of transporting objects from one 

location to another: using a plane or using a truck. A typical problem (such 

as the one shown in Figure 1.2) in the Transportation World is to find a plan 

to transport some objects from their curent locations to some goal locations. 

InRial State Goal 

Figure 1.2: .A Transportation problem. In the initial state an object parce1 is 
at the Edmonton Post Office and the goal is to get it to Calgary Post Office 

At f is t  glance, this seems to be just the kind of problem addressed by 

the existing planning systems. And, indeed, given an encoding of simplified 

venions of this problem, existing planning systems are guaranteed to produce 

a viable plan if one exists. But the difficulty is that in this domain not all 

valid plans rnay be equdy preferable. For instance, the plan to use a plane 

to transport the objects would take much less time but cost more in tems of 

money than the plan that uses a truck. LVhich plan is better depends on how 

much time and money it requires and and on how valuable time is with respect 

to money. For instance, if tirne is more important, then clearly the plan to fly 

the objects would be preferable over the plan to drive the objects. 

The transportation example illustrates that the planning agent may also 

have preferences about other aspects of the world apart from the goals. such 

as consumption of resources. Similas situations arise in other domains as well. 

Imagine a softbot [w0d96] with the goal of hding a particular person's email 

address. 4 planning agent for this task may have three alternative courses 

of action to consider: search the net looliing for some online staff directory, 



to send email to a mutual friend who may h o w  the email address of the 

person, or to hire an online detective agency that charges $100 for the service 

of h d i n g  someoneTç email address, phone number and home address. Again 

which course of action is preferred depends upon the resource consumption 

by each plan and on which resource is more important than the others in this 

domain. For instance, if the purpose of the software agent is to ease people's 

lives rather than to complicate them, then maybe it should not be bothering 

people asking them about other people's email addresses. 

Consider the machining domain [M.'linS9], in which the task is to machine 

metal pieces into various shapes using a number of amilable machines such as 

drill-press, welding machine, and grinding machine. If we wanted to make a 

hole in a metal piece, there may be many courses of action we could follow: we 

could drill a hole in the object, or we could use a punching machine. The use 

of the drill machine may be more costly than the using the punching machine. 

Which plan should be preferred may depend on the costs of the machining 

operation(s) that the plan uses. 

Clearly, to reason about plan quality, there must be a representation of 

plan quality knowledge. Value theoretic functions are one formalism that 

h a  been suggested by many researchers in AI planning and in operations 

reseaxch to represent plan quality knowledge [I<R93, Wi196j. The -41 planning 

and learning cornrnunity has been slow to adopt such representations because 

of the commonly held belief that "domain independent planning is a hard 

combinatorial problem. Taking into account plan quality makes the task even 

more difEicultn [AK97]. 

1.2 Problem Description 

This thesis presents a framework that employs value theoretic functions to 

represent plan quality knowledge and uses this representation to automaticdy 

leam domain specinc heuristics that d o w  a partial order planner to produce 

high quality plans. While plan quality is the main focus, planning efficiency 

is also an important concern. For instance, one obvious way of producing 



optimal quality plans is to let a planner search exhaustively, producing ail 

possible plans, and then simply picking the best plan. Clearly, exhaustive 

search is extremely inefficient and impossible to do in a reasonable mount  

of time for most real-world problems. Thus the purpose of this work is to 

investigate if there is a way of learning and incorporating domain knowledge 

into partial order planners that d o w s  them to eficiently produce high quality 

plans. More precisely the problem investigated in this thesis can be defined 

as: 

Given 

a planning problem (in t ems  of an initial-state and goals) 

domain howledge (in terms of a set of actions and plan quality knowl- 

edge that can be used to compute the quality of a complete plan') 

a partial-order planner 

a set of domain specific d e s  that can be used by the given partial-order 

to produce higher quality plans, for similar problems in the future, than 

the plans that the given planner would have produced without learning 

these rules. 

1.3 Contributions Of This Work 

The main contribution of this worli is the design. implementation, and evalua- 

tion of PIP (Performance Improving Planner), a planning and learning system 

that can automatically l e m  domain specific knowledge to improve the qud ty  

of plans produced by a partial-order p l m e r .  The fkamework and algorithms 

support two alternative approaches for improving plan quality. One is to ac- 

quire search-control d e s  that are used during the planning process. The 

I I  use the term complete plan throughout this document to refer to a plan that has al1 
the actions needed to satisfy the goals. A to tdy  ordered plan (in., a plan in which al1 the 
actions are ordered) must exist corresponding to a complete plan but a complete plan does 
not have to be a totdly ordered plan. 



second is to leam the s-cded rewrite d e s  [AK97] that modify already corn- 

plete plans to improve their quality. Both these approaches were empiricdy 

compared to evaluate their benefits and costs. The dependent mesures were 

plan quality and planning efficiency. The results of the cross validation ex- 

periments performed on a number of benchmark planning domains (such as 

Transportation [UESS] , Soft bot [Wi196j1 and Process planning [bfin89] ) sug- 

gest that senrch control d e s  are more effective in improving both plan quality 

and planning efficiency thôn rewrite d e s .  

Empirical experiments were dso conducted to compare PIP with SCOPE 

[EM97], the only other planning and leming system that learns to improve 

plan quality for partial order planners. These results show that PIP1s analytic 

techniques allow it to l e m  to improve plan quality with fewer examples. Fi- 

nally, PIP wâs evaluated by systematicdy varying domain features to see how 

chaages in various domain properties affect PIP 's performance. The results 

show that PIP's learning techniques benefit most in the domains where: 

0 each problem has a number of solutions of different qiiality (Le.. plan 

quali tp matters). 

the system does not produce high quality solutions without any learning 

(Le.. there is something to leam), and 

a the search trees of training and testing problems are simzlar (i.e., they 

share some subgoals) . 

1.4 Organization Of This Dissertation 

In the next chapter, 1 provide a brief overview of AI planning research and var- 

ious machine learning techniques that have been used to leam knowledge for 

improving plânning efficiency and plan quality. This discussion provides the 

motivation for Chapter 3 which presents PIP's architecture and algorithms. 

PIP has a learning and a planning component. The knowledge learned by 

PIP7s learning component can be stored either as search control d e s  or as 

rewrite rules. Chapter 3 only describes how search control d e s  can be lemed 



and used. Chapter 4 describes how PIP's algorithms presented in Chapter 3 

can be rnodified to design a system called PIP-rewrite that stores the learned 

knowledge as rewrite d e s .  PIP-rewrite uses the leanied rewrite d e s  to pro- 

duce higher quality plans for subsequent problems. Chapter 4 dso includes an 

empirical cornparison of PIP and PIP-rewrite. The results presented in Chap 

ter 4 suggest that while both approaches lead to significant irnprovements in 

plan quality, using search control rules is a better strategy when both plan 

quality and planning efficiency are a concern. The first part of Chapter 5 

presentç results of empirical experiments done to compare PIP 's performance 

with other planning and leaming systems that learn to improve plan qual- 

ity for partial order planners. The second part of Chapter 5 provides further 

evaluation of PIP using a number of artificial domains systematically designed 

to test PIP's performance along a number of dimensions. Chapter 6 provides 

some conclusions and discusses directions in which this work can be extended. 



Chapter 2 

Background 

The choice of the learning technique and the type of the domain specific d e s  

to be learned depends on the planning algorithm used. The h s t  section of this 

chapter presents a bnef overview of AI planning techniques. The following two 

sections review various machine leaming techniques that can be used to learn 

domain knowledge to improve planning efficiency and plân quality. 

2.1 The AI Planning Problem 

The classical planning problem is defined as: 

Giuen 

0 problem specification in terms of the initial state and goals and 

a a set of actions 

Fin d 

O a sequence of actions that can transfomi the world from the initial state 

into a state where ail the problem goals are tme. 

2.1.1 Knowledge Representation 

Traditiondy, planning problems are represented using the STRIPS language. 

Ln STRIPS, states are represented by conjunctions of propositional-attributes 

(represented by hction-fiee ground literds). The propositions in a state are 

added or deleted by actions defined for a domain ( a d  represented as schemas). 

Action schemas are represented by three components: 



a The action description: The parameterired name for the action such as 

f 1 y( Plane, From, To) denotes the action of flying a plane Plane fiom 

location From to location To. 

O The preconditzons: A conjunction of propositional attributes that must 

hold for the action to work. For instance, the preconditions for the fly 

action could be that the plane has to be at(Plane, From) in order for it 

to be flown from From to To. 

O The efects: -4 conjunc t ion of propositional at tributes t hat desnibes 

how the world changes by the application of the action. The effects are 

described by add and delete lists of propositional attributes made true 

asd fdse (respectively) by the execution of the action. Propositions not 

mentioned in the effect set are assumed not to change by the application 

of the action. So for instance, we would want our fly action to add the 

effect at( Plane, To) to the world-state, indicating that after flying the 

plane fiom From to To. the plane is at location Tu. We would also 

want to indicate that the proposition at( Plane, F r m )  does not hold 

true after the execution of the fly action by encoding it as a delete-effect 

of the fly action. 

STRIPS does not d o w  us to talk about metric resouces such as time and 

money. This means that the problems such as the transportation problem de- 

fined in Figure 1.2 cannot be encoded into STRIPS. Veloso's Logistics domain 

[Ve194] is the transportation domain without any resources. Its encoding into 

STRIPS is shown in Figure 2.1. 

STRIPS also does not d o w  conditional effects or universal statements 

in the effect set. These assumptions are too restrictive to represent most 

real-world planning domains. This has led to several extensions of STRIPS 

to aUow more expressive constmcts. Act ion Description Language (-AD L) 

[PedSg] ext ends STRIP S to allow conditional effects, Miversal quantifications 

in preconditions and disjunctive preconditions. R-STRIPS [Wi196] extends 

STRIPS to allow it to represent and reason with resources. PIP uses a version 



Action: load-truck(0bj  ,Truck,Loc) , 
Precond i t ions  : {at-ob j (Obj , Loc) , 

at,truck(Truck, Loc) ) , 
E f f e c t s :  {inside-tnick(Obj,  Truck) ,  

no t  (at-obj  (Ob j ,Loc) )) 

Action: unload,t~ck(0bj,Truck,Loc), 
Precondi t  i o n s  : { i n s i d e - t n c k ( 0 b j  ,Truck) , 

at-tnick(Truck,Loc)),  
E f f e c t s :  (at-obj  (Obj , Loc) , 

not  ( inside-truck(0b j , T N C ~ )  ) ) 

Act i o n  : drive-truck (Truck, Loc-from, Loc-ta) , 
Precondi t ions  : {same-city (Loc-from, Loc-to) , 

at,truck(Truck, Loc-from)) , 
Eff ects : {at-truck(Truck, Loc-to) , 

not(at, truck(Truck, Loc-from))) 

Action: f ly -a i rp l ane (Ai rp lane ,  Loc-from, Loc-to) ,  
Precondi t  i ons  : ( a i r p o r t  (Loc-to) , neq(Loc-from, Loc-to) , 

a t -a i rp lane(Airp lane ,  Loc-f rom) ) , 
Eff ects : {at-airplane(Airplana,  Loc-to) , 

no t  (at-airplane(Airpla.ne, Loc-f rom) ) ) 

Act i o n  : unload-airplane (Ob j , Airplane ,  Loc) , 
Precondi t ions  : {inside-airplane(0b j , Airplane) , 

a t - a i r p l a n e  (Airplane, Loc) ) , 
E f f e c t s :  {at-obj(Obj, Loc),  

no t  ( ins ide-a i rp lane(0bj .  Ai rp lane) )  ) 

Act i o n  : load-a i rp lane(0bj  ,Airplane,  Loc) , 
Precondi t  i o n s  : {at -ob j (Ob j , Loc) , 

a t -a i rp lane(Airp lane ,  Loc)), 
E f f  ect s : {ins ide-a i rp lane  (Obj ,Airplane)  , 

no t  (at-obj  (Ob j ,Loc) )) 

Figure 2.1 : Velosok logis tics domain: a resource-less version of Transportation 
domain. In the Prolog tradition, capital letters are used to represent vaxiables 
and small let ters to represent constants here and elsewhere in t his dissertation. 



of R-STRIPS as its knowledge representation scheme which is presented in 

more detail in Chapter 3. 

2.1.2 Search Techniques 

Using the STRIPS language, the planning problem can be seen as a graph 

search problem. In a state-space search paradigm, the nodes of the graph are 

the possible states of the world and the arcs correspond to the legal moves 

that transform one state into another. The planning problem then is to find 

a path in this graph from a given initial state to a state where the given goals 

are true. Figure 2.2 shows the graph for the logistics problem of Figure 1.2. 

There are two actions that can be taken in the initial-state (Node 1) because 

their preconditions are true in that state: load-truck(parce1, truck, edm-po) and 

drive-tmck(truckl, edm-po, edm-op). Taking each of these actions transforms 

the current state into a unique world state. So for instance, driviag the truck 

to the Airport causes the truck to be at the Airport. The search algorithrns 

t hat search tkough the space of states are known a s  state-space plunners. 

State-space planners begin at one of the world states (typically, the initial- 

state) as their current state and proceed by applying an applicable action 

(i.e.. an action vvhose preconditions are satisfied in the current state). With 

the application of each action? changes prescribed in the action's add and 

delete lists are applied to the current state to produce a new unique world 

state. By applying one action at a tirne, a state-space planner moves from the 

current state to an adjacent state in the state-space. It stops when it reaches 

a state where all its goals are satisfied. Using this representation, it is easy to 

see how various graph seârch strategies such as breadth-first-search or depth- 

est-search c m  be used to search for a solution. The worst case complexity 

of the problem is equal to the size of the graph. The size of the graph is 

exponential in the number of operators as well as the number of ways in which 

the operators can be instantiated. This two layered complexity places domain 

independent planning in the class of P-Space problems [ENS95]. 

The planning process can be a simple fomard search from an initial state 

to a goal state, a god-directed seorch that reasons badwaxds from the goals or 



Figure 2.2: Part of the state-space search tree for the Logistics problem of 
Figure 1.2. 

a bz-directional search. Goal directed approaches are preferred in the domains 

in which a large number of actions can be executed in the initia?-state but 

only a few actions can add the goals. Most planners use goal-directed search 

techniques such as means-ends analysis because they reduce the number of 

intermediate states in most interesthg pl&g problems by focusing on those 

operators that can satis& some outstanding goals. 

Some early planning systems were built around the subgoal independence 

assumption (also cded  the lineurity assumption) i.e., assumption that given 

a conjunct of goals, a plan can be formulated for each problem separately and 



then these plans can simply be concatenated to solve the conjunctive goal. 

This strategy works well if subgoals are independent but that is rarely the 

case even in simple toy problems such as many Blocksworld problems. As 

Sussman [Sus731 pointed out, interactions between goals (i.e., the solution for 

the second goal requiring undoing the first goal) cause most backtracks in the 

linear planning systems. 

-4 variety of approaches have been suggested to deal with the goal inter- 

action problem. The first such approach was adopted by STRIPS [FNX] 

itselt It involved solving the conjunctive goal. assuming that all subgoals are 

independent, and then concatenating the subplans to f o m  a plan for the con- 

junctive goal. If the final plan is not a solution for the conjunctive goal (i.e.. 

subgoals are not independent) then STRIPS attempts to solve the subgoals 

in a different order. This approach is very inefficient because it throws away 

the whole plan most of which may be correct (in fact, a correct plan may be 

just another ordering of the same actions). Sussman's HACKER [Susil] and 

Tate's INTERPLAN [TatX] improved this strategy by constructing a plan for 

a subgoal and then trying to extend it for the second goal. If the extension 

fails or undoes a previously satisfied goal. then these systems try to fix the 

problem by reordering the goals. 

Initial-state: {at-o bject(package, edmonton-postoffice), 
at-truck(tnick1, edmonton-postoffice), at-plane(plane1, edmontonairport)) 

[ Goal: {at-tnick(truck1 , edmonton-airport), at-object(package, edmontan-airport)} 1 
Figure 2.3: A logistics problem. In the initid-state the object is at Edmonton 
Post Office and the goal iç to get it to Edmonton Airport. There are two 
vehicles that can be used for transportation. Truck1 is at Edmonton Post 
Office and Planel is at Edmonton Airport. 

A still more sophisticated way of dealing with goal interaction problem 

was suggested by Wddinger [Wd77]. If the planner needed to undo the first 

goal in order to achieve the second goal then Waldinger's planner baclitracks 

and tries to mâke the second goal tme at a different place in the plan for 

the f i s t  goal. For instance, suppose that the Waldinger's planner was trying 



to extend the plan drive-truck(tmcki, edrnonton-postofice, edmonton-airport) 

to resolve the second goal at-object(package1, edmonton-airport) to solve the 

logistics problem shown in Figure 2.3. It would realize that it has to undo 

its first goal in order to achieve the second goal. Therefore. it tries to make 

the second goal tme before the action drive-truck(tmck1, edmonton-postofice, 

edrnonton-airport) and succeeds. 

Waldinger's planner's main contribution was to decouple the planning order 

(i.e., the order in which actions are added during planning) from the plan 

order (i.e., the order in which actions are placed and executed in the final 

totally ordered But it limited this strategy to the goal-interaction 

cases. Sacerdoti's NOAH [Sac741 was the h s t  to do t his decoupling in general. 

This search strategy, now called partial-order planning, (and originally referred 

to as non-linear planning2) d o w s  the actions to be unordered with respect to 

one another until some interaction is detected between them and only then 

ordering them. Unlike total order plamers (such as STRIPS, Walclinger's 

planner, HACKER and INTERPLAN) that commit to a specific ordering of 

actions right away, partial-order planners (such as NOAH and Tate's NONLIN 

[Tatf'i]) leave a newly added action unordered with respect to the existing 

actions. ordering it only in response to future interactions. 

A key aspect of partial-order planning is keeping track of past decisions and 

the reasons for those decisions. For example, if a planner adds an action to 

drive a truck fiom edmonton-postofice to edmonton-airport to satisfy the goal 

of delivering a parcel to edmonton-airport, then the truck must be at edmonton- 

postofice. I f  another goal causes it to move the truck elsewhere then it has 

to ensure that the truck cornes back beiore its previously added action dnve- 

tnick(trirck1, edmonton-postofice, edmonton-airport) can be executed. -4 good 

way of ensuring that the different actions introduced for dXerent goals do not 

interfere is to record the dependencies between actions explicitly. To record 

these dependencies, NONLIN invented the data structure c d e d  a causal lznk. 

l From here on, we refer to the final totally order plan as simply the f ia l  plan. 
'Most recent authors prefer the tem partial-order planning and reserve the term non- 

ünear planning for those planning systems that aiiow interleaviag of goals and do not solve 
the goals in a strict order, 



If an action p adds a proposition e to satisfy a precondi tion of as action c t hen 

p 4 c denotes the causal link. 

Most AI researchers considered partial-order planning as more efficient 

than total-order state-space planning since premature ordering commitments 

are delayed until more informative decisions c m  be made. However, these in- 

tuitions were not put to empirical test until a conceptually simpler and more 

accessible version of NONLIN, now cded  SNLP, was presented by [MRSl]. 

Unlike NONLIN, SNLP is also systematic in that a planning node is guaran- 

teed to be visited only once. SNLP uses causal links to record the purpose 

for introducing a step into a plan and to protect that purpose. SNLP's key 

innovation is a methodical technique for creating and protecting causal links. 

SNLP labels a causal link p 4 c as threatened if some step t may possibly 

be ordered between p and c such that it deletes a precondition that matches 

e. SNLP protects a causal li& by promoting t to come before p (Le., adding 

an ordering constraint t 4 p) or by demoting t to come after c (i.e., adding an 

ordering constraint c 4 t). 

Barrett and Weld [BW94] compared SNLP with various state space plan- 

ners and showed that it significantly outperforms total-order planning alge 

:ithms on a number of different domains including domains with independent 

subgoals. interacting subgoals. and complex operator-selec tion decisions. 

The crucial point is that partial-order planning c m  be seen as a refinement 

process, Le., a process of progessively adding more constraints to a partial 

plan until ail its flaws are removed and a complete plan is obtained. Each 

planning decision to add-action or establish can be seen as adding a causal- 

link constraint and an ordering constraint while a promotion/demotion decision 

can be seen as only adding an ordering a constraint. 

2.1.3 Decision Theoretic Planning 

One reason that domain independent planners have had limited success in be- 

ing applied to red world problems is their inability to produce high quality 

plans. Decision theory provides a method for choosing among alternatives 

and provides a language that dows reasoning about plan quality. Decision 



theoretic planners aim at combining the domain independent AI planning tech- 

niques with utility models from decision theory to represent and reason wit h 

plan quality. 

Although decision theory provides a method for choosing among alterna- 

tive plans, it provides no guidance in stmcturing planning knowledge, no way 

of generating alternatives, and no computational mode1 for solving planning 

problems [HH98]. A naive approach to generating optimal quality plans would 

be to generate a l l  viable plans using an AI planner, compute their quality val- 

ues using the decision-theoretic quality function, and return the best quality 

plan. This approach is clearly inefficient and impractical for most real world 

planning situations. To plan effectively, the planner must be able to evaluate 

the potential quality of a partial plan and to pursue higher quality alternatives. 

The approach followed by [FSE] was to add restrictions (probnbility and util- 

ity models) to classicd planning algorithms. DRIPS [HH94] structures actions 

into an abstraction hierarchy and focuses on partial plans whose utility is com- 

puted to be within an interval. PYRRHUS [Wi196] extends DRIPS techniques 

CO partial-order planning. It uses branch and b o u d  search in the space of par- 

tial plans. Each time a complete plan is generated, PYRRHUS cornputes its 

exact quality value and cornpaxes it to the best so far. If it is better, it is kept 

and the bound updated. Partial plans with a lower quality value are discarded 

and planning terminates when no partial plan is left to be refined. Because 

of its exhaustive search PYRRHUS is guaranteed to find an optimal quality 

plan, given enough computôtional resources. Williamson [Wi196] reports that 

adding hand-coded heuristics to PYRRHUS dows it to find optimal qual- 

ity plans more efficiently. However, rnanually encoding search control d e s  is 

time consurning and diEcult because it requires in-depth knowledge of both 

the planning algorithm as well as the domain. Automatically acquiring such 

heuristics is a more chdenging problem. 



2.2 Learning to  Improve Planning Efficiency 

Coupling a domain independent planning system with a machine learning en- 

gine to allow it to automatically acquire domain specific howledge to Limit the 

search for a viable plan has a long history in AI. STRIPS [FN71] itself used 

the triangle-table analysis to learn horn its own experience. However, not al1 

planning and learning systems learn from their own experience. Some systems 

(called apptenticeship learning system) c m  also leam by interacting with their 

users [MMST93]. These systems aim for partial automation of the howledge 

acquisition process which is still useful because i t promises to eliminat e the 

role of the lrnawledge engineer. 

Various machine learning techniques have been used to learn domain- 

specific heuristics to improve planning efficiency for both state-space as well as 

partial-order planners. The focus of these speed-up learning techniques is to 

learn the association between a search-state and a planning decision so as to 

prevent the planner from tâking as many bad planning decisions (the ones that 

lead it to dead-ends and have to be backtracked from) as possible and to do so 

as early as possible (during the search). These associations are called search 

control lmowledge because they are used by planning algorithms to limit the 

search to those branches that have in the past led to planning success. The 

rest of this chapter reviews these machine learning techniques used to acquire 

search control knowledge for planners. 

The machine learning techniques are organized along the dimensions of in- 

ductive, analytic and case-based learning techniques. Analytic learning sys tems 

use proof procedures and some representation of semantic domain knowledge 

and perform extensive analysis of a single example to modify their knowledge 

base about the domain. This is in contrast to the inductive approaches that 

typically perfonn synt actic cornparisons between feat ure value vect ors of a 

Large number of examples to identify the features that empirically distinguish 

the positive examples of a concept £rom the negative examples. In contrast to 

the methods that construct an explicit represent ation of the target function, 

case-based approaches simply store the training examples. 



2.2.1 Inductive Learning Techniques 

-- 

{at-object(obj, edm-po), et-truck(trl , edm-po), 
at-plane(pl1, edm-ap), at-truck(tr2, cal-ap), same-city(edm-po, edm-ap), 
samecity(cal-po, cal-ap)} 

1 Goal: {at-object(obj, cal-ap)} 

Figure 2.4: A planning example from Veloso's logistics domain. In the initial- 
state the object is at Edmonton post office (edm-pu) and the goal is to get it 
to Calgary Airport (cabap). 

Inductive learning techniques. also kaown as similarity bused learnzng tech- 

niques, acquire search control d e s  by comparing training examples with one 

another to h d  features that empirically distinguish positive from negative 

training examples. The training examples can be found by solving a set of 

training problems and labeling the planning decisions on a path that leads to 

a successful plan as positive examples and the planning decisions on a path 

that leads to a dead-end as negative examples. Consider the example from 

Veloso's logistics domain shown in Figure 2.4. In this example, the goal is to 

deliver an object (ob i )  from Edmonton Post-office (edm-po) to Calgary Air- 

port ( cabap). Figure 2.5 shows part of the search-tree for this problem. There 

are two possible plan-refinements that can be applied to the partial plan in 

Node 1: add-action: unload-truck or add-action: unload-plane. Since this is an 

intercity delivery and in Veloso's logistics domain only planes can be used to 

fly ob jects between cities, application of add-action: unload-truck will lead to 

failure. Hence Node 2 will be labeled as a negative example of the application 

of the refinement udd-action: unluad-truck Node 10, on the other hmd, is 

a positive example of the application of the refinement add-action: unload- 

truck because it leads to success. The inductive leaming task then is to search 

through the space of ail possible d e s  (lirnited by the laquage of the learner) 

to select a rule that covers ail the positive examples and none of the negative 

However, the search space can become very large very quickly. Therefore, 

inductive systems need to limit their Ianguage. For instance, SCOPE [EM97], 



a system that uses Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) [MR94] to l e m  search 

contra1 rules for partial-order planners, limits the search to the literds present 

in the proof-trees of all the planning problems fiom which negative and positive 

examples were drawn as well as some predefined combinations of these literds. 

Figure 2.6 shows the control d e  leamed by SCOPE for the application of the 

plan refinement add-action: unload-truck. 

EBL 

Eqlanation Based Learning (EBL) [MKKSG, MinSS] is an analytic technique 

that can be used to l e m  from a single example of planning success or fail- 

ure. Unlike inductive learning techniques, explmat ion-based learning sys tems 

use domain knowledge to explain each training example to infer the example 

features that are relevant to its planning success/failure. Given a problem, 

the planner searches through the search-space and retums a solution. The 

learner then explains the failures and successes in the search t ree explored by 

the planner and uses these explanations to generate search control rules that 

may be used by the planner to woid the failing paths and bias it towards the 

previously successfd pat hs. 

In SNLP+EBL [KKQ96], a system that uses EBL to learn search control 

d e s  for SNLP, learning is initiated whenever the planner detects a planning 

failure. The system detects that a search node Nt is a dead end when every 

possible refinement (Le., constraint addition) leads to inconsistency with some 

previously added constraint. The set of inconsistent constraints in the partial 

plan forms the failure explanation at the dead end node. This eqlanation 

is then regressed bachwards (in the search tree) to a higher level node N 

where some unexplored paths remain. The explanation at a higher node is 

the conjunction of the failure explanations of aU its children and the flaw 

at that node. The purpose of regressing the failure explanation bacL7vards 

is to determine the minimal set of constraints that must be present at N 

such that after tabring the decisions dN, ..., dlv# the system ends up adding 

inconsistent constraints and reaches a dead-end node Nt.  This explanation 

then is generalized and converted into search control niles that c m  be used to 



Figure 2.5: Search-tree for the problem shown in Figure 2.4. 1 use italics 
to represent open preconditions which are treated as subgoals. When these 
preconditions are still open (Le., have not b e n  satisfied), they are displayed 
next to the action that requires them. Anows between actions denote causal- 
links showing which subgoals of an action have been satihed. The arrow 
direction is from producer to the consumer of a condition. 



if open-cond~on(at-object(Object, To), Al )  & memhr(eflect(at-object(Object, Loc), 142). P) 
8 member(same-city(To, Loc), lnit-state) & consistent(order(A2, Al), P) 

then 
apply decision {add-action unload-tnick(Object, Frorn, To) to partial plan P) 

Figure 2.6: Search-control d e  learned by SCOPE 

avoid similar failures. 

To see how EBL can be used in the context of a partial-order planner. 

consider again the logistics problem int roduced in Figure 2.4. -4 part id-order 

planner such as SNLP recognizes that Node 5 is a dead-end because it can- 

not fmd any action, existing or new, that adds the condition same-city (cadop. 

cal-ap). Hence the reason for the failure of this node is that the effect same- 

czty(caLap, cul-ap) was not present in the initial-state3. This explacation can 

then be regressed backwards to its puent node (Node 4). Since the failure con- 

straint is not added by Noode 4, regressing it over this node does not change the 

explmation. At Node 3 another path (path A in Figure 2.5) is available, hence 

the failure explanation is not regressed m y  further. It is simply generalized 

and stored in the form of the search-control d e  shown in Figure 2.7. 

r 

If open-condition(at-truckFr, F)) & effect(at-object(Objec1, Loc), A) 
& not(mem ber(same-city(F, T) , Init-state) 

then do not apply-decision (establish(at-truck(Tr, F))} 
- -- - 

Figure 2.7: Search-control d e  learned by SNLP+EBL 

When the planner is solving a sirnilar problem whose initial state does not 

contain same-city(F, T) and it generates partial plan that contains the open 

condition ut-truck(Tk, F) and effect ut-object (Object. Loc) then the search 

control d e  tells the planner not to try the decision establish: at-truck(B, 

F) because it will lead to a dead-end. Thus the search control-control d e s  

leamed by SNLP+EBL help it avoid the dead-ends and lead it to improving 

its planning efficiency. 

3Since no action adds this condition as an effect, the only way this condition can be 
satided is if it is present in the initial-state. 



2.2.3 Case-based Learning 

Learning is an essential part of Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) (Iiol93j. Case 

based reasoning means remembering successes so that they can be reused. 

remembering failures so that they can be avoided, and remembering repairs to 

solutions so that they c m  be reapplied [HamSO]. Planning systems that use 

CBR can be divided into two categories: plan rewe [HamSO] and derivational 

replay [Ihr96]. The plan reuse systems such as CHEF [HamSO] store the final 

plan which is the product of the planning episode. The derivaiion replay 

systems such as PRODIGY/ANALOGY [Vel94], on the other hand, store the 

planning decisa'ons made during planning. For instance, the case stored by a 

plan-reuse system for the example shown in Figure 2.4 contains the final plan: 

load-truck(Object, Truckl, Cityl-po) 
drive-tnick(Truck1, Cityl-po, Cityl-ap) 
unload-truck(0b ject , Trucki, Cityl-ap) 
load-plane(0b ject , Planel, Cityl-ap) 
f ly-plane(Plaae1, Cityi-ap , CityZ-ap) 
unload-plane (Ob j ect , Planel, City2-ap) , 

and the case stored by a derivational replay system (such a s  DerSNLP) consists 

of the planning decisions: 

1- add-step unload-plane(Object, P, City2-ap), 
2- add-step load-plane (Ob j ect , P , C) , 
3- add-step fly-plane(P, C, City2-ap), 
4- establish precond at-plane(P, C) of load-plane with 

at-plane(Plane1, Cityl-ap) 
5- establish precond at-plane(P , C) of f ly-plane with 

at-plane(Plane1, Cityl-ap) 
6- add-step unload-tnick(T, Cityl-ap) 
7- add-step load-truck(T , C2) 
8- add-step drive-truck(T, C2, cityl-ap) 
9- establish precond at-truck(?', C2) of load-truck with 

at-truck (Truck1 , City 1-po) 
10- establish precond at-truck(T, CS) of drive-truck with 

at-tnick(Truck1 , City 1-po) 
11- establish precond at-ob j ect (Ob j ect , CS) of load-truck with 

at-ob ject (Ob ject , Cityl-po) 

Storing planning decisions is more usefid in the situations where planning 

decisions are applicable in a more general set of situations than the final plan. 



Case-based leamers remember solut ions or fragments of solut ions. In or der 

to use them in future, these solutions must be indexed in ways that d o w  the 

planner to recognize that they are relevant to the m e n t  problem. The basic 

idea is the same as EBL, namely, to bias the planner to take the paths that 

have led to success in the past for similas problems. Case-based planning (spe- 

c i d y  derivational replay systems) can be considered as performing andytical 

learning from planning successes. Given a problem shown in Figure 2.4, a 

derivational analogy system (such as PRODIGY/ ANALOGY and DerSNLP ) 

learns the essentid features in the initial state whose presence parantees that 

the stored planning decisions will be applicable to a new problem having those 

features. For instance, the above case is indexed by the following relevant 

initial conditions4 and the problem goal by DerSNLP. 

at-ob ject (Ob ject , Cityl-po) 
at-truck(Truck1, Cityl-po) 
at-plane(Plane1, Cityi-ap) 

required by decision 11 
required by decisions 9 & 10 
required by decisions 4 & 5 

2 .Z.4 Hybrid Techniques 

The complementary nature of Mnous leârning techniques suggests that plan- 

ning and learning systems can be built to use more than one technique. For 

instance, derivational replay and EBL from failure have been combined in the 

system DerSNLPfEBL that learns fiom planning successes as well as from 

failures. Ihrig and Kambhampati [IKSï] show that combining these two tech- 

niques yields significastly bet ter performance improvement s in a number of 

planning domains over using either technique alone. 

EBL and inductive leaining techniques can also be combined in various 

ways to take advantage of the strengths and weabrnesses of each. Most of 

the EBL+inductive systems Çs t  l e m  search control d e s  using EBL and 

then generalize those d e s .  This strategy was first used by LEX-2 [MitS3] 

and MetaLEX [Ke187]. Other systems, such as Zazy ezplanation-bmed learning 

systems [BV94], do not build cornplete explanation proofs and instead generate 

incomplete explanâtions and then incrementally refine them using subsequent 

'These are the initiai conditions that satisfy the preconditions of a planning decision that 
is being stored in the case. 



examples. This is the strategy used by HAMLET [BV94] to learn search 

control d e s  for PRODIGY. HAMLET generates a bounded explmation of 

each planning decision and stores it as a d e .  These rules are specialized if 

they are found to cover negative examples ând generalized if they exclude a 

positive example. 

2.3 Learning to Improve Plan Quality 

Considerable planning and learning research has focussed on the problem of 

learning domain howledge to improve planning efficiency. Less attention has 

been paid to the problem of learning domain knowledge to improve plan qual- 

ity. The reason being that most speed up learning systems (like most planning 

systerns) define planning success rather narrowly, namely as the production of 

any plan that satisfies the goals. As planning systems are applied to real world 

problems, concern for plan quality becomes cnicid. Many researchers have 

pointed out that generating good quality plans is essential if planning systems 

are to be applied to practical problems [WilSs, RK93, DGT95, Per961. 

2.3.1 Plan Quality Measurement Knowledge 

The main reason why it is difficult to extend the existing planning md learn- 

ing systems to deal with plan quality is that these systems do not possess plan 

quality measurement knowledge. This means that they cannot recognize the 

learning opportunities because they cannot express or eMuate plan quality as 

a concept. Speed up learrJng systerns can generate multiple learning oppor- 

tunities by simply cornputhg the first viable plan. The positive examples are 

the search nodes on a successfid planning path and negative examples are the 

search nodes on a failed path. In the plan quality context, a positive example 

would be a node that leads to a better quality plan and a negative example a 

node that leads to a lower quality plan. 

The crucial point is that betteniess/worseness of a planning path is relative 

with respect to another planning path, whereas success/failure of a search 

path is not. This means that unlike speed-up learning systems whose learning 



opportunities consist of a single path, a learning opportunity for quality rule 

leârning systems must consist of at least two planning paths that lead to 

plans of different quality. Su& learning opportunities cannot be generated 

by following the classical planning approach of stopping after constmcting 

the first plan. Instead, the learning algorithm needs at least two qualitatively 

different planning paths to learn something. These two plans can be generated 

by computing the first plan and then backtradiing to a choice point where an 

unexplored path remains and exploring it to compute an alternative plan, or 

by running the planner using two different search strategies such as depth-first 

search and bread-fist search to produce ttvo different plans, or by asking a user 

to provide an alternative plan for the same problem (like an apprenticeship 

system). 

Given a problem, the scxalled apprenticeship learning systems produce a 

solution for the problem and then ask the user for a better quality solution 

[MMST93]. The leaniing can then proceed by comparing the better quality 

solution with the worse quality solution. However, such systems demand too 

much from their users. The user (or users) must consistently provide the 

learning system with better quality solutions. If the user is not consistent and 

ever presents the system with a lower quality solution, the system can easily be 

misled into learning the wrong information. This limits the type of situations 

in which systems that do not represent quality howledge can be applied. 

A learning system can only identify learning opportunities without a user's 

help if it possesses the knowledge required to measure the quality of a plan. 

The term plan q u d t y  has been used in the AI planning literature to refer to 

a w i e t y  of concepts. Some of t hese include: 

a plan length, 

r resources consumed by evecution of the plan, 

robustness of the plan. 

Of the planning and learning systems that do consider plan quality as a 

criterion, most use plan iength as a measure of plan quality. This metric c m  



sutlice, if each possible action has the same unit cost and there is no sense in 

which the plan's execution uses or impacts other domain resources. However, 

it is clearly insdicient in the types of domains discussed in the first chapter. 

In such domains, plan quality is a function of the resources consumed by the 

plan. In order to rneasure the quality of a plan in such domains, the necessary 

knowledge is: 

1. amounts of the resources in the initial state, 

2. amounts of resources each action consumes, and 

3. the relative importance of each resource in the domain. 

It is this howledge that I cal1 plan quality measurernent knowledge (or simply 

plan quality howledge). 

The systems that possess plan quality knowledge can generate their own 

learning opportunities by generating two alternative plans, evaluating their 

qualities, and learning if their quaIity values are different. Such systems can 

also leam in the apprenticeship mode. Wken learning from a user. a system 

possessing plan quality knowledge has the flexibility of rejecting a user's advice 

if the user ever presents it with a lower quality plan or it cm leam how not to 

plan. 

Analyticd leaming systerns (such as PRODIGY /EBL and SNLP +EBL) 

use axiorns to explain the failure or success of a search node. For instance: 

following are some of the axiorns used by SNLP+EBL to construct its expla- 

nations: 

1. a search node is a failure node if it has two inconsistent constraints. 

2. a search node is a failure node if all its children fail. 

3. in Blocksworld problems, no block can have another block on top of it 

and be clear at the same tirne. 

The first two axioms are domain independent and c m  be applied in any 

domain whereas the third axiom represents information that is specific to 



the Blocksworld domain. Axioms such as these can explain a planning fail- 

ure. However, they are of no help in explainhg why a search path leads to 

a betteriworse quality plan. Betterness/worseness of a search node must be 

e-xplained by appealing to the plan quali ty knowledge. 

2.3.2 Analyt ic Techniques for Learning t O Improve Plan 
Quality 

Most of the work on using analytic techniques to leam search control d e s  

to improve plan quality has been done to l e m  search control rules for the 

state-space planner, PRODIGY [VCP+95]. 

QUALITY [Per96] is a learning system that uses an analytical approach 

to learn control d e s  for PRODIGY. Given a problem, a quality metric and a 

better quality plan. QUALITY assigns a cost value to the nodes in the better 

quality plan's trace and to the nodes in the system's default planning trace. It 

identifies al1 those goal-nodes that have a zero cost in the better plan's trace 

and a non-zero cost in the default trace. Assuming that al1 the actions are 

assigned a positive cost value, cost of achieving a goal can only be zero either 

because it is tme in the initial state or because it was added as a side-effect of 

an operator added to achieve another goal. The reason for the clifference in the 

cost values of the two nodes is identified by examining both search trees. The 

explanation thus constructed foms the antecedent of the control nile learned 

by QUALITY. This algorithm lirnits QUALITY to learn search control d e s  

from only those decision points where where one branch has a zero cost and 

the other a non-zero cost. 

Iwamoto [Iwa94] also reports on an analytic learning algorithm to learn 

search control d e s  for PRODIGY to h d  near-optimal solutions in LSI design. 

Unlike QUALITY, the quality is explicitly represented as part of the goal. The 

goals consist of two parts, necessity goals and quality goals. Xecessity goals 

are the propositional predicates used in STRIPS style planners. The quality 

goals specify the mininidy acceptable quality of the plan. For instance, in 

LSI design a quality goal is %d a circuit where total cell number is less than 

or equal to 4." The planner then exhaustively searches until it finds a plan 



that satisfies the necessity goals as well as the quality goals. If PRODIGY 

had to construct more than one solution to corne up with the fkst acceptable 

plan, then two different quality solution paths are compared to explain the 

reason for the betterness/worseness of a planning path. The explanation is 

construct ed by badr-propagating the weakest condit ions, but excluding the 

conditions expressed in t ems  of the predicates related to quality. Iwamoto's 

technique only l e m s  from differences in add-action planning decisions and 

does not take advantage of other learning opportunities. 

2.3.3 Non-analytic Techniques for Learning to Improve 
Plan Quality 

Since inductive learning techniques do not explain the success or failure of a 

search node, they do not need the plan quality knowledge to leam quality 

improving rules as long as the learning opportunities are identified by a user. 

Inductive techniques such as SCOPE [Eh4971 can be used to learn plan quality 

improving d e s  without any changes to the learning algorithm itself. Given 

a planning problem to solve and an optimal plan for that problem. SCOPE 

considers each of user's refinement decisions to be a positive example of the 

application of that refinement and the system's refmement decision to be a 

negative example. These positive and negative examples are then passed to 

an inductive concept learner to induce a d e  that covers a l l  positive examples 

and none of the negative examples. 

Ins tead of comparing jus t two quali tat ively different planning episodes, 

HAMLET [BV94] explores the space of a l l  possible plans to h d  the optimal 

plan(s). It does not use the quality function to constmct an explanation of 

the betterness/worseness of a planning decision. Instead, HAMLET learns 

d e s  saying that the choices made by the optimal path should be preferred 

over other available choices whenever the planner is at that node during the 

search. These d e s  are then compared to previously leamed d e s  with a view 

to generalize. The generalized rules are then stored. If a general rule leads to 

a non-optimal plan then it is specialized and the generd d e  is forgotten. 



2.3.4 Planning by Rewriting 

Most previous research on learning to improve plan quality has focussed on 

extending the speed-up leaming techniques to l e m  search control niles that 

can bias the plasner towards making the choices that lead it to produce better 

quality plans. An alternative technique for improving plan quality is planning 

by rewitzng [AK97]. Under this approach, a planner generates an initial (pos- 

sibly lower quality) plan, and then a set of rewrite rules are used to transfom 

this plan into a higher-qudity plan. Unlike the search control d e s  for partiai- 

order planners (such as those learned by SWLP+EBL [KKQ96] and SCOPE 

[ E M ~ T ] )  that are defined on the space of partial plans, rewrite rules are defined 

on the space of complete plans. 

Plan rewriting is related to graph, term and program rewriting [BN98]. h 

rewrite system is specified as a set of d e s  that encode the equivalence rela- 

tionship between two terms/graphs/programs. When extending this approach 

to planning, two subplans are considered equivalent if they solve the same 

problem. Figure 2.S(a) shows an example of a plan-rewrite nile. This nile de- 

notes t hat the subplans {load-trrrck(Object, IPruck? Loc), unload-tmck(0bject. 

Zhck.  Loc)) and {) are equivalent i.e., loading and tdoading an object at 

the same place is equivalent to doing nothing. Such knowledge can be used to 

delete the actions load-tmck(Object, %ch, LocJ , wzloud- truck(Object, 

&CE, Loc) from any plan that contains them, presumably improving the 

quality of the plan. 

It has been argued that plan-rewrite d e s  axe easier to state than search 

control des, because they do not require any howledge of the inner workings 

of the planning algorithm [AK97]. That may partially e-xplain why most of 

the search-control systems have been designed to automatically l e m  search- 

control d e s ,  whereas the only existing planning by rewriting system, Pbr 

[i\K97], uses manually generated rewriterules. Pbr used a s m d  number of 

hand-coded rewrite d e s  to improve the quality of the plans pr~duced by 

SAGE [ho96], a partial-order planner for Blochworld [MITSOI, a process 

p l k g  domain [Min891 and a query planning domain [AKgS]. 



f > 

replace 

actions: {load-truck(Object, Truck, Loc), unload-truck(Object, Truck, Loc)) 

/ With actions: O 

(a) A rewrite rule 

If open-condition(at-object(Object, Loc)) & effect(at-object(Object, Loc), A) 

then apply-decision {establish(at-object(0bject. Loc)) with A's effect) 

(b) A search-controt ruie 

Figure 2.8: A search control and a rewrite d e  learned from the same oppor- 
tunity 

One benefit of planning by rewriting is that the planning module itself does 

not have to be modified. This also means that any speed-up learning system 

can be used to efficiently produce an initial plan5 which cm be transformed 

into a higher quality plan using the rewrite d e s .  Xnother benefit is that. 

unlike search control d e s ,  rewrite d e s  operate on complete plans and hence 

are easier to understand and debug. This is important if humans are involved 

in the planning loop (which is invariably the case in most critical applications). 

r 

Initialstate: {know-email(jonn), know-nameuonn), has-plan-file(jonn)} ' 

Goals: (know-addressüonn) , know-p hone(jonn)) 

Figure 2.9: 4 Softbot planning problem and two solutions for it. 

System's Plan 

hire-cyber-detect ive(/onn) 

The ta& of a rewrite d e  learner is to identify two sequences of actions 

that are equivalent in their final effects: a to-be-replaced action sequence and 

Model Plan 

f ingeruonn) 

'Indeed, any state of the art planner such as Blackbox pS99]  can be used to generate 
the initial plan. This issue is further discussed in Section 62.5. 



Initial-state: (atsbject(lettet1 ,edm-po), at-object(letter2, edm-ap), 
at-plane(plane2, edm-a p), at-truc k(truc k l  , edm-po), at-plane(plane1, edm-a p)} 

1 Goals: {at-object(letter1 , cal-ap), at-object(letter2, cal-ap)} 1 

System's Default Plan 

load-truck(letter1, truck1 , edm-po) 
drive-truc k(tr uc k l  , edm-po, ed rn-a p) 
unload-truck(letter1, ûuckl , edm-ap) 
load-plane(letter2, planel, edm-ap) 
f ly-plane(plane1, edm-ap, cal-ap) 
unload-plane(letter1, planel, cal-ap) 
unload-plane(letter2, planel, cal-ap) 

Model Plan 

load-truck(letter2, plane2, edm-ap) 
load-ttuck(letter1, truckl, edm-po) 
drive-truck(truck1, edm-po, edm-ap) 
unload-truck(letter1, truck1 , edm-ap) 
load-plane(letter1, plane2, edm-a p) 
fly-plane(plane2, edm-ap, edson-ap) 
flyplane(plane2, edson-ap, cal-ap) 
unload-plane(lett erl  , plane2 cal-ap) 

Figure 2.10: A Transportation planning problem and two solutions for it. The 
mode1 plan is longer (i.e., has a larger number of steps) than the system's 
default plan but it is preferred because it consumes fewer resources. 

a sequence of replacing actions. At first glance, it rnay seem that the rewrite 

rules can be lemed sirnply by performing a syntactic comparison of the two 

complete plans. For instance, consider the case of two trivial plans shown 

in Figure 2.9. It is easy to see that hire-cyber-deteetive is the action to be 

replaced and fM.ler is the replacing action. However, in case of anything more 

cornplicated than this trivial example, it is not possible to compute the local 

replacing and to-be-replaced actions by comparing the complete plans. For 

instance, consider the scenario from Veloso's logistics domain shown in Figure 

2.10. It is easy to learn a global rewrite d e  saying the system's plan can be 

replaced by the model plan. However, if we wanted to learn a local d e  (which 

may be more general than the global rule) then we would have to compare the 

causal structure of the two plans. For instance, PIP-rewrite, the planning and 

learning system presented in Chapter 4, learns the local d e  shown in Figure 

2.11 by comparing the causal-ltik constraints associated with the system's plan 

and the model plan of Figure 2.10. The learning task for both a rewrite and a 

search-control learner then is (a) to analyze how two different constraint-sets 

that were added by the two dXerent planning episodes lead to differences in 



1 replace: 

1 actions: ely-plane(Plane, Cityl-ap, City2-ap), fly-plana(Plana, Cm-iap. City%ap)} 

with: 
actions: (fly-plane(Plane, Cityl-ap, City3-ap)) 

Figure 2.1 1: Part of the rewrite d e  leanied by PP-rewrite from the training 
problem shown in Figure 2.10 

overall quality and (b) store that analysis in a form that is usable to produce 

better quality plans for sirnilar problems. 

Summary 

Several domain independent methods have been developed for finding a plan 

for a given planning problem. Planners that use the least cornmitment strategy 

of partial-order planning are known to be more efficient than older state-space 

planning methods. However, the performance of even the most efficient do- 

main independent planners is insufficient for real world problems. There is 

considerable evidence that incorporating domain specific heuristics into the 

domain independent planners can improve their planning efficiency and plan 

quality. However, rnanually encoding these heuristics is very expensive. Ma- 

chine leaniing for planning offers a possible solution by automatically learning 

domain specific heuristics for planners. Most of this work has focussed on 

learning d e s  to improve planning efficiency and less work has been done to 

leam to improve plan quality. Various learning techniques such as inductive 

and analytic techniques have been applied for this purpose. The more powerful 

analytic techniques require more knowledge but can leam using a few exam- 

ples, whereas inductive techniques do not require any background howledge 

but need a large number of training examples to learn. It appears very difficult 

to use analytic learning techniques to learn quality improving domain specific 

search control d e s  for partial-order planners because so little information is 

available during part id-or der planning. 

An alternative approach for improving plan quality has been recently sug- 

gested. It involves effiuently producing a low quality initial plan and then 



modifying it using domain specific rewrite d e s  to tum it into a high quality 

plan. Automaticdy learning plan rewrite d e s  is a chdenging problem that 

has not been addressed by previous researchers. Since the focus of this work 

was on explorhg various techniques for learning to improve plan quality for 

partial-order planners, 1 was interested in investigat ing if plan-remit e d e s  cm 

be automatically leanied and how they compare to the search control rules. 

The rest of this dissertation presents an analytic learning technique called PIP 

for learning search control as well as rewrite rules to improve plan quality of 

the plans produced by partial order planners. 



Chapter 3 

The PIP Framework 

'This,' said Mr Pumblechook, 5 s  Pip.' 

'This is Pip, is it?' retunied the pung lady, who was very pretty 

and seemed very proud; 'corne in, Pip.' (page [Dic73]) 

This chapter introduces core ideas of the PIP framework. The first section 

presents PIP's howledge representation scheme followed by PIP's architecture 

and algori t hms. 

3.1 Knowledge Representat ion Scheme 

3.1.1 Value Functions for Quality 

It has been widely acknowledged in both the theoretical and practical planning 

camps that plan-quality for most real-world problems depends on a number of 

(possibly competing) factors [KR93. Wi1961. I agree with Keeney and Raiffa 

[KR931 t hat most interesting planning problems are multiobjective. 

The assurnption underlying this work is that complex quality trade offs c m  

be mapped to a quantitative statement. There is a long history of methodolog- 

ical work in operations research that giiarantees that a set of quality-tradeogs 

(of the form 'prefer to rnaximize X rather than minimize Y") can be en- 

coded into a value function? as long as certain rationality nitena are met 

[Fis70, KR931. Value-theoretic functions are a weU-developed mechanism de- 

vised by operations research workers to represent the evaluation function for 



multiobjective problems. A value function is dehed  on the outcome (Le., the 

final-state) of a complete plan. 

The f is t  task towards the formulation of a value function is identification 

of the decision attributes. Keeney and Raiffa [KR931 suggest a hierarchical 

refinement scheme starting with the highest leuel objectives and refining them 

down to the Iow level rne~s i r~ab le  attributes. For instance, the overd objective 

of an agent using a transportation system may be "to have a good trip' which 

c m  be refined down to the measurable at tributes such as "minimize door-to- 

door travel time" and "minimize fare costs." Once various objectives have 

been identified, the next step is to elicit the user's degree of preference of one 

attribute over another. Operations research and choice modeling researchers 

s t udy different techniques for elici t ing domain expert's preference knowledge 

[HenSl, dHSO]. Based on the expert's responses to various combinations of 

multiple decision attributes, techniques such as conjoint analysis [LouSS] are 

used to estimate at tribute utilities and to encode the revealed preference stmc- 

ture into a value function V. 

where D is the set of decision attributes and R is the set of red numbers. 

If an agent's preferences constitute a partial-order over outcomes and sat- 

isfy certain rationality criteria (such as transitivity ) , the central theorem of 

decision theory [FisiO] states that these preferences can be represented by 

a real-dued value function V such that if sl and sz denote two outcomes 

then sl is preferable to sz Le., si + sz iff V(sL) > V(s2) .  Even if the 

agent's preferences do not fonn a partial-order, the value function c m  still 

be used to form good approximations [Yu85]. Many -41 planning researchers 

[FS75, We193, iVil96, EH981 have indeed used value functions to solve AI 

planning and reasoning tasks. 

Representing and Reasoning with Resources 

We assume that a d u e  fiinction defined on the resource levels for a domain 

is supplied to PIP along with the rest of the action definitions for the domah. 



PIP uses a rnodified version of R-STRIPS' [Wi196], c d e d  PR-STRIPS, that 

allows it to represent resource attributes and the effects of actions on those re- 

sources. The basic idea is to deal with resources in an action centered manner 

i.e., each action specifies how it affects the resources. Numerical quantities of 

resources are denoted by rnetric attributes. Metric attributes are essentially 

treated like propositional attributes in the way they enter the state desnip- 

tion and an action's preconditions and effects. The main difference is that 

while propositional at tributes are logical conjunctions, metric at tributes also 

involve numerical expressions. This approach is similar to that taken by other 

-41 plannets that deal with resources. In particular, the knowiedge represen- 

tation scheme recently suggested by KoehIer [KoeSS] to deal with resources is 

strilüngly sirnila to PR-STRIPS. 

PR-STRIPS. 

In PR-STRIPS. the world states are described in terms of attributes which 

may be proposi tional or met ric. 

Definition 1 (State): A PR-STRIPS date  is a &tuple < S,,S, > where 

S, denotes propositional attnbutes and Sm denotes metric attributes. 

Definition 2 (Propositional Attribute): A p~opositzona~ uttribute is a 2- 

tuple < n, u > where n .Ls the sÿmbol denoting the proposition name and v is 

the proposition uaiue. 

Definition 3 (Metric Attribute) : A metRc attribute is  a formula < ,3.1 > 
where is a symbol denoting a resource name and 1 is a real number denoting 

the amount or level of that resource. 

Definition 4 (Metric Effect): The metn'c effect of an action a ts a fornula 

< ,8, FaJ > where ,O is a resource and FaB is a metric effect fvnction dejined 

over al2 possible bzndings of a 's parameters < pl . . . , p, >. 

'Williamson's original formulation of R-STRIPS also aUowed for partiaUy satidiable 
goals. PR-STRIPS restricts its goal expressions to propositional formulas that have to be 
cornpletely satisfied because PIP does not reawn with metric and partially satisfiable goals. 
Williamson also defines the outcome of a plan to include the intermediate states as well as 
the final state. 



Definition 5 (Action Schema): A PR-STRIPS action schema is u five- 

tuple cr =< a,, a., app, O*, a,. > where 

a, denotes the symbolic name, 

a,  is a list of variable para met ers^ 

a, denotes preconditions. 

a, denotes propositional effects, and 

a,. = {< /3, FaB > 1 for each resource /3) .is a set of metn'c effects. 

Definition 6 (Ground Action): A ground action is an action-schema in 

which al1 van'ables have been bound to object symbols in the domain. 

A ground action represents a mapping between world states. This mapping is 

defined over those states in which the action is viable. 

Definition 7 (Viability of an action): An action a i.s viable i n  a da te  

S =< S,, Sm > if its preconditions are present in that state i. e.. a, 5 Sp 

Definition 8 (Action Execution): The execution of o Mable action a in a 

v o ~ l d  da te  S =< Sp, Sm > iS a new vuo~ld state Sr =< SL, Sm > ~ v c h  that 

ie., the new state is obtoined by addzng the p~opositional efects of the action 

to the nezt state and the levels of resources are computed by taking out the 

amounts of resources consurned. 

Definition 9 (Plan): A plan is an ordered sequence of grovnd action schemas. 

Definition 10 (Plan Viability): A planp =< ai,. . . ?a ,  > is  viable in date  

Si i f  each action ai, 1 5 i 5 n,  13 viable in M e  state Si where Si = ai-i(Si-i) 

for al2 i > O and So = initial-state. 



Definition 11 (Plan Outcorne): The outcome of a plan ts the finaCstate 

achieved by ezecuting the plan in the initial-state. 

Definition 12 (Pian Quality): The puality of a plan is the euahation of 

the value finctzon computed by substztutang amounts of the metric resources 

c o m m e d  by the plan. 

Using PR-STRIPS, the domains discussed in Chapter 1 can be represented 

and reasoned with. Appendices A, B and C show the PR-STRIPS encodings of 

Transportation, Softbot and Process-planning domains discussed in the first 

chapter. These domains are dso used in empirical evaluations of the PIP 

framework presented in the second part of Chapter 4. 

3.2 Architecture and Algorit hms 

PIP has four main components as shown in Figure 3.1. The first is a causal- 

link partial-order planner (POP) similar to SNLP [MRSl]. The task of the 

planning component is the generation of the default planning episode. The 

second component is the model planning episode generation component. It 

generates the bet ter quality (i.e., bet ter quality than the system's default plan) 

model planning episode. The idea is to compare these two planning episodes 

to discover d e s  that, if followed, would allonr the system to generate the 

mode1 planning episode. The differences between the two planning episodes 

are therefore learning opportunities for ident-ing planning decisions that lead 

to higher qua,& model plan(s). PIP maintains a rule k b ~ a y  in which d e s  

are indexed for easy retrieval. 

Figure 3.2 shows PIP's high level algorithm. Each step of P r ' s  high level 

algonthm is illustratecl next with the help of the following example. 

Example: Consider the transportation problem shown in Figure 3.3. It 

involves transporting two objects; 01 and 02. The initial-state is described 

by both metric attributes (such as time and money that indicate the levels 

of these resources in the initial state) and propositional attributes (such as 

ut-object and at-truck that indicate locations of these objects in the initial 



Model-plan, M Problem Specs-- 4, GW 

Model 
Planning 
Episode 
Generator 

planning trace 

Cornponent 

rule-to-store 

Figure 3.1: PIP's architecture. The box with round edges represents PIP's 
d e  library while other components are represented by boxes with square 
edges. The arrows between the boxes represent flow of information and control 
between various components. 

state). Figure 3.3 also shows two different plans for this problem. PIP's 

default planner produces the plan to use truck tr l  to transport both objects 

while the higher quality model plan uses the plane to fly object 01 from airport 

ap l  to airport ap2 and uses truck tr2 to transport object 02. This indicates 

that PIPts default planner does not possess the correct rationale for applying 

the good (the planning decisions that can lead to the model plan) or the bad 

planning decisions (the planning decisions that can lead to a lower quality 

plan)*. The objective of PIPts learning algorithm is to l e m  these rationales 

so that it can take good planning decisions and avoid bad planning decisions 

in similar situations in the fut use. 

2Had PIP possessed the correct rationale for applying the bad planing decisions, it would 
not have applied thern in the current situatioa. 



Input: - Rublem description in terms of initiai-state 1 and goals G 

Output: - A set of rules 

1- Use the existing planner to generate the system's plan P and system's 
planning trace Ptr for this problem, 

2- IP in apprenticeship mode then 

- ask the user for a model plan M - infer the model canstraint-set Mc from M 
else - generate a better quality (than P) plan M and model 

constraint-set Mc 

3- Identify learning opportunities by comparing the system's planning 

trace Ptr with the mode1 constraint-set Mc 

4- Learn a rule from each learning opportunity and store it. 

Figure 3.2: PIP's high level algorithm. 

3.2.1 Step 1: Generating the Default Planning Episode 

Given the domain knowledge (i.e., PR-STRIPS encoding of domain actions 

and a quaIity function) and a planning problem (i.e.. initial state and goals 

encoded in PR-STRIPS), PIP's first step is generation of the default planning 

episode using PIPTs default planner. The default planning episode is definecl as 

the default plan a d  the default planning trace? i.e.. a record of the planning 

decisions taken by PIP's default planner to produce the default plan. PIP's 

default planner refers to the planning component plus the existing d e  library. 

The planner consults its rule l i b r q  to see which rules. if any, are applicable 

in the m e n t  planning situation. It uses the d e s ?  if any are retrieved, to 

produce the default plan and the default planning trace. 

PIP's default planner POP is a variation of SNLP [MR91J with the follow- 

ing two differences: 

0 In POP, the variable binding and propagation constraints are implicitly 

handled and are not explicitly represented3. 

3 ~ h i s  is possible because POP is implernenteà in Prolog which allows the variable in- 
stantiation, propagation and enforcement to be handled by the compiler. 



Initial-state: (atsbject(o1, apl ), at-object(o2, ap2), at-truck(tr1, apl), 
athck(tr2, ap2), at-plane(pl1, apl ), same-city(apl , pol), 
same-city(po1 ,apl), same-city(ap2,po2),same-city(po2,ap2), 
position(ap1, IO), position(po1,l S), position(ap2,100), 
position(po2,ll O), money(1 OOO), time(O)} 

Goals: (atsbject(o1, ap2), at-object(o2, po2)) 

System's Default Plan Model Plan 

loadbuck(o1, trl , apl ) loadglane(o1, pH, apl) 
drivetruck-acitles(tr1, apl , ap2) fly-plane(pl1, apl , ap2) 
unload-truck(o1 , hi, ap2) unload-plane(o1, pl1 , ap2) 
load-truck(o2, te, ap2) load-truck(o2, ta, ap2) 
drive-truck(tr2, ap2 po2) drive-truck(tr2, ap2, po2) 
unload-truck(o2, ta, po2) unload-truck(o2, ta, po2) 

Figure 3.3: Problem 1: A Transportation planning domain. The goal is 
have the objects 01 transported from airport 1 (apl) to the airport 2 (a@) 
and the object 02 transported from the airport 2 (ap2) to the post-office 2 

( ~ 0 2 ) -  

O POP has an extra step (Step 2.2.1 in the POP dgorithm shown in Figure 

3.4) added to ensure that any previously leamed search control d e s  

matching a partial-plan being rehed  are retrieved and used to guide its 

refmement. POP is still complete because if no search-control d e  is 

available to guide the planning process, POP reverts to the generative 

partial-order planning algorithm which is complete [MR91]. 

A partial plan P in POP is a five-tuple < .Ap, Op, L p ,  Ep,  Cf > where 

r Ap is the set of actions, 

Op is the set of ordering constraints on the actions in Ap,  

0 Lp is the set of causal l i n k  A causal link p 4 c between the producer 

action p and the consumer action c (i.e., producer and consumer of effect 

e )  is said to exist as long as p cornes before c and no action t can corne 

between p and c (in d linearizations of the plan) that deletes e, 

Ep is set of effects of actions in Ap, and 



Cp is the set of open conditions. C p  keeps a list of the pending goals/subgoals. 

A dummy action end is considered to have the problem goals as its precon- 

ditions and a dummy action start is considered to have the conditions specsed 

in the initial-state as its effects. As shown in Figure 3.4, POP's first step is to 

add the actions start and end to the action-set Ap, their preconditions and 

effects to its open conditions-set Cp and effect-set Ep respectively, and the 

ordering constra.int start % end to the ordering constraint-set O p  to initialize 

the partial plan P. 

.A partial plan is considered to have Jaws and planning is considered to be 

the process of refining it until aU its 0aws ate eliminated. If the plan contains 

some open conditions that are not supported by any causal linlr it is said 

to contain an open condition flaw. It is said to contain an unsafe link flaw 

if it contains a causal li& constraint. and an action (called the threat) that 

can possibly come between the producer and the consumer of the causal link 

and delete the condition being supported by the causal Li&. If the flaw is 

an unsafe Li& (Step 2.2.2.1 of POP algorithm. Figure 3.4). involving a causal 

link s 4 w and a threatening action t. POP resolves it by either prornoting 

t to come after w or by demoting it to come before S. If the 0aw is an open 

condition (Step 2.2.2.2 of POP algorithm. Figure 3.4). POP resolves it by 

eit her using an effect of an existing action ( establishment) or by adding a new 

action (add-action). Thus there are four types of decision nodes in a POP 

search-tree: establishment. action-addition, promotion and demotion. 

The default plan produced by POP for the transportation problem is shom 

in Figure 3.3. POP's planning trace for this problem (shown in Figures 3.7 

and 3.5) shows a record of a l l  the planning decisions POP took to refine this 

plan. The partial plan being refined are shom in the square boxes and the 

lines comecting the boxes represent the planning decisions that PIP took to 

transform a partial plan n into the partial plan n + 1 (shown below n ). -Ul 

the satisfied preconditions of an action A are shown by the arrows pointing 

t o m d s  -4 and originating from the actions supplying those preconditions. .U 

the unsatisfied preconditions of each action are displayed next to the action 



POP (Kt-state, Goals, Action-schemas) 
1- [Initialize Pl 

- r lp c (start, end) 
- Op c {start + end )  
- LP + O 
- Ep t Et-state 
- Cp + Goals 
- Ptr c {} 

2- retum refine(P, Ptr) 

refine (P. Ptr) 
2.1- If not flaw(P) then 

2.1.1- Done 
2.2-else 

2.2.1- if R + retrieve-a-de(P) then 
2.2.1.1- replay(P, Ptr, R) 

2.2.2- else 
2.2.2.1-if unsafe-links(P, Threats) then 

if resolve-threats(Threats, P, Ptr) t hen 
(P.  Ptr)  c resolve-threats(Threats. P, Ptr) 
return refine(P, Ptr) 

else 
fail 

2.2.2.2- if 3 Pi E Cp then 
if resolve-an-open-cond(cai , P. P tr) t hen 

(P, Ptr) t resolve-an-open-cond(P', P. Ptr) 
return refine(P. Ptr) 

else 
fail 

Figure 3.4: The POP algorithm (Step 1 of Algorithm 1). Comments are 
enclosed in square brackets. 



resolve-an-open-cond (Pi, P, Ptr) 
-If 3 an action o j  E Ap that adds c then 

[establishl 
- Lp t Lp U {a, 5 ai) 
- Op c Op U {a j  +ai) 

- Ptr t Ptr u{aj i a ; )  

return (P, Ptr) 
else 

if find-a-new-action(aj ) that adds c then 
[add-action a ,] 
- Ap c Ap U { a j )  

- Lp t Lp U {aj ai) 
- Op t Op U {a j  + a , )  

- Ptr t Ptr u { a j  a ; )  
return (P, Ptr) 

else 
return faihre 

resolve-threats ({tl.t2.. . . An). P. Ptr) 
If resolve-a- t hreat ( t 1. P, P tr ) t hen 

(P. Ptr) t resolve-a-threat(t1. P. Ptr) 
(P, Ptr) t resolve-tkeats((t2.. . . $2). P. Ptr) 

else 
return failure 

resolve-a-threat ((t. p 4 c). P. Ptr) 
If consistent (t  + p) then 

[prornote t] 
- O p t O p u { t * p )  
- Ptr t Ptr ~ { t  > p) 
- return (P, Ptr) 

else 
If consistent(c + t )  then 

[demote t] 
- O p  t O p u { c > t )  
- Ptr t Ptr ~ { c  + t )  
- return (P. Ptr) 

eLse 
return fdure 

Figure 3.5: Continuation of the POP algorithm. Pi denotes precondition c of 
action ai. Comments are enclosed in square bradrets. 



retrieve-a-rule (P) 
Best-quality c O 
R t NULL 
For each d e  R, E rule-library do 

if open-conditions(&) ) Cp and effects(&) C Ep and 
quality(Ri) > Best-quality then 

Best-quality c quality(Ri) 
R t Ri 

return R. 

P t add-constraint(q. P)  
Ptr t Ptr U c; 

return (P, Ptr). 

unsafe-links ( P, Threats) 
if 3 not(e)l  E E p  and p 4 c and 

B ( t  + p or c >  t )  then 
V not(e)' E Ep and p c and 

(t  > p or c + t )  do 
Threats t Threats ~ { ( t , p  4 c)} 
return true 

else 
return false 

add-constraint (c, P)  
if c = al > a* then [if c is an ordering constraint] 

OP + O P  u {al + a * )  
else i f c  = al 4 a* then 

O p  + O p  U {al > a?)  
L p  t L p u a I  & a 2  

return P. 

Figure 3.6: Continuation of the POP algorithm. The expressions open- 
conditions(R) and effects-needed(R) denote open-conditions field and effects 
field of the d e  R respectively. 
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Figure 3.7: Default planning trace for the transportation example problem 
(Problem 1 shown in Figure 3.3). 

a r . o b j m U o l ~ ~ l  
<usuttf tr t ,a~l)  /00&Ouck(01 ,M +pl) awbj.e~lol. opll cu-obj.rrl02. p U  - ~-&ml* l j  end 

~drivbmc*.cfties(tr!,api po2) 



Figure 3.5: Continuation of Figure 3.7: default planning trace for Example 
3.1. The dotted line between Nodes 12 and 15 indicates that Nodes 1344 
have been omitted for brevity. 



(on its right top end). The root node (Node 1) shows the initial-plan and the 

leaf node (Node 15) shows the completely refined partial plan (i.e., a complete 

p l 4  

The key idea behind PIP's algorithm is that partial-order planning is a 

refinement process i.e., the process of adding constraints to a partial plan. 

Each planning decision to resolve a threat c m  be seen as adding an ordering 

constraint and each add-action/establish decision can be seen as adding both 

a n  ordering constraint as well as a causal li& constraint. For instance, the 

planning decision recorded at the first node in Figure 3.7 adds the ordering 

constraint start + end. Node 2 adds the causal link constraint 
al-objects 01 ,ap2) 

unload-truck(o1, T R, ap2) end and the ordering constraint 

unload-truck(o1, T R, ap2)  > end. Similady, each planning decision can be 

seen as adding some constraints to the partial plan. This means that a l l  

the information contained in the planning trace s h o w  in Figuies 3.7 and 3.5 

can be represented as an ordered constraint-set as showri in Figure 3.9. This 

observation allows us to define a planning trace as an ordered set of constraints 

(causal-link and the ordering constraints stored in the order in which they were 

added by the planner). 

After generating the default planing episode, PIP calls its model planning 

episode generator to generate a model planning episode. This mode1 planning 

episode is then compared with the default planning episode. 

3.2.2 Step 2: Generating the Mode1 Planning Episode 

The model planning episode is defined as a better quality4 model plan and the 

model planning cowtraint-set (or simply the model construint-set) . The model 

constraint-set is an unardered set of causal-links and ordering constraints that 

are compatible with the model plan. PIP only needs an unordered set (as 

opposed to an ordered constraint-set i.e., a planning trace) because it does 

not l e m  in what order the planning decisions should be taken (Le., in what 

'Current version of PIP only learns when the alternative plan is of better qudity than 
the default plan. PIP cm be easily modied to l e m  trom lower quality alternative plans. 
Off course, instead of leaming how to plan, in this case PIP will leam how not to plan. 



end 

in(o1, TR) 
2. load-tnick(o1, TT?, Frornl) unload-truck(o1, TCI, ap2) 

at-truc k(iRap2) 
3. drive-truck-acftiea(TR, Fmmi, ap2) - unload-truck(o1, TR, ap2) 

4. start 

5. start 

6. start 

7. unlaad-tnick(o2, tr2, po2) 

B. load-truck(o2. tR, ap2) 

9. drlvetruck(tr2. ap2, po2) 

10. start 

11. Hart 

at-truck(tri, apl) - load-tnick(o1, tri, apl) 

at-ûuck(trt , apl) 
drlve-truck-aciUes(trt, apl , ap2) 

et-object(o1, apl) - 
load-truck(o1, trl, apl) 

atsbjed(o2, po2) - end 

Figure 3.9: Ordered constraint-set corresponding to the planning trace shown 
in Figures 3.7 and 3.5. Only causal-link constraints are shown here. 

order to resolve the pending flaws5) but ody  what difTerent planning decisions 

should be taken to generate a higher quality plan. 

The mode1 planning episode generator consists of an alternative planner 

and an infer-constraints module. If PIP is in the autonomous learning mode, 

then the alternative planner is used to produce the model plan and the model 

constraint-set. If the system is in the apprenticeship mode, then the user is 

asked for a model plan but not the model constraint-set6. PIP has to infer these 

constraints from the model plan. Essentidy, PIP must infer some aspects of 

the planning decisions that would be consistent with a particu1a.r plan, because 

it cornpaxes planning decision traces and not totally ordered plans. A naive 

5This is oot to say that the fiaw selection order does not impact a partial-order planner's 
performance. Indeed, there has been some important work done by DVi196] tu study the 
impact of flaw selection strategies an the performance of partial-order planners. 

'Most apprenticeship systems FIMST93] assume that the user only provides the final 
solution. The reason is that if these systems are to be deployed in the real world planning 
situations, then we cannot assume that their users know how the problem solving algorit hm 
works. 



way of inferring those constraints would be to search exhaustively until the 

model plan is produced. However, this is extremely inescient and in the worst 

case requires searching the entire search space. -4 more efficient method is to 

use the model plan as a guide to limit the search. Figure 3.10 shows the infer- 

comt~aints algorithm used by PIP. This algorithm differs fiom the basic partial 

order planning algorithm in its implementation of the add-action procedure. 

PIP uses this algorithm to compute the set of model constraints that would 

have been imposed by PIP's default planner had it produced the model plan. 

Figure 3.11 shows the constraints inferred by PIP hom the mode1 plan shown 

in Figure 3.3. 

The problem is that a model plan may be compatible with more than one 

constraint-set. This happens when more than one effect is anilable to satisfy 

an open-condi tion. Since the learning cornplexity of PIP's learning algorit hm 

depends on the number of conflicting choice points, PIP can l e m  more effi- 

ciently from a constraint-set that leads to smaller number of conflicting choice 

points than a constraint-set that leads to a larger number of conflicting choice 

pointsi. Hence the optimal learning strategy for PIP would be to compute the 

constraint-set that leads to the smallest number of conflicting choice points. 

A naive algorithm to do that would be to compute a l l  the constra.int sets for 

a given mode1 plan, find out the number of conflicting choice points generated 

by each constraint-set, and select the one that leads to the smallest number. If 

n is the plan length (Le., the number of actions) then in the worst case, t here 

may be n ways of resolving each goal (as each goal rnay be supplied by all the 

n actions). Each precondition of these actions may in turn be supplied by all 

the remaining actions. If m is the average number of preconditions that an 

action has in this domain then in the worst case the number of constraint sets 

compatible with the model plan is equal to mn x n!. Inferring all the constraint 

sets and computing the number of confiicting choice points generated by each 

constraint-set may be too costly. PIP uses a heuristic technique (shown in 

ïPreferïng constraint sets that lead to fewer conflicting choice points (and hence fewer 
rules) is also a good htdsties for keping PIP's d e  libracy size smd. A s m d  rule Iibrary 
allows faster rule retrieval and hence is preferable. 



Infer-constraint s (Ad) 
[Initialize Pl 
- -4p e {s tart ,end) 
- O p  t {start  + end)  
- LP + {) 
- E p  t Init-state 
- Cf t Goals 

- return refine(P, M) 

refine (P. M) 
1- If not flaw(P) then 

1.1- return success 
else 

if unsafe-li&s(P) then 
if resolve-threats(P) then 

(P, Ptr) c refine(P, Ptr) 
[ c d  POP's refine shown in Figure 3.41 

else 
fail 

if 3 cai E Cp then 
if resolve-an-open-cond(P' . M) then 

retuni refine(P, M) 
else 

fail 

resolve-an-open-cond (Pi, hl) 
-If 3 an action aj E Ap that adds c then 

[est ablish] 
- Lp t L p  U (aj G a i )  
- Op t Op U { a j  + ai) 

else 
if 3 an action aj E !CI that has as effect c then 

[adhaction a ,] 
- Ap t Ap U { a j )  

- Lp t L p  u {a j  % ai) 
- O p  +- O p  U {a, ,  + ai) 

else 
fail 

Figure 3.10: PIP's Infer-constraints algorit hm. Comments are enclosed in 
square brackets. 



unload-plane(o1, pH, ap2) 

load-plane(o1, pl1 , apl) 

fiy-plans(pI1, apl, ap2) 

start 

start 

unloabtnick(a2, tR, po2) 

loabtruck(o2, tr2, ap2) 

drivetruck(tr2, ap2, po2) 

start 

start 

at-object(o1, ap2) - end 

in(o1, pll) - unlosbplane(o1, pH, ap2) 

at-objecyol, apl) 
I load-plane(o1, pl1 , apl ) 

at-object(o2, p02) - end 

Figure 3.11: Mode1 constraint-set for Problem 1, i.e., the constraints inferred 
by PIP from the model plan for Problem 1. 

Figure 3.10) for efficiently computing a model constraint-set . The heiuis tic 

is to keep the infer-constraints algorithm as close to PIP's default planning 

algorithm as possible. In general. this strategy leads PIP to constraint sets 

that lead to few conflicting choice points. 

3.2.3 Step 3: Analytically Comparing the two Episodes 

Given the system's default planning episode and the model planning episode, 

PIP needs to identify (aj the planning decisions that the default planner has 

taken differently to produce the model plan and (b) the conditions under which 

these planning decisions lead to a higher quality plan. The approach taken 

here is that the default planner lacked the knowledge about when to take 

these planning decisions and hence it took the bad planning decisions (Le., the 

decisions that lead to the lower quality plan) when it shodd have applied the 

good planning decisions (the decisions that lead to a higher quality plan). The 

soIution is not just to remember the good planning decision but to leam the 

rationale for both the good planning decision and the bad planning decision 



so that it c m  apply both in appropriate situations in the fut&. In order to 

do this P P  needs to: 

0 identifjr the planning decision points where the default planner made a 

different choice than the mode1 planner. and 

0 l e m  the rationale for applying the planning decisions so that the default 

planner c m  apply the correct planning decisions in future. 

PIP's analytic learning component uses the ISL algorithm shown in Fig- 

ure 3.12. The input to ISL is both the default planning trace (computed in 

Step 1 of Algorithm 1) and the model constraint-set (computed in Step 2 of 

.4lgorithm 1). Given this information, ISL looks for differences betiveen two 

planning episodes that lead to plans of different quality. This is done by re- 

tracing the default planning-trace, iooking for a planning decision that added a 

constraint that is absent from the model constraint-set . These decision points 

are labeled conficting choice points. Each conflicting choice point inùicates 

a possible opportunity to learn the rat ionale for applying a planning decision 

that potentidy contributes to the production of a better qiiality plan in a 

class of problems similar to the current problern. 

There are four types of conflicting choice points: 

a add-action- add-action codicting choice points. These codicting choice 

points a i se  when the two planning episodes add different actions to 

resolve the sarne open-condit ion flaw . 

a add-action- establish and establish- add-action conflicting choice points. 

These points arise when one planner adds a new action to resolve an 

open-condition fiaw while the other planner sees that the open condition 

can be satisfied ( established) using an existing action. 

0 establish-establish conflicting choice points. These conflicting choice 

points anse when both planners resolve an open-condition flaw using 

two diffe~ent effects of existing action(s) to establish an open-condition. 

'The reason for this is that the planning decisions that are good in the current context 
may turn out to be bad in the context of another partial plan. 



ISL ( De fault-trace, Modei-constraint-set) 
1- [Initialize PI 

- Ap t {start .end) 
- O p  t {start  > end) 
- LP + 0 
- Ep t Init-state 
- Cp + GO& 

2- hd-coficting-choice-points(P, Default-trace, Model-constraznt-set). 

find-confiicting-choice-points ( P ,  Dtr = { d l ,  d2,. . . (ln), Mc) 
2.1 if d l  E Mc then 

2.1.1 if dl = p  4 c then 
Lp t Lp u {P i C )  

OP t OP lJ {P * c )  
2.1.2 else 

OP + OP U { d l )  
2.1.3 find-codicting-choice-points(P, Dtr - { d l  ), hf c )  

2.2 else 
2.2.1 mark this node as a conflicting choice point 
2.2.2 flaw t flaw-resolved-by (di,  P) 
2.2.3 Model-Consts t find-constraint-in-MIc-that-resolves( flaw .&~c ) 
2.2.4 Lp t Lp U causal-link(Mode1-Consts) 
2.2.5 O p  t O p  U ordering-constraints(Mode1-Consts) 
2.2.6 (P, Dtr) t refine(P, Dtr) 

[ c d  POP's refine defined in Figure 3-41 
2.2.7 fmd-codicting-choice-points(P, Dtr - { d l ) ,  Mc) 

Figure 3.12: The Intra-Solution Learning (ISL) Algorithm (Step 3 of hlgo- 
rithm 1 of Figure 3.2). Comments are enclosed in square brackets. 



flaw-resolved-by ( d )  
if d = al + a* and p 4 c E unsafe-links(P) and 
(ai = p xor ai = c, where i = 1 3  then 

return ( a i , p  4 c) 
e l ~ e i f d = ~ i c t h e n  

return (p 4 c) 

causal-lin k (Mc) 
model-consts t {) 
Vdi E Mc do 

i f d i  then 
model-consts + model-consts U di 

ret urn model-consts 

ordering-constraints (Mc) 
model-consts t {) 
Vdi E MC do 

if di = a l  r a* then 
model-consts t model-consts U di 

return model-consts 

find-constraint-in-Mc-that-resolves (flaw. Model-consts) 
ifflaw = 4 c then 

find p' 4 c E Model-consts 
return p' 4 c E 

else if flaw = ( t ,  p -% c) t hen 
if f + p E Model-consts then 

return t + p 
else 

return c + t 

Figure 3.13: Continuation of the Intra-Solution Learning ( ISL) Algorit hm. 



promote-demote and demote-promote conflicting choice  point^.^ These 

points arise when one planner resolves a threat by promoting the threat- 

ening action to corne before the producer of the threatened causal link 

while the other planner resolves the same flaw by demoting the threat- 

ening action to corne after the consumer of the threatened causal-link. 

Example: Given the default planning trace shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8 

and the model constraint-set shown in Figure 3.11, ISL retraces the default 

planning trace ( show in Figure 3.14) looking for a planning decision that 

adds a constraint not present in the model constraint-set. Node 1 in Figure 

3.14 is one such node where the default planner resolves the open-condition 

flaw at-objectlol, a~2) . .~ by performing add-action: unload-tnick(o1. TR.ap2). 
at-&j(o 1 ,ap2) 

which adds the causal-Li& unload-truck(o1. TR, ap2) + end to the 

partial plm. But this causal-link is not in the model constraint-set for this 

problem shown in Figure 3.11. The model constraint-set contains a causal 
al-objcct(o1 .ap2) 

link unloud-plane(olt $1. ap2)  + end. In other words, the mode1 

planner resolved the precondi tion at-O bject (O 1, ~ p 2 ) , ~  by add-action: .i~nload- 

plane(o1, pli, ap2). Hence. Node 1 is labeled as an add-action-add-action 

type codicting choice point. 

Learning a single search control d e  that ensures the application of the 

model planning decision at this point may turn a low-quality plan into a higher- 

quality plan. but it is rather unlikely that this was the only reason for the 

difference in quality between the default plan and the model plan. There may 

be more opportunities to l e m  what other decisions lead to a better quality 

plan for the same problem. To identify the other planning decisions whose 

rationale the default planer lacks, E L  adds the constraint added by the model 

plan at this point to the partial plan being refined (Steps 2.2.4 and 2.2.5 of 

ISL). Once the higher-quality plan's planning decision h a  been applied to the 

partial plan being refined, ISL c d s  the default planner again to re-plan from 

Mat point on (Step 2.2.6 of EL). A new default plan and a new default trace 

' ~ h e  routine for learning Gom pmrnote-demote or dernote-promote con%icting choice 
points was never implemented. This would not have affecteci PIP's performance on any of 
the domains reported in the next two chapters because such opportunities never arise in 
any of those domains. It appears that such learning opportunities are very rare. 



Path A 

Node 11 (a) 

Figure 3.14: Con£iicting choice point that leads to Path A (left), h the 
higher-quality plan, and to Path B (right ), the lower-quality plan. 



(that is the same as the initial trace up to the now-replaced codicting choice 

point, and possibly different thereafter) is returned for this same problem, and 

the process of andyzing this new trace against the constraints of the higher- 

quality model plan is done again. This analysis may lead to more coaicting 

choice points (as indeed is the case with the example scenario shown in Figure 

3.14: at Node 10 the new default planning episode makes a different choice than 

the model plan). Eventually, the default planner will generate a planning trace 

that is consistent with the constraint-set inferred for the higher-quality model 

plan. That ends the learning about plan quality that cm be accomplished 

from t hat single training problem. 

For any conflicting choice point, there are two different planning decision 

sequences that can be applied to a partial plan: the one added by the default 

planner (the worse planning decisions), and the other added by the mode1 

planner (the better planning decisions). The application of one set of planning 

decisions Leads to a higher quality plan and the other to a lower quality plan. 

It would be possible to construct a rule that indicates that the planning deci- 

sion associated with the better-quality plan should be taken if that same flaw 

is ever encountered again. Aowever, this would ensure a higher-quality plan 

only if that decision's impact on quality was not contingent on other planning 

decisions that are *downstream9 in the rehement process, i.e., fiirther along 

the search path. Thus, some effort must be expended to identie the depen- 

dencies between a particular planning decision and other planning decisions 

t bat follow i t . 
To identify what downstream planning decisions are relevant to the deci- 

sion at a given codicting choice point, the following method is used. The 

open-conditions at the conflicting choice point and the two different planning 

decisions (i-e., the ones associated with the high quality mode1 plan and the 

lower quality default plan) are labeled as relevant. The rest of the better-plan's 

trace and the rest of the worse-plan's trace are then ex;tmined, with the goal 

of labeling a subsequent planning decision q relevant if 

a there exists a causal-Er& q 4 p such that p is a relevant action, or 



q binds an uninstantiated variable of a relevant open-condition. 

For instance, consider again the first codicting choice point at Node 1 

shown in Figure 3.14. There are two open-condition flaws in the partial plan, 

but the flaw selected to be removed at this point is the open-condition ut- 

object ( O  1, ap2). Clearly, the decision add-action: unload-plane (O 1, Pl, ap2) on 

Path h (left path) is relevant. Similady, the decisions to add-action: load- 

plane(o1 ,pli, ap 1) and add-action: fly-plane (pll, apl,  ap2) are relevant because 

they supply precondi t ions to the relevant action unload-plane (O 1, Pl, ap2). Fur- 

ther dong Path A, the decision establish: ut-object(o1, apl) is relevant be- 

cause it supplies a precondition to the relevant action fIy-plane (pl1 , ap l, ap2). 

However, the planning decisions add-action: unload-tmck(o2, 23-2, po2), and 

add-action: drive-tmck(Tk2, Et-oM? po2) are not relevant because the open 

conditions they resolve are not relevant. The labeling process stops on reach- 

ing the leaf nodes and the two relevant planning decision sequences (for each 

conflicting choice point) are returned. ISL returns the two planning decision 

sequences shown in Figure 3.15 for the first confticting choice point. 

Once ISL identifies the relevant planning decisions associated with the way in 

which given fiaw(s) were resolved differently for the higher-quality plan and 

the lower quality plan. a search control d e  can be created. The first step is 

to generalize the planning decision sequences. This is done by (a) replacing all 

the planning actions not added by the planning decision sequence (such as the 

~ t a r t  and end in the planning decision sequences shown in Figure 3.14) with 

variables and (b) replacing d the constants (such as a p l ,  ap2, 01, and p l l )  

wi t h Miiables. For instance. generalizing the planning decision sequences of 

Figure 3.15 leads to the planning decision sequences shom in Figure 3.16. 

The two generalized decision sequences (corresponding to each confticting 

choice point) retunied by ISL are stored as two search control d e s .  If the 

codiicting choice point is at a decision point to resolve an open condition flaw, 

then for each decision sequence PIP stores: 



Louer quality sequence 
add-act i o n :  unload- truck(o1 ,  T r ,  ap2) t o  resolve 

u t - o b j e c t ( 0 ,  Y)tnd 
add-act i o n :  load- t ruck(o1 ,  Tr,From2) t o  resolve 

an (01 B Tr)unlocid-ttuck 
add-ac t i o n :  drive-t trrck-act  t i e s  (Tr ,  From2, ap2) tu resolve 

4 tœ t f l l c k  (TT, ~ P Z )  unlaod-t ruck 

e s t a b l i s h :  u t -ob jec t  (01 ,  Frorn2)l,d-truck with ut-ob j e c t  (0, qatart 
e s t a b t i s h :  a t - t r u c k ( ~ r , ~ ~ ~ m 2 ) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  with 

u t - t r u c k ( T r ,  X)atart  
e s  t u b  ish: neq  (ap l .  ~ p 2 ) ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  with neq ( X ,  Y)"'~" 

Higher quality sequence: 
add-act ion:  un load-p lane (o1 ,  P l ,  ap2) t o  resolve 

ut-ob j ec t  ( o f ,  a ~ 2 ) , , ~  
add-act i o n :  l oad -p lane (o1 ,  P t ,  From2) t o  resolve 

i n  (01 ,  P t )  unlaid-plane 
add-act i on :  f l y - p  lane(P2,  Froml, ap2) t o  resolve 

a t -p l one ( P l ,  Fromi)) unlood-p(one 

e s t a b l i s h :  ut-ob j e c t  (01, F r ~ m ) ~ , ~ - ~ ~ , .  v i th  ut-ob j e c t  (0, x)'~"" 
e s t a b l i s h :  at-plane(Pl,X))lr,yone uith at -p lane(P2,  x)"'~" 
es t  ab2 t s h :  neq(ap1. ap2)fly-plone with neq(X. Y ) ' ~ ~ ' ~  

Figure 3.15: Two planning decision sequences identified by ISL for the first 
codicting choice point shown in Figure 3.14. The notation Preact indicates 
that Pre is a precondition of Action .Act and the notation E f fAct indicates 
that E f f is an effect suppiied by the action .Ad. 

the open-condition flaws present in its partial plan that the relevant 

decision sequence removes. These become the open-condition field of 

the d e .  

the effects present in its partial plan that are required by the relevant 

decision sequence. These become the efiect field of the d e .  

O the quality value of the new subplan produced by the relevant decision 

sequence. This becomes the quality field of the d e .  

This information is then stored in PIP's d e  library and specifies the rationde 

for applying the planning decision sequence stored in the rule. 

By examining the better quality planning decision sequence retunied by 

ISL for the example tramportation problem (shown in Figure Us), PIP's d e  



Lower quality sequence 
add-act ion: un toad-truck(& Tr, Y) to resolve at-object (O, Y)=lct l  
add-act ion: Zoad-truck(0, Tr,K) to resolve  in(^, L)u,l,d,,,k 
add-act ion: drive-truck-aci t ies(Tr,X, Y) to  resolve 

at-tnck (TF, Y)) unlmd- truck 

es tablish: ut-ob ject (O, X)lood-truck) ~ i t h  at-ob ject (0, X)""* 
estab 2 t s h :  at-tnick(Tr, X ) d r i ~ e ~ r u C k J c O c i t i e d )  with at-t ruck(Tr. x ) ~ ~ ~ ~  
es tablish: nep(X, Y)arive-lrtlCk-ogtica with neq(X. Y)'4ct4 

Higher quality sequence: 
add-act ion: unZoad-plane(O,Pl, Y) to resolve ut-ob ject (O, Y ) A , ~ I  
add-oct ion: lotad-pZane(O,PZ ,XI to resolve incl] ,  L)udmd-plane 
add-action: fly-ptane(PZ,X,Y) to resolve 

at 7 lane ( P z ,  Y)) unlmd--plane 
establish: at-ob ject (0, X)lood-plone with ut-ob ject (0, x ) ~ ~ ~ ~  
estoblish: ~t-ptane(PZ,X)~~,,-~~ with ot-p~ane(P2, qAct3 
est ab l ish: neq (X,  Y)jr,-$a,, v i t h  neq ( X ,  

Figure 3.16: Generalized planning decision sequences. Pr eact denotes pre- 
condition Pre of Action A d  and Ef fAct denotes effect Ef f supplied by the 
action .Ad. 

storing module identifies the following open-condi t ions ascl the effec ts t hat t his 

planning decision sequence resolves: 

open-conditions : {ut-object (0, Y ) a c t i )  

The actions added by the better planning decision sequence form the sub- 

pian, P= {hd-plane (O, Pl, Y), fIy-plane(Pl, Y, X), udoad-plane@, Pl, X) ). 

The quality value of this subplan forms a part of the rule for applying this plan- 

ning decision sequence. The quality value of a plan in the trassportation do- 

main is defined as 5 x time-money, where rnoney and time denote the amounts 

of the resources of time and rnoney consumed by the plan. Computing these 

values for the subplan P and substituting these values in the quâlity formula 

yields: Q = 5 * (20 + 20 +distance(Y, X)/100) - (15 + 15 + distance(Y, X)/5). 

Putting d this together, the rule learned for the planning decision sequence 

associated with the higher-quality plan is shown in Figure 3.17. Similady, by 

examinhg the planning decision sequence associated wi t h the lower quali t y 

plan, PIP leanis the d e  s h o m  in Figure 3.18. These d e s  spec* that 



open-conditions: {ut-ob ject (O, 
effects: {ut -ob ject (O, K ) ~ " * ,  at-p Zone (PZ, x ) ~ " ~ ,  

ne* (X ,  
quality: 170 - 3 * distance(Y, X)/200. 
trace: add-act ion :  unZoad-p Zane (O, PZ, Y) t o  resolve 

ut-object (0, Y)acti 
odd-action: load-p Lune (&PZ, X) t o  resolve 

i n  (0, L)unlood-plane 
add-action: /Zy-pZune(P1, X, Y) to resolve 

lane (Pz Y) ) unlmd-plone 

estab Zishr ut-ob ject (O, X )  with ut-ob ject (O, x)""~ 
estabtish: at-pZane(PZ,X) with ut-ptane(P1, x)"'~~ 
establish: neq(X, Y) with neq(X, 

Figure 3.17: Search Control Rule 1: The rule formed by PIP for the higher 
quality decision sequence shown in Figure 3.16. 

open-conditions: (ut-objec t (O, Y)Acr l }  
effects:{ot-ob ject (O, x)""*, at-truck(Tr, x ) ) " ~ ' ~ ,  

neqCa, Y ) " " ~ )  
quality: 50 - 2 * distance(Y, X)/25. 
trace: add-action: unlood-tmck(0, Tr, Y) to resolve 

ut-object(0, Y)AçtL 
add-action: Zoad-truck(& TT,X) t o  resolve 

i n  (0. unloadœtruck 
add-action: drive-tmtck-acities (TT,X, Y) to resolve 

at-tmck (TT, Y) ) unload- truck 

estabtish: ut-object(0, X)  with ut-object(0, d)&* 
estab l ish: at-truck(Tr,X) with ut-truck(Tr, x)"'~~ 
estsb Zàsh: neq(X, Y) with nep(X, 

Figure 3.15: Search Control Rule 2: The d e  formed by PIP for the lower 
quality decision sequence shown in Figure 3-15. 



Initial-state: {atabject(ol, apl), at-truck(tr1, pol), at-truck(tr2, ap2)} 
at-plane(pl1, apl), samecity(ap1 ,pol),same-city(po1 ,apl ), 
samecity(ap2,po2),sarne-~ity(po2,ap2), position(ap1, O), 
position(po1,l a), position(ap2,221), position(po2,230), 
money(1 OO), time(0)) 

Goal: {at-object(ol, ap2)) 
. - 

Figure 3.19: Problem 2: A Transportation planning problem. 

the planning decisions specified in the t race  field of the nile can resolve the 

goals/subgoals specified in the open-conditions field of the rule if a l l  the 

members of the eff ects field of the d e  are present in the partial plan's 

effect-set (Le., the set E defined on page 43). The qual i ty  field of the d e  

specifies the effect on quality of the complete plan that resolving the flaws 

using the planning decisions (specified in the trace field of the rule) will have. 

Retrieving the rules 

Rules such as these are consulted by POP to produce a plan for sirnilas subse- 

quent problems. When refining a partial plan P, POP seorches its d e  library 

to find a d e  whose open-conditions and effects are subsets of P's open con- 

dition set Cp and effect set Ep respectively. If more than one such rule is 

available, then the rule that has the largest precondition set (Le., it resolves 

the largest number of preconditions) is selected. If more than one such d e  is 

available, then POP uses the d e  whose qua1 i t y  field has the highest value 

when edua ted  in context of P. 

Example 4.2: To see an illustration of de-retrieval in PIP, suppose that 

after learning Search Control Rule 1 and Search Control Rule 2 (displayed 

in Figures 3.1'7 and 3.18), PIP is presented Problem 2 (the transportation 

problem shown in Figure 3.19). 

PIP c& POP to solve this problem. POP's fist step (Step 1 of the 

POP algorithm shom in Figure 3.4) is to initialize the partial plan P =< 
Ap, Op, L p ,  EpT C p  > as foIlows: 

action-set Ap t {stait, end), 



ordering constraints set Op t {start > end), 
causal-link set Lp t ( }, 

effect-set E p  t {at-O bject (01, apl),t,,t , a t - tmck( t~ l ,  pol),tart, 

ut-plane (pl, ap l).tort, at-pl~ne (tr% ap2)start), and 

open-condition set Cp t {ut-object(o1, ap2)Cnd} - 

POP's next step (Step 2 of POP algorithm shown in Figure 3.4) is to c d  

refine. Since the partial plan at this point contains a flaw, refine c d s  retrieve 

to see if a d e  matches the partial plan P. Since the precondition and effect 

sets of both Rule 1 and Rule 2 (shown in Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18) are 

subsets of P's precondition and effect-set. reteeve compares the quality values 

of the two d e s  computed in the context of the current partial plan to see 

which planning decision sequence promises to lead to a better quality plan. 

Since the quality value of Rule 1 (170 - 3 * 221/200 = 166) is higher than the 

qudity value of Rule 2 (50 - 2 * 2211200 = B), Rule 1 is selected for retrieval. 

The trace part of the d e  containing the planning decisions. 

{add-action(un1oad-plane (02, pl1 , ap2)) , 
add-action(load-plane(o2,pll ,apl)) . 
add-act ion(f ly-plane (pl 1, apl , ap2) ) , 

establish(at-object (02, apl) ) , 

establish(at-plane(pl1, api)) , 
establish(neq(ap1 ,ap2) )). 

is returned and sent to the replay procedure. 

The replay procedure applies these planning decisions to the partial plan 

P to refine it. Following is the h a 1  plan produced by PIP for this problem: 

(load-plane(o1, p l 1  , apl )  , 
fly-plane(pl1, apl, ap2) , 
unload-plane (O 1, pl 1, ap2) ) . 

Refining PIP's Knowledge 

A retrieved d e  is guaranteed to guide the planner towards generating a higher- 

quality plan unless the partial plan has some yet unseen open-conditions that 



negatively interact with the preconditions in the antecedent of the d e .  -4 

negative interaction occurs if the application of a d e  leads to a lower quality 

plan than the plamer would have produced, had the d e  not been used. PIP 

detects such cases during training when application of a rde  leads to a lower 

quality plan than the mode1 plan. When that happens, PIP leams a more 

specific d e .  

\ Path a 

Figure 3.20: A codicting choice point where application of a d e  leads to a 
lower qualiw planning path (Path a + b1). 

Suppose Path a + bl in Figure 3.20 is the path followed by the system's 

planner because it was the path suggested by a retrieved rule R. Further 

suppose that Path a + b l  leads to a lower quality plan. This prompts PIP to 

identifjr a codicting choice point that Les on a replayed node n. PIP lems 

a d e  as usud for this codlicting choice point which would d o w  it to follow 

path b2 whenever it is at a node similar to node n. But this d e  alone would 

not ensure the production of a better quality plan for similar problems. Even 



if the exact same problem is subsequently presented to PIP, it would never 

get to node n because at node 1 it would retrieve R and produce the lower 

quaLity decision again. This means that a d e  must be Learned that would 

apply in node 1. PIP does this by forming a d e  (using the d e  formation 

process discussed earlier) from the planning decisions that f d  on the path 

a + b2. This rule is then added to PIP's d e  base. 

Summary 

This chapter presents PIP's knowledge represent ation scheme. It also de- 

scribes PIP's architecture and algorithms. In order to learn quality improving 

d e s ,  PIP compares its planning episode with a better quality model plan- 

ning episode. In apprenticeship situations where a user is only able to provide 

a mode1 solution, PIP has to make a hypothesis about the model planning 

episode. Then it compares two planning episodes identifying the crucial plan- 

ning decisions that are responsible for the ciifference in the overall qualities of 

the plans that resdted from the two episodes. PIP's learning opportunities 

are the conflicting choice points- these are the nodes in the search-tree for 

a problem where a flaw can be removed by applying two different planning 

decisions if these planning decisions lead to plans of different quality. The end 

product of this analysis is the identification of a set of flam and for each of 

these flaws two different planning decision sequences are identified, both of 

which solve that flaw. This analysis is then stored in the form of the d e  for 

each planning decision sequence. The idea is that learning this d e  will help 

the plamer decide which planning decisions to apply next time it is faced 6 t h  

a sixnilm planning situation. 



Chapter 4 

The motivation behind the work reported in this chapter was to study the 

benefits and costs of using the result of the analysis done in Step 3 of PIP's 

algorithm (shown in Figure 3.2) to formulate plan-revri-te niles (as opposed to 

the search control d e s ) .  Recall that current approaches to plan quality im- 

provement via rewrite rules depend on hand-coded rewrite des. While these 

approaches show the promise of rewrite d e s  for improving both planning 

efficiency and plan quality, t hey axe impractical for most practical planning 

problems because of the difficulties involved in manually deriving and encod- 

ing the rewrite heuristics. The system (called PIP-rewrite) presented in this 

chap ter lems plan-rewrite d e s  automatically and uses them to produce (pre- 

sumably) better quality plans. PIP-rewrite follows the standard P P  algorithm 

described in the last chapter for the f i s t  three steps. In Step 4, PIP-rewrite 

selects all the relevant actions added by the planning decision sequences iden- 

tified by ISL in Step 3 as relevant and stores these actions as a rewrite d e  

which essentially says "replace the lower quolity actions with the high qual- 

ity actions." R e c d  the two search control d e s  learned by PIP for Problem 

1 (originally shown in Figures 3.17 and 3.15 and reproduced in Figure 4.1). 

PIP-rewri te identifies and stores the equivalent information as Rewrite Rule 1 

shonm in Figure 4.2. 

This d e  can then be used by PIP-rewrite after a complete plan for a similar 

subsequent problem has been generated by its default p l m e r  to rewrite it into 

a higher quality plan. The first part of this chaptes presents details of how the 



open-conditions: { ut -ob ject (0, Y)aai ) 
effects: { ut-ob ject(~.X)~~*, at-pZane(P1, qAd3, neq(X. vACt4). 
quality: 170 - 3 * distance(Y, X)/200. 
trace: add-action: unZoad-ptane(O,PZJY) t o  resolve 

ut-object(0, Y).4,tl 
add-action: zoad-pZane(O.Pz .x) t o  resolve in(O, L)untood-plane 
add-action: f Ly-pZane(Pl ,X, Y) to resolve 

at-p 2 une (PZ J Y) ) unfmd-plane 
estabzish: ut-ob ject (0. X) vith ut-ob ject (0, X)"'' 
establish: ut-ptone(PZ,X) with ut-pZane(PZ. qACt3 
estabzish: neq(X. Y) with neq(X. Y)"&" 

open-conditions: { ut -ob jec  t (0. Y)Acti ) 
effects: { at-object(~,X)"~~, ut-truck(Tr, aACt3, neq(X.~)~~'~). 
quality: 50 - 2 * distance(Y, X)/25. 
trace: add-act ion: unZoad-truck(0, T r ,  Y) t o  resolve 

ut-object(0, Y).4ctl 
add-act ion : luad-truck(0, Tr. k) t o  resolve in (0, L)unlmd-LrucL 
add-act ton: drive-truck-uci t ies (Tr,X, Y) to resolve 

a t -tnek (Tr, Y.) ,,i,d-t,.ck 
establish: ut-ob ject (0, X) with at-O& ject (0, qACt2 
estabzish: at-truck(T~,X) with ut-truck(Tr. x)""~ 
establish: neq(X, Y) with noq(X. 

Figure 4.1: Search Control Rule 1 and Search Control Rule 2. reproduced from 
Figures 3.17 and 3.18. 

PIP framework presented in the last chapter can also be used for learning and 

using plan rewrite d e s  to improve both planning efficiency and plan quality. 

The second part evaluates the tradeoffs involved in employing rewrite versus 

search control d e s  in the PIP frame~vork. These empirical investigations 

address the question: '1s it better to store the output of the PIP's learning 

module (Le., ISL) as rewrite d e s  or as search control niles7" This matter is 

addressed by ninning both PIP and PIP-rewrite on a number of benchmark 

planning domains, measuring dependent variables such as plan quality and 

planning efficiency. and analyzing the results. 



replace : 
actions : {load-truck(0 ,T,X) ,drive-truck-acities (T ,X ,Y) , 

unload-truck(0 ,T,Y)) 
causal-links : { 

in-truck(0 ,T) 
load-truck(O,T,X) + unload-truck(O,T,Y), 

at-truck(T,Y) 
drive-truck-acities (T,X,Y) -+ unload-truck(0 ,T,Y) } 

with: 
actions : {load-plane (O, L ,X) ,f ly-plane (L ,X ,Y) ,unload-plane(0 , L, Y) ) 

Figure 4.2: Rewrite Rule 1: Learned by PIP-rewrite for the transportation 
problem shown in Figure 3.3. 

4.1 PIP-rewrite's Architecture and Algorithm 

PIP-rewrite has four main components of the PIP architecture (shown earlier 

in Figure 3.1) and follows PIP's high level dgorithm (presented earlier in 

Figure 3.2). The learning algorithm used by PIP-rewrite is similar to that of 

PIP. The major difference is in the way the information returned by ISL is 

stored by PIP-remit e. The following sections provide detailed algorit hms for 

each of PIP-rewri t e's components. 

4.1.1 The Planning Component 

Since PIP-rewrite does not leam any search-control d e s ,  it does not use PIP's 

planner. PIP-rewrite uses a speed-up partial order planning algorithm c d e d  

DerPOP to efficiently produce its initial plans. DerPOP is a Prolog version of 

the case-based partial order planner DerSNLP [Kg?]. 

DerPOP (Et-st ate, Goals, Action-schemas) 
1- If retrieve(Init-st ate, Goals, Previous-case) t hen 

1.1- replay ( Previous-case) 
2- else 

2.1- Planningtrace + POP(Init-state, Goals) 
2.2- store( Planning-trace) 

Figure 4.3: DerPOP's planning algorithm. 

As shown in Figure 4.3, DerPOP's first step is to see if goals and relevant 

initial conditions of a previously-cached planning trace are subsets of the goals 



and initial conditions of the current problem. If so it retrieves the planning 

trace. The retrieved case is then used by DerPOP to guide it to generate a 

plan for the curxent problem. If no previous case is available, then DerPOP 

plans from the fist principles using POP. Given a planning problem, DerPOP 

produces a plan and a planning trace for that problem which constitute the 

default p l d n g  episode. The planning trace is one input to PIP-rewrite's 

learning component. The second input to the learning component, the model 

planning episode. is generated by PIP's standard model plan generator (de- 

saibed earlier in Section 3.2.2). 

4.1.2 The Analytic Learning Component 

Given the system's default plan and the model plan, the problem for PIP- 

rewrite's learning component is to identify subplan(s) of the default plan that 

can be replaced by subplan(s) of the model plan. Ambite [AK97] shows that 

a subplan sl of a plan P can be replaced by a subplan s2 resulting in a plan 

Pr ifE 

1. preconditioiw(s2) C effects(s2 U P - SI), and 

2. wefubeffects(sl) effects(s2 U P - si). and 

3. an ordering of actions exists such that Pr is a viable plan. 

where usefd effects of a subplan s of a plan P are defined as the predicates 

present in the causal-links whose producer is in S and whose consumer is in 

P - S. Condition 1 is necessary to ensure that ail of s2's preconditions can 

be satisfied. Condition 2 is necessary to ensure that a l l  the preconditions of 

P - sl that used to be supplied by sl can still be satisfied. 

A naive algorithm for learning plan-rewrite d e s  then would be to compare 

dl subplans si, of the default plan with all subplans szj of the model plan to 

identify which si; can be remitten by which ~ 2 j .  Clearly, the computational 

complexity of this problem is exponential in the number of actions in both the 

default plan and the model plan. This m&es it computationdy infeasible for 

any large problem. 



PIP-rewrite uses a heuristic approach which is more efficient in practice 

but provides no guarantee that the replacing subplan can replace the to-be- 

replaced subplan in the default plan. The idea is to focus on the problem sub- 

goals and h d  subplan(s) in the default plan that are equzvulent with the sub- 

plan(s) in the mode1 plan. Two subplans are considered equivalent if they both 

solve the same subgoal. PIP-rewrite uses the ISL algorithm (described ear- 

lier in Section 3.2.3) to compute the to-be-replaced and the replacing subplans. 

However, PIP-rewrite supplies ISL with a completely instantiated default plan- 

ning trace (instead of a . ~  uninstantiated trace as is done in PIP) to transform dl 

establish- udd-action, add-action- establish and estubllçh- establish type con- 

flicting choice points into add-action- add-action t ype  conflicting choice points. 

The reason for this modification is this. Sometimes the way in which the 

two refinement paths out of a confiicting choice point differ is that the worse 

plan-refinement path uses anly establishment decisions (i.e., decisions to use 

existing actions) to resolve the open condition flaws, while the higher quality 

path resolves t hem using some add-action decisions. This caa lead to rewrite- 

rules of the sort: 

replace : 
actions: <) 
causal-links : €3 

with: 
actions : {drive-truck(T ,X,Y)), 

Note that the effect of such a d e  is to simply add actions to a plan under any 

conditions. 

Instantiating the planning trace transfoms ail the establish-type cordict- 

ing choice points into add-action-type conflicting choice points. This way the 

only conilicting choice points identified by ISL are add-action- type conflic ting 

choice points. I illustrate this 6 t h  the help of the Transportation exam- 

ple shown in Figure 4.4. Figure 4.5 shows the uninstantiated planning trace 

returned by DerPOP. This trace is c d e d  uninstantiated because during Der- 

POP's derivation of the plan, values of some variables are ttninstantiated. For 



In ltial-state: {at-o bject(letter, edm-ap), at-plane(plane1, edm-ap), 
at-plane(plane2, cal-ap), neq(ap1 ,ap2), neq(ap2,apl)) 

Goal: {at-object(letter, cal-ap)) 

Systemps Default Plan Model Plan 

load- plane(letter, plane1 , edm-a p) f iy-plane(plane2, cal-a~f edm-a~) 

fly-plane(plane1, edm-ap, cal-ap) load-plane(letter, plane2, edm-ap) 

unload-plane(letter, planel, cal-ap) fly-plane(plane2, edm-ap, cal-ap) 

unload-plane(lettet, planez, cal-ap) 

Figure 4.4: A Transportation problem. A letter is at Edmonton Airport (edm- 
op) in the initial state and the goal is to get it to Calgary Airport (cabap). 
Default planer uses planel for transporting the object and the mode1 plan uses 
plane2 to fly the object. 

instance, the variable Pl is uninstantiated in Nodes 2-4. The variable denoting 

the location from where to fly the plane (fiom2) also remains uninstantiated 

until the precondition ut-plane(P1, & 0 m 2 ) ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  is established wit h the effect 

ut-plane(pl1, edm-op) present in the initial condition set. 

Figure 4.6 shows the instantiated trace. This trace is c d e d  instantiated 

because a l l  the variables have been replaced by constants ivith which they axe 

eventually bound (later in the seardi). For instance, the variable PI1 has been 

replaced by the constant pl1 and the variables Rom1 and Rom2 have been 

replaced by edm-ap and caGap respectively. 

Figure 4.7 shows the conflicting choice point identified by ISL using the 

uninstantiated trace. The confücting choice point in this case is at the de- 

cision point of resolving the open-condition ut-plane (Plane. AP) which the 

default planner resolves by establishment with the condition ut-plune(plane1, 

edrn-~p).~. ,~ present in the initial state. This is an establish-add-action con- 

flicting choice point. However, when ISL is given the instantiated trace (shown 

in Figure 4.8) then the codicting choice point moves up (in the search tree) to 

the resolution of the open-condition at-object (letter, cal-ap). The default plan- 

ner resolves it by adding the action unload-plane (lett er, plane 1, cal-ap) and 

the mode1 planner resolves it by adding the action unload-plane (letter, plane2: 



Figure 4.5: Uninstantiated planning trace for the default plan shown in Figure 
4.4. Please note that only top part of the planning trace is shown for brevity. 

col-ap). Thus treating the two differently inst antiated actions as two different 

actions allows PIP-rewrite to translate all the confiicting choice points involv- 

ing establishment into add-action- odd-action type conflicting choice points. 

The output of ISL-rewrite is two planning decision sequences that resolve 

the same subgoal/god. 

4.1.3 The Rule library 
Forming and Storing the rule 

Given the two planning decision sequences, PIP-rewrite cornputes the actions 

added by each sequence to compute the two subplans that solve the same goal 

and stores that information in the form of a d e .  The actions that are added by 

the worse plan's planning decision sequence become the subplan to be replaced 

and the actions that are added by the better plan's decision sequence become 



Figure 4.6: Instantiated planning trace for the default plan show in Figure 
4.4. Please note that only the top part of the planning trace is shown for 
brevity. 

the replacing subplan. PIP-rewrite also identifies the causd links added by 

the worse planning decision sequence betnreen the t-be-replaced actions as 

the to-be-replaced causal links. This information is then stored in the rule 

library as a rewrite rule. 

Consider again the planning decision sequence shom in Figure 3.16. The 

actions added by the lower quality decision sequence are {load-tnrck(0, T y X J .  

drive-truck-adties(T,X. Y),  unload-truck(0, TT Y)),  and the causal links involv- 

ing these actions added by the better decision sequence are {load-tmck(0, T , X )  
in-truck(0.T) at -truck(T,Y) + unload-tmck(0, T ,  Y), drive-tmck-u-acitzes(T,X, Y) unload- 

truck(û, T, Y)). Similady, the actions added by the higher quality decision se- 

quence are {ïoad-plane(O,L,X),fly-phne(LoX, Y),udoad-plane(O,L,Y)). PIP- 

rewrite stores this information as Rewrite Rule 1 shown in Figure 4.2. 



Figure 4.7: Learning opportunities identified by ISL using the uninst antiated 
default trace show in Figure 4.5. 

Retrieving the rules 

When given a problem to solve, PIP-rewrite's default planner DerPOP pro- 

duces a complete plan P;: which indudes the set of actions -+, the set of casual 

links Clpi, ordering constraints Opi and the set of enects Epi . PIP-rewrite's 

next step is to search its nile library to find a d e  whose - k t 2 0 ? ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  

are a subset of .4pi and whose causal liPk constraints Clcwardaad are a subset 

of Clp,. If any such rule 



Figure 4.8: Leamhg opportunities ident ified by ISL using the instantiated 
planning trace shown in Figure 4.6. 

R = (Actionsipbrepraced, Ckbrepraced, = I ~ t i û n s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , )  is retrieved, then a.ll 

the ordering constraints from Opi that involve an action from . ~ d i ~ r z s ~ , ~ , . ~ . ~ ~ ~  

are deleted. It also deletes ail causal links from CIieareplaced whose pr* 

ducer is a member of a ~ d i ~ ~ t , k r e p l a c e d .  All those conditions in the casud- 

links that have a producer in . ~ $ ~ o T I s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  and a consumer in P - 
A c ~ ~ O ? ~ S ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ , ~  are added to the set of open conditions. The replacing 

action sequence is appended to the set of actions to obtain the new partial 

plan P, = ( A d s .  Ef fs.Open-conds,CL,O), where 

After applying a d e ,  the rewritten plan Pi can be rewritten again if any 

applicable d e s  exist or it can be refined to remove its flaws in order to tum 

it into a complete plan. 

Example 5.1: To see an illustration of PIP-rewrite's d e  retrieval and plan 

rewriting process, suppose that after learning Rewrite Rule 1 (shown in Figure 



Initial-state: {at-object(o1, apl), at-truck(tr1, pol), at-truck(tr2, ap2)} 
at-plane(pl1, apl ), same-city(ap1 ,pol ),semacity(pol ,apl), 
same-city(ap2, po2),same-~ity(po2,ap2), position(ap1, O), 
position(pol,13), position(ap2,221), position(po2,230), 
money(1 Oû), time(0)) 

Goal: {at-object(o1 , ap2)) 

Figure 4.9: Problem 2: Ji Transportation planning problem. 

Figure 4.10: DerPOP's plan for the problem shown in Figure 3.19. 

4.2) PIP-rewrite is given the problem originally presented in Figure 3.19 and 

reproduced in Figure 4.9. PIP-rewrite c d s  its default planner DerPOP to 

produce the plan shown in Figure 4.10 for this problem. 

Since tebe-replaced actions and to-be-replaced causal links of Rewrite Rule 

1 (shown in Figure 4.2) are subsets of PIP-rewrite's initid plan and its causal 

links, PIP-rewrite retrieves the mle shown in Figure 4.11. 

The retrieved rule is then applied to PIP-rewrite's initid plan. This means 

deleting the to-be-replaced actions and to-be-replaced causal links (as specified 

replace : 
actions : {load-truck(o1, trl ,apl) ,drive-truck-acities (tri ,ap1 ,ap2), 
unload-truck(o1, trl ,ap2) } 

causal-links: 
in-truck ot,trl) 

load-tnick(o1 ,trl , =p l )  4 unload-truck(o1, trl ,ap2) , 
ut-truck(tr1,apZ) 

drive-truck-acities(tr1 ,apl ,ap2) -t 

unload-truck(o1, tri ,ap2)) 
with: 

actions : load-plane(o1 ,Pl,apl) ,f ly-plane(P1,apl ,ap2) , 

Figure 4.1 1 : Rule retrieved by PIP-rewrite. 



Figure 4.12: The initial plan after the application of Rewrite Rule 1. Broken 
lines indicate the open conditions flaws introduced by rewriting i.e., precondi- 
tions of the actions that need to be satisfied. 

by the retrieved d e  shown in Figure 4.1 1) fiom the initial plan shown in Figure 

4.10) and adding the replacing-actions (specified in the retrieved d e  of Figure 

4.1 1). For instance the causal-link unload-tmck(o1, td tap2)  
nt -abject O 1 ,ap2) A end is also deleted because its supporting action 

doad- tmck(o1 ,  t r m 2 )  is a to-be-replaced action. Figure 4.12 displays the 

plan obtained by this deletionladdition process. Since there are no more 

applicable d e s  in PIP-rewrite's library, no more rewrites are possible. 

However, application of the rewrite nile has turned a complete plan into 

an incomplete plan (shown in Figure 4.12) i.e., a plan that has some flaws in 

it . Figure 4.12 represents the open condition flaws by broken lines coming out 

of the actions that need these preconditions. The refine procedure shown in 

Figure 4.13 is then called to refine this partial plan. Note that this algorithm 

is similar to the refine procedure of the POP algonthm shom in Figure 3.4. 

The main difference is that in this algorithm, the only way to resolve open 

condit ions is via establishment decisions. This makes the rewrite algonthm less 

flexible but simpler (and hence more efficient) than the partial-order planning 

algorithm. It also means that not a l l  incompleted plans obtained by applying 

a rewrite d e  to them can be resolved by the refine algorithm (e-g., those 

incomplete plans that have some open conditions that can only be resolved by 

the add-action planning decisions) . 
Applying the refnre procedure of Figure 4.13 to the incomplete p h  shown 

in Figure 4.12 results in the following complete plan, which has higher quality 



refine (P, Ptr) 
If not flaw(P) then 

return success 
else 

if unsafe-links(P, Threats) then 
if resolve-threats(Threats, P, P tr) t hen 

{same as POP's resolve-threats shown in Figure 3.4) 
(P, P tr) t resolve-threats(Threats, P, P tr) 
return refine(P, Ptr) 

else 
fail 

if 3 Pi E C p  then 
if resolve-an-open-cond(P' , P ) t hen 

(P, Ptr) t resolve-an-open-cond(P' : P, P tr) 
retum refme(P, Ptr) 

else 
fail 

resolve-an-open-cond (F i ,  P, Ptr) 
-If 3 an action aj E .Ap that adds c then 

- {establish) 
- Lp t Lp U {a j  i a i )  
- Op t Op U {aj  + ai) 
- Ptr t Ptr u(aj  5 a i }  
return (P, Ptr) 

else 
fail 

Figure 4.13: The r e h e  algorithm of PIP-rewrite 



than system's initial-plan: 

{drive-truck(tr1, p o l  , apl)  , 
load-plane(o1 , p l 1  , a p l )  , 

f ly-plane(p1l , a p l  , ap2) , 

unload-plane (O 1, pl 1, ap2) 3 .  

Notice however that PIP-rewrite is unable to produce an optimal quality plan 

for Problem 2 after having been trained on Problem 1. R e c d  that PIP was 

able to produce the optimal quality plan using the search control d e  it leanied 

from Problern 1. 1 will return to this issue in Section 4.2.5. 

Parameters for plan rewriting. If some of the rewrite d e s  in the d e  

library vndo each other's rewriting, then the recursive rewrite process can go 

on forever. Therefore. a limit has to be placed on the number of rewrites. 

Currently, PIP-rewrite only makes two rewrites to a plan. Another variable in 

a plan-rewrite system is the number of ways the initial plan can be rewritten 

in each rewrite-step. The reason is chat a number of rules may be applicable 

to a plan. Application of each of these d e s  rnay lead to a number of different 

rewritten plan(s) of different quality. This number c m  be as large as the 

number of ways of applying (i.e., instantiating) all the applicable rewrite rules. 

The benefit of applying all rewrite d e s  is that it allows evaluation of the entire 

neighborhood and hence the best quality plan cm be obtained. However, 

searching the entire neighborhood can be inefficient. If we restnct the ways 

of rewriting a plan to the fkst feasible way of rewriting, then the rewrite 

algorithm becomes efficient. The drawbadc is that we are not making use of 

a l l  the leanied knowledge. A compromise between these two extremes is to 

use a local search strategy such as hill-climbing. For the experiments reported 

in the next two chapters, two versions of PIP-rewrite were implemented: PIP- 

rewrite-best, which explores all ways of rewriting and PIP-rewrite-first, which 

stops after cornputing the first rewritten plan. PIP-rewrite-first returns the 

rewritten plan only if it has higher quality than the system's initial plan. If 

the initial plan has a higher quality than the rewritten plan then the initial 



plan is ret urned by P IP-rewrice-fis t . 
PIP-rewritdst  is the best that PIP-rewrite c m  do in terms of planning 

efficiency and PIP-rewrite-best is the best that PIP-rewrite can do in terms of 

improving plan quality. This dowed us to compare the best performance of 

PIP-rewrite with that of PIF. 

4.2 Cornparison of Rewrite and Search Con- 
trol Rules 

Clearly the best a planning by rewriting system can do in terms of planning 

efficiency is as good as its base planner that produces the initial plan. while a 

search control system c m  potentidy be more efficient than its base planner. 

The only reason why planning by rewriting is argued to be able to improve 

both planning efficiency and plan quality is that such system can employ a 

speed-up planner such as DerPOP as its base planner while a semch control 

system cannot. Given such a set up, it is not clear a s  to which technique 

(i.e., search control d e s  or rewrite d e s )  is a better strategy for storing the 

howledge leamed by the PIP's analytic learning process. This section presents 

an empirical cornparison of the two techniques to see what irnprovements in 

planning efficiency and quality are obtained by the two techniques. First 

the experimental methodology is described. then the problem domains are 

discussed. and f i ndy  the experimental results are pesented. 

4.2.1 Methodology 

The experimental methodology of cross validation was used for the exper- 

iments reported here and in the next chapter. A problem set containhg 

120 unique problems was randomly generated and 20, 30-, 40-, and 6û-fold 

cross-validations were performed. The cross-validation procedure for an x- 

item (x = 20,30,45,60) training set (or ~ - ~ ~ o b l e r n  set as 1 will refer to them 

in the rest of the document) involves generation of unique problem sets 

each consisting of x training items and f testing items. This ensures that 

after ail the y m, each of the total of 120 problems has appeared 5 t h e s  



as a test problem. For instance, in the case of 20-problern set, the 120 prob- 

lem set is divided into = 6 data sets. Each of these data sets contains 20 

training problems and 100 testing problems. PIP is then run on each of these 

six data sets. Similady, there are = 4 cross validation runs in case of the 

30-problem set, = 3 cross validation u s  for the 40-problem set, and # 
= 2 cross validation runs in case of the 60-problem set. 

Metrics of Interest 

Performaace of a planning and learning system can be measured dong a niun- 

ber of dimensions. Most significant among these are the planning efficiency 

and plan quality. Other factors include the utility of the leamed knowledge 

and the scalability of the techniques. 

Plan Quality. Average plan length is the metric that is used by most ex- 

isting planning systems to measure plan quality, mainly because they define 

plan quality as plan length. A measure equivalent to that in a system that 

has more complex representation of plan quality would be the average quality 

value of al1 the plans produced by the system for the test probiems. This 

statistic provides some measure of the improvement in quality value within a 

domain but does not allow cornparisons across different domains because the 

quality values between the two domains could differ widely. 

An alternative statistic for measuring plan quality is the percentage of the 

plans produced by the planner that are of optimal quality. If Pi is the plan 

produced by a planner for the ith testing problem, N is the number of testing 

problems, and hlPi denotes the mode1 plan for this problem then 

This statistic provides some measure of the improvements in a planning 

system's performance on quality but it ignores the improvements that occur 

when the system produces a better solution (than it would have produced 



without any learning) but not an optimal quality solution. This is a problem 

in domains where each problem may have, on average, multiple solutions of 

different quality. 

One solution to ded with this problem is to compute the average difference 

the quality value of the plan produced by the system and the quality value 

the optimal quality plan. This metric can be computed as: 

However, this statistic also does not d o w  cornparisons across two differ- 

ent domains because the quality values between the two domains coidd differ 

widely. A solution to this problem is to nonnalize the average plan quality. 

The normalization factor iised in the results reported here (and in the next 

chapter) is the average distance of the plans produced by the non-learning 

planner from the optimal quality plans. If f i l , .  . . , fiN denote the plans pro- 

duced by the planner after having leamed 1 examples (i.e., Pol, . . . Polv denote 

the plans produced by a planner without any learning) then the new plan 

quality metric is given as1: 

where ?J denotes the number of test problems. 

In the experiments reported in this chapter and the next chapter, the value 

of the metric Q3 was computed for each of the y cross validation r u s  for 

an 2-problem set. These values were then added to compute the çum of ail 

Q3 values which was then divided by the number of cross validation m s  (Le., 

o) t to get the mean value ( m g  ) of the plan quality rnetric 

where QJi is the value of the metric Q3 measured for the ith cross-validation 

m. For instance, in the $0-problem set case, six values of the plan quality 

' ~ h e  value of this metric cannot be computed when the denominator (Le., average dis- 
tance of the plans produced by the non-learning planner from the optimal quality plans) 
is zero. This only happeos when the planner produces mode1 plans without any learning. 
This situation never &ses in the experiments nported here. 



metric (i.e., Q31, Q32, Q33i Q34, Qa5, Q36) were calculated (coaesponding to the 

six cross validations runs), their sum cornputed and divided by six to compute 

the mean value of the plan quality metric: 

If learning is effective in guiding the planner towards good planning paths. 

then the normalized average plan quality distance (and hence the mean value 

of the plan quality metric) should decrease as leaming progresses. And if 

the method has general applicability, then this decrease should occur in many 

different domains. 

Planning Efficiency. 4 nurnber of statistics are used for measuring plan- 

ning efficiency of planning and learning systems. These include the CP U t ime 

taken to compute a plan (including the d e  retrieval tirne) CPU time taken to 

generate a plan not counting the rule retrieval time, and the number of search 

nodes the planner needs to expand to generate a pian. However, it is difficult 

to draw any conclusions by comparing the planning times of two algorithrns 

because of the differences in the compilers, platforms. and implementation 

techniques. 

Here (and in the next chapter), I use the number of partial plans (denoted 

by Num P P) that PIP's planner needs to expand to generate a solution for a 

problem to measure planning efficiency. If learning is effective in biasing the 

planner towards good planning paths and away from bad planning paths, then 

the average number of nodes needed to be expanded should decrease as the 

learner is exposed to more training examples. 

Similar to the case of the plan quality metric? the average number of partial 
120 plans generated per problem (Le.? iVumPP) was counted for each of the 7 

cross validation runs for an x-problem set. These valttes were added to com- 
126 

pute the sum x,z NurnPP which was then divided by the number of cross 

validation nuis to compute the mean 



where NumPPi is the average number of partial plans per problem rneasured 

for the ith cross-validation nui. 

Other metrics of interest Learning search control d e s  seems like an at- 

tractive strategy because such rules can potentially improve the performance 

of a planner by biasing it towards promising planning paths. Management 

of these d e s ,  however, has a certain cost associated with it that also has 

to be considered when evaluating the search control rules. This is the cost 

of retrieving and eduat ing the control d e s  at each choice point during the 

search. Because of this cost, it is desirable to leam only those mles that axe 

usefd towards the production of good solutions. Descriptive statistics that 

c m  provide some mesure of the utility of the learned d e s  include: the size 

of the d e  library (NumRules), the nurnber of the d e s  that were actiially 

used in the construction of a plan (Numusefil), and the number of d e s  that 

needed to be revised ( NumRevised). 

The value of each of these metrics (i.e., NumRules. NumUseful, and h m -  

Revised) was calculated for each of the ? cross validation runs of the s- 
120 

problem set. These values were then added to get a s u m  C,s Numi, which 

was then divided by the number of cross validation r u s  to get the mean value 

of each metric 

4.2.2 Domain Descriptions 

The purpose of empirïcal experiments reported here was to see if PIP and 

PIP-rewrite can learn to improve plan quality in a diverse set of "naturally 

inspired" domains. Three domains were selected for the experiments: Softbot 

[Wi196], Transportation domain [UE98], and Minton's manufacturing process 

planning domain [hlinS9]. 

The Tkansportation Domain 

The transportation domah mas derived fiom Veloso's logistics domain [Ve194]. 

The original logistics domain modeled a package delivery domain. Each city in 



that domain contained two locations (airports and post-offices) and a t a&.  

Each location may also contain some packages and each airport may have 

some airplanes. The goal is to transport the packages from one location to 

another location. Trucks are used to transport packages within the same city, 

and planes are used to transport packages between different cities. 1 extended 

the original logistics domain by adding the action move- tluck-acities (Truck. 

Rom, To) to provide an alternative means of moving between the cities and 

by adding resources of time asd money and a quality function. Action de- 

scriptions were also modified so that metric effects of each action specify how 

the action changes the amount of money and the time in the world. For in- 

stance, the time-taken and the cost of moue-truck(hrck, Rom, To) is defined 

as a function of the distance between locations horn and To. Plan quality is 

defmed as quality(time,money) = 5 * tzme - money. PR-STRIPS encoding 

of Transportation domain is shown in Appendix A. 

In the transportation domain, the initial-state is described by propositional 

as well as by metric at t ributes (representing the initial values of the resources of 

money and time). The places (i.e., airports AP and ports PO) have positions. 

Problems are produced by generating random initial states and goals. Place 

positions are also assigned random values. If places are in the same-citp 

distances between them are generated to be less than a short-distance, where 

distance between the places h m  and To is calculated as distance(&om, To) 

= abs(position(l+om) - position( To)), where position(l+om) and position( Tu) 

are real numbers that denote the position of the place R o m  and the place To 

respect ively. 

The Sof'tbot Domain 

The Softbot domain was developed by Williamson [Wi196] and inspired by the 

Rodney Softbot Project at the University of Washington [EW94]. It models 

a simple software agent using various Internet-based resources for information 

gathering. The agent can use operators such as finger or netfind to solve 

goals such as knowing a person's phone number or email address. The quality 

variables of interest are time, money, help and bother (how mach would it 



bother another agent if this action was taken by the planning agent) and 

quality of a plan is simply the sum of all the resources consumed by the plan. 

A PR-STRIPS encoding of Softbot domain is shown in Appendix B. 

Manufacturing Process Planning Domain 

The task in the manufactuing process planning domain [Min89] is to h d  a 

plan to manufacture a set of parts. The domain contains a variety of machines, 

such as a lathe. punch, spray painter, welder, etc., for a total of ten machining 

operations. The operator specifications are shown in Appendix C. The features 

of each part are described by a set of predicates such as temperature, painted. 

has-hole, etc. These features are changed by the operators. Other predicates 

that are not added by any action such as has-clamp, is-drillable, etc., are true 

in the initial state. 

Each action is assigned a cost metric representing the cost of that action. 

Cost of a plan is the sum of the costs of its actions. Quality of a plan is defined 

as l/cost i.e., the lower the cost of a plan. the higher its quality. 

4.2.3 Experimental Set-up 

One hundred and twenty 2-goal problems were raadomly generated for Trans- 

portation domain and Softbot domain. For Transportatioo domain, each prob- 

lem had two objects to deliver, three cities, three trucks and two planes. Soft- 

bot problems contained two persons about whom some information was sought. 

For the process planning domain. the number of goals fûr each of the 120 prob- 

lems randornly ranged between 2 and 5. The process planning domain had two 

objects and the goal was to shape them. 

Training sets of 20, 30, 40' and 60 were raadomly selected from the 120- 

problem corpus, and for each training set, the remaining problems served as 

the corresponding testing set. To identiS. a mode1 plan for each training 

problem, POP was nui in a depth-first search mode with a depth Limit of 15. 

The Çst  20 plans (or all  possible solutions for a problem if this number was 

less than 20) were generated and the highest quality plan from these was used 

as a mode1 plan for that problem. These were also the plans from which the 
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as described in Chapter 3. 
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rewrite are shown as N + M. where N is the mean number of nodes expanded 

by the default planner and M is the rnean number of nodes expanded by 
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troduced by applying rewrite d e s  to the initial plan). The two counts are 
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the planning nodes. This is because the rewrite module (shown in Figure 4.13) 

is a more restricted version of the partial-order planning module as it cannot 

add any new actions. 
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Table 4.5: Performance data for the softbot dornain. 
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Table 4.6: Rule data for the softbot domain in the 2û-problem case. 

the mode1 plans as shown in Tables 4.1, 4.3, and 4.5). As expected? the quality 

of the plans produced by PIP-rewrite-best is higher than those produced by 

PIP-rewrite-first . It is interesting to note. however, that for all three domains, 

quality improvements obtained by using search-control rules are comparable or 

better than those obtained by rewrite rules (even when the entire neighborhood 

is exhaustively explored). For Softbot and the process planning domains, PIF- 

rewrite-best performs slightly bet ter than PIP, whereas for the transportation 

domain the quality of PIP's plans is better than those produced by PIP- 

rewrite-best . 
On the planning efficiency front, PIP clearly outperfonns PIP-rewrite-best 

on all three domains. More surprisingly. PIP's petformance on planning effi- 

ciency is even better than that of PIP-rewrite-first on two out of three domain. 

On the simple process planning domain, PIP-rewrite-fkt is more efficient than 

PIP but on the more interesting Transportation and Softbot domains PIP 

clearly outperforms PIP-rewrite-hst . 

4.2.5 Discussion 

The empiricd result s presented here suggest that learning good rewrite rules 

using the PIF' framework of analyzing local planning decisions is hard be- 

cause it is difficult to translate information learned from one context (i-e., 

the context of choosing between plan refinement paths) into a fonn usable in 

another context (i.e., replacing portions of completed plans). 1 will illustrate 

this point with the help of the two Transportation examples introduced ear- 

lier (Problem 1 shom in Figure 3.3 and Problem 2 presented in Figure 3.19 

and reproduced in Figure 4.9). Recd that on being trained on Problem 1. 

PIP leanis Search Control Rule 1 and Search Control Rule 2 (shown in Figure 



4.1) and PIP-rewrite learns the Rewrite Rule 1 (shown in Figure 4.2). Also 

r e c d  that when subsequently Problem 2 is presented to PIP, it uses Search 

Control Rule 1 to produce the optimal quality plan {load-plane(o 1, p l  1, 

api)  , f ly-plane(pl1, apl , ap2) , unload-plane(o1, pl1 , ap2)). PIP- 

rewrite, on the other hand, uses its Rewrite Rule 1 to produce the sub-optimal 

plan {drive-truck(tr1, pol , apl) , load-plane(o1, pl1 , apl) , 
f iy-pïane(pl1, apî , ap2) , unload-plane(o1, pli, ap2)) for the same 

problem. 

The reason why PIP-rewrite fails to produce the optimal quality plan for 

Problem 2, despite having leamed essentidy the same information as the 

search control rule systern, is that it applies this information after the complete 

plan has been produced. At that point. HP-rewrite's default planner has 

traversed the suboptimal planning path to the end and may have added some 

more suboptimal actions during that process. For instance, in this case the 

base planner adds the extra action drive-truck(tr1, pois api) which is not 

mentioned for delet ion in the rewrite d e .  And the reason it is not mentioned 

for deletion in the d e  leamed from Problem 1 is that in that problem. the 

action drive-tnidr(r1, a p l ,  pol) is not one of the relevant actions. The 

reason why search control d e  learned from Problem 1 works in Problem 2 is 

precisely because it is applied earlier dzlring planning to prevent the planner 

from going down the suboptimal planning path. 

The above discussion seems to suggest that the search control d e s  learned 

by PIP are always more general than rewrite d e s  (learned from the same 

learning opportunities) because they apply early in the planning process. How- 

ever, that is not always true2. To understand this, consider the problem shom 

in Figure 4.14 drawn from the softbot domain. The ISL algorithm identifies 

the conflicting choice point shown in Figure 4.14(b) when given the train- 

ing problem shown in Figure 4.14(a). PIP turns the output returned by ISL 

into Search Control Rule 3 shown in Figure 4.14(d) while PIP-rewrite forms 

Rewrite Rule 3 shown in Figure 4.14(c). 

2However, modifying the seacch control ruie mechanism specified in Chapter 3 can change 
that, as I discuss shortly. 



System's Default Plan Model Plan 

(fi ngeaulian), 
finget(andnas)} 

Replace: 

actions: (hirecyberdetecüve(Person)} 

causal-lInks: ( ) 

With: 
actions: {finger(Person)} 

open-conditions Fnow-~honc(Pmon)~~> 
Act2 effects: (know-email(Person) ,, 

trace: {add action: finger(Person) 
to retsolve know-phonet(Penon)MI 

establish: know-email(hrson) 

with k n o w a m r l l ( ~ « w n ) ~ ~  
establish: has-platt-file(Penon) 

A d  - 

with has-plarMle(Person) 

Figure 4.14: (a) Problem 3: .4 training problem drawn fiom the softbot do- 
main. (b) The conflicting choice point identified by ISL for the training prob- 
lem shown in part (a). (c) Rewrite Rule 3: the rewrite d e  leanied by PP- 
rewrite kom the learning opportunity shown in part (b). (d) Search Control 
Rule 3: one of the two search control d e s  learned by PIP from the leaming 
opportunity shown in part (b). This one specifies the rationde for using the 
better planning decision sequence. PreAd denotes precondition Pre of Action 
Act and EffACt  denotes effect E f f supplied by the action A d .  



1 Goals: {know-address(srini), know-inst(srini)} 

hire-cyber-detective(srini) net-find(srini) 

&no w-name(srini) 

&no w-name(sniri) 

hm-homepage(srini) 
start 

(b) 
Figure 4.15: (a) Problem 4: A problem drawn from the softbot domain. (b) 
Planning gaph  correspondhg to the plan {hire-cyber-detect i v e  ( s r i n i )  , 
netf i n d ( s r i n i ) )  produced by PP-rewrite's default planner for the problem 
shown in part ( a ) .  

Subsequently when Problem 4 (shown in Figure 4.15(a)) is presented to 

PIP. it cannot use the rationale that it leamed from Problem 3 because that 

rationale c m  only be retrieved when Inow-pkone(Person) is an open condi- 

tion, and this never happens when solving the current problem. Rewrite Rule 3 

however is applicable to the complete plas produced by PIP-rewrite's default 

planner (shown by the planning gaph  of Figure 4.15(b). This dows PIP- 

rewrite to produce the better quality plan {f inger ( s r i n i )  ,netf  ind (srini) ) 

for Problem 4. In this case, a rewrite rule is more general than the search con- 

trol d e  learned from the same leaniing opportunity because a search control 

rule is only indexed and retrieved by the go& it resolves in the example fiom 

which it was learned. This may account for PIPys poor performance in the 

softbot domain (especially when the number of training examples is s m d ,  as 



open-conditions: {know-phone(Person) or know-name(Person) 
Act 1 Act1 

or know-address(Person) } 
Act 1 

Act3 
effects: (knowsmail(Person) , has-plan-file(Person) 

trace: {add action: finger(Person) to 
to resolve know-phone(Per~on)~~ 
establish: know-emailQerson) fioger(Penon) 

with know-ernail(Penon) Ac' 
establish: has-plan-file(Person) finger(Pemo) 

Act3 
with has-plan-file(Person) 

Figure 4.16: Modified form of Search Control Rule 3. PreACt denotes pre- 
condition Pre of Action Act and E f f "" denotes effect Ef f supplied by the 
action .-kt. 

shown in Table 4.5). 

This type of situation only occurs when the set of avcilable effects of the 

planning decision sequence is larger than the goals the planning decision se- 

quence was used to resolve in the example from which it was learned. This 

means that this planning decision sequence can dso be used to resolve sorne 

other goals than the ones that PIP indexes it by. A d a b l e  effects of a planning 

decision sequence are the effects supplied by an action added by the planning 

decision sequence that c m  be used to resolve the preconditions of an action 

that is not added as a part of the planning decision sequence. For example, the 

amilable effect set of the planning decision sequence stored in the trace part 

of the search control d e  shown in Figure 4.14(d) is {know-name(~erson), 

know-address (Person) , know-phone(Person) , know-inst (Person) ) which 

is larger than the open condition set by which PIP indexes this d e  (namely 

{know-phone(Person) ) as shown in Figure 4.14(d)). 

hlod&hg PIF to index its search control rules by the disjunction of all the 

goals it can resolve cas solve this problem. For instance, Search Control Rule 3 



(shown in Figure 4.14(d)) would be transformed into the d e  shown in Figure 

4.16. This change should also ensure that search control d e s  are always more 

general than the rewrite rules learned from PIP's learning. 1 outline horv this 

change is expected to affect PIP in Section 6.2.1. One of the expected benefits 

is that PIP should learn faster in domains such as Softbot and its d e  rnemory 

should dso become smaller. 

4.3 Summary 

This chapter presents PIP-rewrite, a wiation of the PIP system presented in 

Chapter 3, that stores the information returned by PIP's learning component 

as rewrite d e s  (instead of search control d e s ) .  PIP-rewrite uses ISL to 

identify two subplans, a bad subplan which can be replaced by the other good 

subplan. After learning this information? whenever PIP-rewrite produces an 

initial plan containing the bad subplan it tries to replace it with the good 

subplan to produce a plan which is hopefdly of a better qudity than the initial 

plan. This planning by rewriting framework has the potential of irnproving 

the planning efficiency as well, because the initial plans are produced by a 

speed-up planner called DerPOP. Experimental evidence is presented in this 

chapter to show that learned rewrite d e s  do lead to improvements in plan 

quality on a number of benchmark planning domains. However, the gains in 

efficiency made by using a speed-up planner to generate the initial plan are 

lost during the rewrite process. The empirical results also show that there 

is information to be gained by analyzing local refinement decisions during 

the planning process and translating them into both rewrite as  well as search 

control d e s .  However, it appears that rewrite rules, by their very nature 

of working on completed plans, just do not have the same decision-maliing 

context. 

There are also significant differences in PP's performance anoss different 

benchmark domains. This suggests that there may be some domain features 

Mlying which can affect PP's  performance improvements. To understand how 

various domain features affect PIP's performance, 1 designed various artScid 



planning domains [BW94] in which 1 could systematicdy vary various features 

and understand how they affect PIP's performance. These experiments and 

their results dong with PIP's cornparison with other systems that improve 

plan quality for partial order plamers are presented in the next chapter. 



Chapter 5 

Evaluating PIP 

Compârisons with competitor systems to evaluate the performance of a systern 

are a standard part of the evaluation of AI systems. Besides PIP, SCOPE 

[Est981 is the only planning and leasning system that automaticdy learns to 

improve quality of the plans produced by partial order planners. The fist  

part of this chapter presents results of the empirical cornparison of PIP and 

SCOPE. 

The rest of this chapter analyzes PIP's learning module, EL. 1 argue that 

viewing ISL as a supervisecl concept learner gives us some guidance on how 

to evaluate PIP. -4 number of domain features are identified that are likely 

to have an impact on PIP's performance. 1 describe the experimental set up 

and provide results of the e-xperiments done to evaluate the impact of w i n g  

domain features on PIP's performance. 

5.1 Empirical Cornparison With SCOPE 

SCOPE [EMSi, Est981 is the only planning and learning system besides PIP 

that learns to improve quality of the plans produced by partial-order planners. 

As described in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.3.3, SCOPE uses inductive learning tech- 

niques to acquire search control rules to improve plan quality. SCOPE does 

not possess plan quality knowledge, hence it can only learn quaIity irnproving 

niles in the apprenticeship learning mode (i.e., when the better quality mode1 

plans are provided by a domain expert). PIP, on the other haad, c m  gener- 

ate alternative plans automaticdy, evaluate their quality, and learn if their 



qualities are different . 
The conventional wisdom in machine learning is that when ail else is equd, 

analytic techniques require fewer training examples than inductive techniques. 

However, as described earlier (Section 2.2.1), SCOPE uses the search-tree to 

limit the language for the concepts it learns. SCOPE also uses some do- 

main specific concepts such as the concept of above(Blocki, BZock2) defined 

for Blocksworld problems. This makes a theoretical cornparison of the two 

systems very difficult . [EMS71 presents experimental results to show t hat 

SCOPE can improve quality (defined as plan length) of the plans produced by 

the partid-order planner UCPOP. 1 repeated those experiments for PIP. The 

improvements in plan quality and planning efficiency obtained by PIP were 

then compared with those reported for SCOPE in [EN197]. 

[EMST] used average plan length as the plan quality metric while planning 

efficiency was measured by computing the CPU time. Since plan length was 

the plan quality criterion. both PIP and SCOPE used depth-first search as the 

search strategy ' . Depth-first iterative deepening (DFID) was used to produce 

the mode1 quality solutions for the training problems. 

5.1.1 Experimental Set-up 

Veloso's logis tics transportation domain was used for these experiment S. Five 

problem sets of size 100 were generated. Each problem contained one or two 

objects to deliver, two trucks. and two planes which were distributed among 

two cities. Both PIP and SCOPE were trained on example sets of increasing 

size (10,20, 30,40,50,60, 70,SO, 90 and 100 problems) for all the five problem 

sets and the results were averaged. 

5.1.2 Results 

The platfonn used to nui PIP for these experiments was a SunJSparc Ultra 1 

machine. Figure 5.1 shows the average planning time (not counting the d e  
- -  - - 

lThis doue because usiog Depth-First Iterative Deepening (DFID) [Kor85] as default 
searcb strategy would have meant that the systems codd produce the optimal plans without 
any Ieoniing. 
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Figure 5.1: Graph showing how PIP and SCOPE improve planning efficiency. 
The graph for SCOPE is reproduced from [EM97]. 

Figure 5.2: Graph showing how PIP and SCOPE improve plan quality as the 
number of training examples increases. The graph for SCOPE is reproduced 
from [EM97]. 



retrieval time) required by PIP and the average planning time required by 

SCOPE to produce a plan for the test problems. As the number of train- 

ing examples increases the amount of tirne taken by both systems decreases. 

However, it is diaicult to draw any conclusions by comparing the planning 

times of two algorithms because of the differences in the compilers, platforms, 

and irnplementation techniques. Clearly, SCOPE's base planner UCPOP is 

more efficient than PIP's base planner POP because SCOPETs planning time 

with no Leaming is significantly better than PIP's time with no learning. But 

that does not tell us much about the relative performance of the two leamin9 

algorithms which is what we are interested in. 

Figure 5.2 shows the average plan length of the plans produced by each 

planning system. The average length of the plan produced by depth-first 

search remains unchanged at S.1 and shows the baseline performance without 

learning. The line corresponding to DFID shows the optimal performance. The 

results show that PIP needs only 30 examples to reach the optimal performance 

while SCOPE needs almost twice as many (50) examples to converge to the 

op tirnal performance. This confirms o u  intuitions that analytic techniques 

require fewer examples to l e m  a concept than inductive techniques. 

Note that this empirical cornparison does not take advantage of PIP's en- 

hanced representation of plan quality. The reason being that SCOPE is not 

designed to handle quality as a function of multiple factors. PIP. on the ot her 

hand, is designed to improve its performance on complex plan quality mea- 

sures involving a number of variables. PIPTs performance on quality is not 

d e c t e d  by the number of miables involved in the plan quality function. It is 

affected by a number of other factors such as instance sJmilady and qualàty 

branching factor. The next section cliscusses various factors that affect PIPTs 

performance, and reports on empirical experiments done to evaluate how these 

factors &ect PIP's performance on plan quality. 



5.2 Analysis of Factors That Affect PIP's Per- 
formance 

5.2.1 PIP9s Learning Component, ISL, As A Supervised 
Concept Learner 

As discussed in 4.2.5, the learning space of PIP's learning component (ISL) 

consists of conficting choice points. Each codiicting choice point is composed 

of a partial plan, with an associated good planning decision and an associated 

bad planning decision. The target concept that ISL must learn from these 

examples is which planning decision to apply to a partial plan to resolve its 

flaws. The approximation of this target concept leamed by ISL (encoded into 

its if-then d e s )  is then used to classify the partial plans generated during its 

search for solutions for the test examples to produce better solutions (according 

to the performance measure defined on the learning system's task) than the 

solutions the system would have produced without any learning. The set of 

all paxtial plans that can possibly be generated by the planning problems in 

that domain dehes  the instance space of ISL. Viewing ISL as a supervised 

concept learner as described above dows us to better understand it. It also 

gives us some guidance on how to evaluate its performance. 

5.2.2 Factors For Evaluating Supervised Learning Al- 
gorit hms 

Cornputational learning theory tells us that a supenrised concept leamer can 

only be guaranteed to perforrn well on some unseen test problems if the distri- 

bution of the test exmples is identical to that of the training examples (the 

so-called statzonary assumption) [h?194]. This is intuitive because in the triv- 

ial case, if the test problems are completely unrelated to the training problems, 

then the iearned knowledge cannot be of any use in solving the test problems. 

On the other hand, if the leamer is presented with the same problems in the 

training and testing phase then the learner can be expected to perform very 

w d .  In general, the peater the similarity between the training and the test 

examples, the more usefd the leamed knowledge can be and the better a 



l e m e r  can be expected to perform. Instance similarity was the first factor I 

decided to vaxy to assess the impact of similarity on PIP's performance. 

The second factor varied in the following experiments was the qua& 

b~anching factor. Quality branching factor is defined as the average num- 

ber of different quality plans per problem in the domain of interest. In the 

trivial case when the quality branching factor is zero (i.e., the quality of all the 

solutions is olike), it is easy to see that PIP's learning mechanism will never 

be invoked hence it will not leam anything. 

The third factor considered is the association between the planner's default 

bim and the quality bias. Quality bias is the knowledge about the target 

concept that PIP is trying to learn. In order to efficiently generate plans, 

domain independent plânners often assume some domain independent biases. 

1 c d  these the planner's default biases. For instance, UCPOP has a default 

bias to explore those partial plans fist  that have a lower value of A + C + TT 
where A is the number of actions, C is the number of open-conditions and T 

is the number of threats present in the partial plan. If the planner's default 

biases are close to the target quality bias (i.e.. the system is lucky) then there 

is not much to l e m  becâuse the system can produce good qudity solutions 

wi t hout any learning. 

5.2.3 Empirical Experiments Using Art incial Domains 
Problem set and domain generation 

Artificial domains and problem sets were generated to eduate  how varying 

each of the factors discussed in the last section affects PIP's performance. The 

problem set generation algorithm had two parameters: the size of the possible 

goal se t  and the size of the possible initial condition-set. The number of initial 

conditions for each problem was set to five and the number of goals for each 

problem was set to three. The possible goal set consists of d the possible goal 

propositions from which the problem generator has to select three goals for 

all the problems to be generated. The possible initial condition set contains 

aU the propositions from which the problem generator randomly selects five 



initial condition propositions for each problem. 

The domain generation algorithm has two parameters: the possible precon- 

dztion set and the possible effect set. The possible precondition set contains 

all the preconditions fmm which preconditions for the domain actions are ran- 

domly selected and the possible effect set contains d the effects from which 

effects for the domain actions are randomly selected. The possible precon- 

dition set is a superset of the possible initial condition set, and the possible 

effect set contains all the possible goals. The total number of actions was set to 

18. Actions al to as added the goals (which were randomly selected from the 

possible goal set), actions al3 to al8 required all the initial conditions as their 

preconditions, and actions a; to a 12 added in temediate  preconditions and ef- 

fects. Intermediate preconditions are the preconditions that axe present in the 

set of possible preconditions but not in the set of possible initiai conditions. 

Intermediate effects axe the effects that are present in the set of possible ef- 

fects but absent from the set of possible goals. Appendix D shows the domain 

used for the experiments done by varying problem similarity. The possible 

precondition set for this domain, {il, i2,. . .: il2, P l r P ~ r * .  . ql.q*,. . . ,ql*), 

contains all the possible initial conditions i,, x = 1,2? . . . ,12 and the interme- 

diate preconditions p, and q, where y, ; = 1.2. . . . .12. The possible effect set 

for this domain, {g,,g2,. . . :g,2, p l , p r 7 . .  . . p l* ,  ql,q*, . . . ,q~2), contains the 

possible goals g,, x = 1,2, . . . ,12 as well a s  a,lI the intermediate effects p, and 

qz where y, : = 1,2,. . . ,12. 

Met hodology 

-4 total of 120 unique problems were generated using the problem generation 

alg0nth.m desnibed earlier. The experimental methodology of cross-validation 

(described earlier in Section 4.2.1 and used for experiments with benchmarlc 

domains in the last chapter) was followed in the experiments reported here. 

R e c d  that cross-validation procedure for an x-item (x = 20,30,45,60) train- 

ing set is as follows: there are ? unique r u s ,  each defined by a unique set of 

+-training items and 9 testing items. This ensures that afker a l l  the m s ,  

each of the total of 120 problems has appeared y times as a test problem. 



So there are = 6 cross validation runs in case of the 20-problem set, = 

4 cross validation runs in case of the 30-problem sets, $f = 3 cross validation 

nins for the 40-problem sets, and = 2 cross validation runs in case of the 

6û-problern sets. 

Metrics of interest. The normalized average distance from optimal quality 

plans, Q3 (as s~ecified in Section 4.2.1) was used to measure PIP's pl= quality. 

As described in Section 4.2.1, the value of Q3 was calculated for each of the 

cmss validation runs for an x-problem set. These values were used to 
r 

compute the mean plan quality metric (mq defined in Equation 4.2). Standard 

deviation among the six Q3 values computed for each of the six cross-validation 

runs in the 30-problem case was also computed to provide a measure of the 

spread of the QI values. The planning efficiency metric used for the following 

experiments was the mean number of new nodes PIP's plumer expands to 

solve the testing problems (rnivUmpp defhed in Equation 4.3). 

The metrics used for rneasuing the rule utility included the proportion 

of usef i l  rules in the 20-problem case. and the proportion of rules needing 

refinement in the 20-problern case. The proportion of useful rdes is defined 

as the number of d e s  that were used by PIP at least once for construction of 

a plan for a subsequent problem divided by the total number of d e s  learned 
by p ~ p  during that nin (iee., numkr of ruks  urd  ut lcast once 

numkr  01 rules learned ) The proportion 

of the d e s  needing revision is defined as the number of d e s  that need to 

be refined because they lead to a lower quality plan (than the mode1 plan for 

that problem) during training, divided by the total number of d e s  that PIP 
numkr  o rules re ined learned for that IXR (i4e*? nuniber $ ). The value of each of both 

these metncs (i.e., the proportion of usefid d e s ,  and the proportion of d e s  

needing refinement) was calculated for each of the six cross validation runs for 

a 2û-problem set. A mean and standard deviation of these six values was then 

computed for each of these metrics. 



5.2.4 Varying Instance Similarity 

ISL's instance space for a problem set (Le., the partial plans generated during 

the search for solutions for the problems in that set) is completely determined 

by the problem descriptions as nrell as by the domain descriptions. This is 

because the problem specifications (Le., the initial-s t ate and the goals) only 

completely determine the initial partial plans and not the in temediate  partial 

plans which are also partly determined by the preconditions and the effects of 

the domain actions. To test the effect of varying instance similarity on PIP's 

performance, the foilowing two factors were varied: 

O problem description (i.e., initial-condition and goal) similarity 

precondition and effect similarity 

The greater the amount of similarity of the problems within a domain, the 

greater the chance that similar partid plass will be generated during the 

search. 

Increasing the domain similarity. defined this way, has the desirable ef- 

fect of increasing the similarity between training items and the testing items. 

This rneans that more knowledge learned during the training phase will be 

applicable during the testing phase which should improve PIP's performance. 

However, it also has the unintended effect of making all items (Le.. the training 

items as weil as the testing items) internally similu (Le., one training item 

sirnilar to another training item and one testing item similar to another testing 

item). When training items belonging to different concepts are similar to one 

another, it is harder for a concept leamer to learn their distinguishing features. 

When testing items belonging to different classes are simi1a.r to one another? 

there are greater chances of misclassification (i-e., an item belonging to class 

-4 being placed in class B). 

In PIP's case, a misdassification means retrieval and application of a d e  

to a partial plan that leads it to the production of a lower quality plan. .4 

nile is applicable to a partial plan that contains the open conditions and 

effects required by the planning decisions stored in the d e .  As described in 



Section 3.2.4, of all the applicable rules, PIP retrieves the d e  that promises 

the highest quality way of resolving the largest number of its open-condition 

flaws. -4 retrieved rule rnay provide wrong guidance (i.e., lead to a lower quality 

plan) if the pa.rtial plan that retrieved the rule contains some open conditions 

that negatively interact with the d e ' s  open conditions. Unfortunately, as  the 

internal similarity between training/ testing items increases, the likelihood of 

two partial plans being generated that have some (but not al) of their open 

conditions in common also increases. The larger the number of partial plans 

that have some (but not all) of their open conditions in common with other 

partial plans, the greater the number of negatively interacting partial plans. 

The greater the likelihood of the generation of negatively interacting partial 

plans, the larger the number of d e s  that provide wrong guidance and need 

to be refined. In short: 

a learning is not likely to be very useful for solving subsequent problems 

when partial plans generated are very dissimilar. 

learned knowledge is likely to be more useM in solving subsequent prob- 

lem when the instances are similar (i.e., more percentage of d e s  will 

be used). On the other hand. finer discriminations between the partial 

p l a s  must be made Co decide which planning decisions to apply i.e.. 

which d e  to retrieve and apply. Thus an increase in instance similari ty 

rnay also increase the chances of wrong d e s  being applied. 

Given this rliscussion, 1 propose the following three testable hypotheses. 

Hypothesis 1 More of PIPJ knowledge vil1 be usefil as the instance szmG 

l a d y  inc~eases. 

Hypothesis 2 More of PIP 's knowledge vill need to be refined as the instance 

Jimilarity increases. 

Hyp ot hesis 3 The amount of improvement in PIP 's plan quality will initially 

increase as the instance similady inmases (and more search control rules are 

applied), then drop as the instance simi~urity jiwther increases (and more d e s  

are vrrongly applied) . 



Normalized average distance of PIP's plans from the optimal quality plans 

is the measure used to determine plan quality. The value of this metric drops 

as PIP's plan quality increases and it increases as PIPys plan quality drops. 

The lrsefvlness of PP ' s  knowledge is determined by measuring the proportion 

of usefil d e s .  The amount of PIP's knowledge that needs to be revised is 

detemiined by measuring the proportion of the rules that need to be refined. 

Varying Problem Description Similarity 

A planner such as POP considers two problems to be similar if their initial 

conditions and goals are similar. The chances of two problems with similar 

initial conditions and goals being generated by the problem generation algo- 

rithm depend on the total number of unique problem descriptionst Le., size of 

the set of possible initial conditions and the size of the set of possible goals 

from which the 120 unique problems are to be randornly selected. 

Experimental Set up. The problem set generation algorithm described in 

Section 5.2.3 was used to generate nine problem sets to test Hypotheses 1-3. 

The problem similarity was varied by varying both the number of possible 

initial conditions as well as the number of possible goals from 6 to 12. The 

most similar problem set had 120 unique problems (with twenty unique 3-goal 

sets, and six initial condition sets of size 5) while the most different problem 

set had 174240 unique problems (with 220 unique %goal sets and 792 %goal 

problem sets) fiom which 120 problems could be selected randomly. 

The domain set was generated using the domain generation algorithm de- 

scribed in Section 5.2.3 with size of the possible precondition set being 12 and 

the possible effect set size being 12. The domain generation algorithm was 

repeatedly invoked until a domain was generated that allowed PIP to solve a l l  

the 120 problems in the most similar problem set. The domain was then fked 

and used for experiments with ail other problem sets. 

Results. The plan qunlity data shown in Table 5.1 is the mean value of the 

plan quality metric rn, (specified in Equation 4.2). The planning efficiency 



Table 5.1: Mean plan quality metric as a function of problem similarity and 
training set size. The table shows how the normalized distance from the op- 
timal quality plans changes as the number of training problems is increased 
from O to 60 for all nine problem similarity domains. 

data shown in Table 5.2 is the mean number of new partial plans rnn.,pp 

Number of training examples 
0 1 20 1 30 1 40 1 60 

num 
init-conds 

(specified in Equation 4.3). The rest of the tables (Tables 5.3-5.5) present 

num 
goals 

more data for the 20-problem sets: the problem sets with the largest number 

of cross-validation r u s .  Recall that in the 20-problem case, the 120 problem 

set is divided into 6 unique sets. each having 20 training problems and 100 

testing problems. PIP is then run on each of these sets and the performance 

metrics measured for each run. This leaves us with six d u e s  of each of the 

performance rnetrics (namely. Q3, the average number of new partial plans 

generated per problem, the proportion of useful d e s ,  and the proportion of 

these rules that need refinernent ). Mean and standard deviation of the six 

values of each metric, measured from the six cross validation runs, were then 

calculated- Table 5.3 shows the mean and the standard deviation for the 

proportion of the useful d e s .  Table 5.4 tabulates the mean and the standard 

deviation for the proportion of the d e s  needing refmement in the 20-problem 

case. Finally, Table 5.5 shows the mean and standard deviation for the plan 

Six one-tailed t-tests were perfonned to test each of the three hypotheses 

presented in the last section (namely, Hypothesis 1, Hypothesis 2, and Hy- 

pothesis 3). The f is t  two of these tests are intended to study the effect of 



Table 5.2: Mean planning efficiency rnetric as a function of problem similarity 

num 
init-conds 

and training set size. The table shows how the average number of new search 
nodes changes as the number of training problems is increased from O to 60 

num 
goals 

for d l  nine problem sirnilârity domains. 

Number of training examples 
O 1 20 1 30 1 40 1 60 

high similarity low similari t y 
Number of possible goals 

6 1 9 1 12 

Table 5.3: Mean and standard deviation (in parenthesis) of the proportion of 
the useful d e s  in the 20-problem case as a function of problem similarity. 

I II high similarity low similarity 1 

highsimilarity 

low similarity 

l.OO(0.10) 
0.65 (0.11) 
0.68 (0.10) 

Table 5.4: Mean and standard deviation (in parenthesis) of the proportion of 
the d e s  needing refinement in the 20-problem case as a function of problem 
similarity. 

Numberof 
possible 
init-conds 

0.71 (0.13) 
0.85 (0.12) 
0.50 (0.08) 

6 
9 
12 

F 

high similarity 

1ow sidarity 

0.65(0.10) 
0.45 (O.OS) 
0.25 (0.0ï1 

Number of possible goals 
6 

0.15 (0.05) 
0.08 (0.04) 

Ntunber of 
possible 
init-conds 

6 - 
9 
12 

9 
0.10 (0.04) 

O (0.00) 

12 
0.05 (0.02) 
O (0.00) 

0.04 (0.02) 1 O (0.00) O (0.00) 



high similarity low similarity 
Number of possible goals 

6 1 9 1 12 

Table 5.5: Mean and standard deviation (in parenthesis) of the plan quality 
metric in the 20-problem case as a function of problem similarity. 

I 

varying goal similarity on PIP 's performance while the next two tests assess 

high similarity 

low similarity 

the impact of varying initial condition similaxity. A third set of two t-tests 

' 0.69 (0.105) 
0.80 (0.043) 
0.83 (0.040) 

I 

was performed to assess what impact varying bot h these factors toget her has 

on HP's performance. 

Number of 
possible 
init-conds 

0.78 (0.036) 
0.77 (0.095) 
0.68 (0.050) 

The data in Table 5.3 formed the basis of the significance tests performed to 

6 
9 
12 

0.71 (0.039) 
0.61 (0.092) 
0.66 (0.044) 

test Hypothesis 1 regarding the mean proportion of the useful des. The e s t  

set of t-test s compared means going across the first row in Table 5.3 to evaluate 

the impact of decreasing goal sirnilarity on the proportion of usefd d e s .  It 

compared the mean proportion of the d e s  needing refinement in the 6-6 case 

with the mean proportion of the d e s  needing refinement in the 6-9 case, and 

the mean proportion of the d e s  needing refinement in the 6-9 case with the 

mean proportion of the d e s  needing refinement in the 6-12 case. It tvas found 

that the mean proportion of d e s  that prove usefiil for subsequent planning in 

the 6-6 set (1.00) is significantly greater than the mean proportion of d e s  that 

are usefd for subsequent planning in the 6-9 case (0.71) [t = 4.33, p < 0.051, 

and the 6-9 mean (0.71) is larger than the mean proportion of the usefd d e s  

in the 6-12 case (0.65), dthough not significantly so [t = 0.901. Thus varying 

goal similarity has some impact on the proportion of usefd d e s  leanied by 

PIP. 

The second set of tests compared the means going down the leftmost col- 

umn in Table 5.3 to evaluate the impact of decreasing initial condition simi- 

larity on the proportion of useful d e s .  It was found that the mean proportion 

of d e s  that are usefd for subsequent planning in the 6-6 case (1.00) is sig- 

nificantly higher than the mean proportion of usefd des learned in 9-6 case 



(0.65) [t = 5.77, p < 0.05]. However, the mean proportion of usefd d e s  

in the 9-6 case (0.65) is less than the mean proportion of useful d e s  in the 

12-6 case (0.68). The difference between the two means was not found to be 

statistically signiticant [t = 0.491. 

A third set of tests compared the means going down dong the diagonal 

of Table 5.3 to assess how decreasing both the initial condition similarity and 

the goal similarity affects the mean proportion of the useful d e s  learned by 

PIP. A one tailed t-test found that the mean proportion of usefd rules for the 

6-6 case (1.00) is significantly larger than the mean proportion of the usefd 

d e s  for the 9-9 case (0.88) [t = 1.88, p < 0.051. Another t-test found that 

the mean proportion of rules that are usefd for subsequent planning in the 

more similar 9-9 case ( O  .SS ) is significantly greater than the mean proportion 

of rules that are useful for subsequent planning in the less sirnilar 12-12 case 

(0.28) [t = 10.58, p < 0.051. Thus decreasing both initial condition and goal 

similari ty together significantly decreases the mean proportion of usefd rules. 

This is what was predicted by Hypothesis 1. 

The data in Table 5.4 formed the buis of the significance tests performed 

to test Hypothesis 2 regarding the mean proportion of d e s  that lead to lower 

quality plans and hence need to be refined. The Çst  set of t-tests compared 

means going across the first row in Table 5.4 to evaluate the impact of decreas- 

ing goal similarity on the proportion of rules needing refinement. The mean 

proportion of the rules needing refinement in the 6-6 case (0.15) was found to 

be sigdicantly greater than the mean proportion of the d e s  needing refine- 

ment in the 6-9 case (0.10) [t = 1.91, p < 0.051. Similady, the mean proportion 

of d e s  needing rehement in the 6-9 case (0.10) was significantly greater than 

the mean proportion of the d e s  needing refinement in the 6-12 case (0.05) 

[t = 2.74, p < 0.051. From these two t-tests, we can see that decreasing goal 

similarity decreases the proportion of d e s  needing refinement. 

The second set of t-tests compared the means going down the leftmost 

column in Table 5.4 to evaluate the impact of decreasing initial condition sim- 

ilarity on the proportion of d e s  needing refinement. It found that the mean 

proportion of the d e s  needing refhement in the ô-6 case (0.15) is significantly 



laxger than the mean proportion of the d e s  needing refinement in the 9-6 case 

(0.08) [t = 2.65, p < 0.051, and that the mean proportion of the d e s  needing 

refinement in the 9-6 case (0.08) is significantly laxger than the mean propor- 

tion of d e s  needing rehement in the 12-6 case (0.04) [t = 2.19, p < 0.051. 
Thus decreasing initial condition similarity decreases the proportion of d e s  

needing refinement . 
A third set of t-tests compared the means going down along the diagond of 

Table 5.4 to assess the impact of increasing both the initial condition and the 

goal similarity on the mean proportion of d e s  that PIP learns that need to be 

refined. A t-test found that the mean proportion of d e s  needing refinement 

in the 6-6 case (0.15) is significantly larger than the mean proportion of the 

d e s  needing cefinement in the 9-9 case ( O )  [t = 7.35, p < 0.051. No d e s  

need rehement in the 9-9 case. The mean proportion of d e s  needing refine- 

ment c a ~ o t  possibly decrease any further (i.e., the nurnber of d e s  needing 

refinement cannot chop below zero) hence no further decrease in the mean pro- 

portion of rules was expected as the problem similarity is decreased to 12-12. 

This is what was observed. Thus decreasing both initial condition and goal 

similatity decreases the proportion of d e s  needing refinement as predicted by 

Aypothesis 2. 

The data in Table 5.5 fomed the basis of the sipnificance tests performed 

to test Hypothesis 2 regarding improvements in plan quality obtained by PIP. 

The first set of tests compared the means going across the top row of Table 

5.5 to evaluate how ~ s y i n g  the goal similarity affects PIP's performance on 

plan quality. It was found that the mean value of the plan quality metric (i.e., 

normalized distance from the optimal quality plans) obtained in the 6-6 case 

(0.75) is significantly worse2 than the mean value of the plan quality metric 

obtained for the less similas 6-9 set (0.71) [t = 3-23? p < 0.05]. The mean 

value of the normalized distance fiom optimal quality plans increases further 

as problem similarity is increased to 6-12. However, a t-test found that the 

merence between mean values of the plan quality metric in the 6-12 set (0.69) 

2Since plan quaiity metric meawes the normalized distance from the optimal quality 
plans, larger values of the plan quality metric are worse t han the smaüer values. 



and the 6-9 set (0.71) is not statistically sigrrificant [t = 0.441. 

A second set of t-tests compared the means going down the leftmost column 

of Table 5.5 to evaluate the impact of decreasing problem similârity on PIP7s 

performance with respect to plan quality. A t-test showed that the mean value 

of the plan quality metric in the 9-6 case (0.77) is not significantly different 

fiom the mean value of the plan quality metric obtained in the 6-6 set (0.7s) 

[t = 0.241. Another t-test showed that mean value of the plan quality metric 

(i.e., the nonnalized distance from the optimal quality plans) in the 12-6 set 

(0.68) is significastly better than the mean value of the plan quality metric 

obtained in the 9-6 case (0.77) [t = 2.05, p < 0.051. Thus decreasing initial 

condition and goal similarity alone h a  some impact on PIP7s performance 

with respect to plan quality. 

-4 t hird set of tests compared the means going down dong the diagonal of 

Table 5.5 to assess the impact of increasing both the initial condition and the 

goal similarity on the mean value of the plan quality rnetric. It was observed 

that the mean value of the plan quality metric (i.e., the normalized distance 

fiom optimal quality plans) in the more similar 6-6 case (0.7s) is significantly 

worse than the mean value of the plan quality metric obtained in the less sim- 

ilar 9-9 case (0.61) [t = 4.21, p < 0.051. Another t-test indicated that the 

mean value of the plan quality metric in the 9-9 case (0.61) is significantly 

better than the mean value of the plan quality metric in the 12-12 case (0.S3) 

[t = 5-37, p < 0.051. This means that as both initial condition and goal simi- 

larity are increased, PIP's performance with respect to plan quality improves 

initidy ruid then drops as the problem similarity is further increased. This is 

what tvas predicted by Hypothesis 3. 

Varying Precondition and Effect Similarity 

Precondition/effect similarity of a domain is defined as the average painuise 

similarity between the precondition/effect sets of two competing actions in 

the domain. Two actions are said to be competing if they have at least one 

precondition/effect in common. Similaxity between two precondition/effect 

sets is defined as  the percentage of the preconditions/effects the two actions 



share. The average pairwise similarity is computed by summing the similarity 

between all the competing actions and then dividing them by the number of 

such pairs. 

Experimental Set Up. The domain generation algorithm described in Sec- 

tion 5.2.3 was used to generate the nine domains used to test Hypotheses 1-3 

(about the effect of varying domain similarity on HP's performance). 

The size of the possible initial condition set and the size of the possible goal 

set was fxed at 6 and 9 respectively, to generate a problem set contaking one 

hundred twenty problems (each consisting of 3 goals and 5 initial conditions). 

This problem set was then fixed and used for ad nine domains. In order 

to ensure that each domain solved all 120 problems, the domain generation 

algorithm was repeatedly invoked until a domain was generated that allowed 

PIP to solve a l l  of the 120 problems. The precondition and effect similarity 

for this domain was then measured and reported. 

Results. The plan quality data reported here is the mean value of the plan 

quality metric m, (specified in Equation 4.2) for d nine domains. Table 

5.6 shows how the distance from the mode1 plans changes as the number of 

training problems is increased from O to 60. The planning efficiency data 

reported in this section is the mean number of new partial plans rnNUmpp 

(specified in Equation 4.3). Table 5.7 displays how the number of new search 

nodes generated changes as the number of training problems is increased from 

O to 60 for all nine domains. Rest of the tables present more data for the 

20-problem sets: the problem sets with the largest number of cross-validation 

rus. Table 5.8 shows the mean and the standard deviation for the proportion 

of the d e s  used. Table 5.9 tabulates the mean and the standad deviation 

for the proportion of the d e s  that need to be refmed in the 2û-problem case. 

FinaJly, Table 5.10 shows the mean and the standard deviation among the 

d u e s  of the plau quality metnc for the 20-problem sets. 

Six one-tailed t-tests were performed to test each of the three hypotheses 

presented earlier (namely, Hypothesis 1, 2, and 3). The first two of these tests 



precond of trai 
30 
0.53 
0.53 

Table 5.6: Mean plan quality metric as a hnction of domain similarity and 
the training set size. The table shows how the normalized distance from the 
optimal quality plans changes as the number of training problems is increased 
from O to 60 for all nine domains. 

precond 1 effect Number of trai& 
O 1 20 1 30 

.g examples 
40 1 60 

Table 5.7: Mean planning efficiency met ic  as hinction of domain simi 
and the training set size. The table shows how the mean number of new s 

larity 
earch 

nodes changes as the number of training problems is increased from O to 60 
for ail nine domains. 

Effec t similari t y 
low similarity high similarity 

Table 5.8: Mean and standard deviation (in parenthesis) of the proportion of 
usefd rules in the 2û-problem case as a h c t i o n  of domain similarity. 

low similarity 

high similaxity 

45% 

0.40 (0.04) 
0.50 (0.04) 
0.63 (0.08) 

Precond 
similarity 

70% 

0.45 (0.05) 
0.50 (0.04) 
0.61 (0.11) 

30% 
40% 
50% 

80% 

0.60 (0.08) 
0.63 (0.09) 
0.65 (0.10) 



Effect similarity 
low similarity high similarity 

45% 1 70% 1 80% 

Table 5.9: Mean and standard deviation (in parenthesis) of the proportion 
of d e s  needing rehement in the 20-problem case as a function of domain 
similari ty. 

0.15 (0.04) 
0.15 (0.06) 
0.20 (0.09) 1 

Table 5.10: Mean and standard deviation (in parenthesis) of the plan quality 
metric in the 20-problem case as a function of domain similarity. 

low similarity 

high similarity 

were intended to study the effect of increasing effect similarity on PIP's perfor- 

30% 
40% 
50% 

Precond 
simiiarity 

mance while the next two tests assessed the impact of increasing precondition 

low similaxity high similari ty 
Effect similarity 

30% 
40% 
50% 

low similari ty 

high similarity 

similârity on PIP's performance with respect to plan quality. A third set of 

0.05 (0.02) 
0.10 (0.04) 
0.15 (0.05) 

45% 
0.99 (0.15) 
0.80 (0.12) 
0.60 (0.09) 

Precond 
similarity 

two t-tests was then performed to assess what impact increasing both these 

0.10 (0.02) 
0.10 (0.04) 
0.17 (0.10) 

factors together has on PIP's performance. 

The data in Table 5.5 formed the basis of the significance tests performed 

70% 
0.70 (0.11) 
0.58 (0.10) 
0.40 (0.10) 

to test Hypothesis 1 regarding the proportion of d e s  that are useful for sub- 

80% 
0.35 (0.11) 
0.28 (0.10) 
0.42 (0.08) 

sequent problem solving. The first set of two tests compared the means going 

aaoss the top row of Table 5.8 to evaluate the impact of increasing effect sim- 

ilarity on the proportion of the useM d e s  leamed by PIP. It cornpared the 

mean proportion of usefid rules in the 30-45 set with the mean proportion of 

useful d e s  in the 30-70 set, and the mean proportion of the usefd d e s  in the 

30-70 case with the mean proportion of the usefd d e s  by PIP in the 30-50 

set. It was found that the mean proportion of d e s  that prove usefid for sub- 

sequent planning in the 30-70 set (0.45) is sigdicantly greater than the meaa 

proportion of d e s  that me usehl in the 30-45 case (0.40) [t = 1.91, p < 0.051. 



Similarly, the mean proportion of usefd d e s  in the 30-80 case (0.60) is sig- 

nificantly greater than the mean proportion of usefd d e s  for the 30-70 case 

(0.45) [t = 3.90, p < 0.051. Thus increasing the effect similarity increases the 

proportion of useful d e s  leanied by PIP. 

The second set of tests was aimed at comparing the means going down the 

leftmost column of Table 5.8 to evaluate the impact of increasing precondition 

similarity on the proportion of the useful rules l emed by PIP. It was found 

that the mean proportion of rules that are useful for subsequent planning in 

the 40-45 case (0.50) is significantly greater than the mean proportion of the 

useful d e s  learned in the 30-45 case (0.40) [t = 4.33, p < 0.051. Similarly 

the mean proportion of the d e s  that are useful in the 50-45 case (0.63) is 

significantly greater than the mean proportion of the d e s  that are usefid in 

the 40-45 case (0.50) [t = 3.56. p < 0.051. Thus increasing the precondition 

similarity increases the proportion of useful niles leamed by PIP. 

A third set of t-tests cornpared the means going down along the diagonal 

of Table 5.8 to evaluate the impact of increasing both precondition and effect 

similarity on the proportion of useful rules learned by PIP. A t- test found t hat 

the mean proportion of d e s  that are useful for subsequent planning in the 

more similar 40-70 case (0.50) is significantly greater than the mean proportion 

of the usehl d e s  leanied by PIP in the less similar 30-45 case (0.40) [t = 

4.33. p < 0.051. Another t-test found that the mean proportion of usefd niles 

in the more similar 50-80 case (0.65) is significantly greater than the mean 

proportion of usefd d e s  in the 40-70 case (0.50) [t = 3.41, p < 0.051. Thus 

increasing bot h precondition and effect similarity increases the proportion of 

usefd d e s  learned by PIP. This is what was predicted by Hypothesis 1. 

The data in Table 5.9 formed the bais  of the sipnificance tests performed 

to test Hypothesis 2 regarding the mean proportion of d e s  that lead to lower 

quality plans and hence need to be refined. The first set of t-tes ts compared the 

means going across the top row of Table 5.9 to evaluate the effect of increasing 

effect similarity on the proportion of d e s  needing refhement. It compared 

the mean proportion of the d e s  needing refinernent for the 30-45 case with 

the mean proportion of the d e s  needing refinement for the 30-70 case, and 



the mean proportion of the rules needing refinement for the 30-70 case with 

the mean proportion of the d e s  needing refmernent for the 30-80 case. It 

was found that the mean proportion of the rules needing refinement for the 

more similar 30-70 case (0.10) is greater than the mean proportion of the niles 

needing refinement for the less simila the 30-45 case (0.05) [t = 4.33, p < 
0.051. Similarly, the mean proportion of d e s  needing refinement in the 30-80 

case (0.15) was fomd to be significantly greater than the merui proportion of 

the rules needing refinement in the 30-70 case (0.10) [t = 2.74, p < 0.051. Thus 

increasing effect similarity increases the proportion of d e s  needing refinement. 

A second set of tests compared the means going down the leftmost column 

of Table 5.9 to assess the impact of increasing precondition sirnilady on the 

proportion of d e s  needing refinement. It ivas found that the mean proportion 

of the d e s  needing refinement in the 40-45 case (0.10) is significantly larger 

than the mean proportion of rules needing refinement in the 30-46 case (0.05) 

[t = 2.74, p < 0.051. Another t-test found that the mean proportion of 

the d e s  needing refinement in the 50-45 case (0.15) i s  significantly larger 

t han the mean proportion of d e s  needing rehement in the 40-45 case (0.10) 

[t = i.91, p < 0.051. Thus increasing precondition similarity increases the 

proportion of rules needing refinernent. 

-4 third set of tests compared the means going down along the diagonal 

of Table 5.9 to evaluate the impact of increasing both the precondition and 

the effect similarity on the proportion of d e s  that PIP learns that need to be 

refined. A t-test found that the mean proportion of d e s  needing refinement 

in the more similar 40-70 case (0.10) is significantly larger than the mean 

proportion of the rules needing refinement in the less similar 3û-45 case (0.05) 

[t = 2.74, p < 0.051. Similarly, the mean proportion of the d e s  needing 

refmernent in the more similar 50-80 case (0.20) is significantly greater than 

the mean proportion of d e s  needing refinement in the less similar 40-70 case 

(0.10) [t = 2.49, p < 0.051. Thus increasing both precondition and effect 

similarity increases the proportion of d e s  needing refinement. This is what 

was predicted by Hypothesis 2. 

The data in Table 5.10 fonned the basis of the sigdicance tests performed 



to test Hypothesis 3 regarding irnprovements in plan quality obtained by PIP. 

The k t  set of tests compared the means going across the top row of Table 

5.10 to e d u a t e  the impact of increasing effect similarity on the mean value of 

the plan quality rnetric. It was found that the mean value of the plan quality 

metric (Le., the normalized distance fiom the optimal quality plans) in the 30- 

70 case (0.70) is significantly bette? than the meaa value of the plan quality 

metric in the 30-45 case (0.99) [t = 3.51, p < 0.051. Another t-test found that 

the mean value of the plan quality metric (i.e., the normalized distance from 

the optimal qudity plans) in the 30-80 case (0.38) is significantly better than 

the mean value of the plan quality metric obtained in the 30-70 case (0.70) 

[t = 5.04, p < 0.051. 

A second set of t-tests compared the rneans going down the leftmost column 

of Table 5.10 to assess the impact of increasing precondition similarity on PIP's 

performance on plan quality. A t-test showed that the mean value of the plan 

quality metric (i.e.. the normalized distance from the optimal quality plans) 

in the 40-45 case (0.80) is significantly greater than the mean value of the 

plan quality met ic  in the 30-45 set (0.99) [t = 2.42, p < 0.051. Simila& 

the mean value of the plan quality metric (Le., the normalized distance frorn 

the optimal quality plans) in the 50-45 case (0.60) is significantly better than 

the mean value of the plan quality metric obtained in the 40-45 case (0.80) 

[t = 3.27, p < 0.051. 
A third set of tests compared the means going down dong the diagonal 

of Table 5.10 to study the impact of increasing both precondition and effect 

similarity on PIP's performance on plan quality. The mean plas quality value 

(i-e., the normalized distance from the optimal quality plans) for 40-70 case 

(0.58) is better than the mean quality value obtained for the 30-45 case (0.99). 

-4 t-test found that the difference between the two rneans (0.99 - 0.58 = 0.41) 

is statisticdy significant [t = 5.57, p < 0.051. However, smaller improvement 

(0.58 - 0.42 = 0.16) in plan quality is obtained as the domain similarity is 

further increased to 50-50. This means that as both precondition and effect 

'Since plan qudity metric meames the normdized distance from the optimal quality 
plans, smailer values of the plan quality met& are better than the larger vaiues. 



similarity are increased, P P T s  performance inaeases as the domain similarity 

is increased. However, smder  gains in plan quality are obtained as the domain 

similarity is further increased. This is what was predicted by Hypothesis 3. 

5.2.5 Varying the Quality Branching Factor 

Quality branching factor was varied by changing the distribution of the quality 

numbers associated with each action. For instance, when the cost values of aU 

domâin actions are set to the same value, the quality branching factor becomes 

1 regardless of the branching factor. However, when the cost values are all 

different the quality branching factor may become as large as the branching 

factor. 

H y  p O t hesis 4 PIP 's plan qvality imptovements u>i*ll incîease as the qualit9 

branching factor is inmased. 

Experimentai set up. A domain was generated using the domain gener- 

ation algorithm described in Section 5.2.3 by setting the number of initial 

conditions and goals to 9. The cost values associated the domain actions in 

this domain were then varied to generate four domain sets such that each d e  

main had a different value of the quality branching factor. The metric used 

for measuring the quality branching factor was the average number of differ- 

ent quality plans per problem. This number was computed by exhaustively 

searching for all plans (up to a resource limit) for 10 randomly chosen prob- 

lems from each domain and computing the average number of different quality 

plans per problem. 

Results. Table 5. I l  presents the mean values of the planning efficiency met- 

ric (Le., the number of new nodes generated by PIF) as a function of the quality 

branching factor. Table 5.12 presents the values of the plan quality metric (Le., 

the distance between PIP's plans and the opthal quality plans) obtained by 

training PIP on 20, 30, 40, and 60 training examples from the four domains 

with quality branching factors of 6,12 ,35  and 60. Table 5.13 shows the rnean 



values of the plan quality metric obtained for the 20-problem sets dong with 

the standard deviations between the plan quality values obtained for the s k  

problem sets (corresponding to the sir cross-validatioo runs in the 20-problem 

case). 

Table 5.11 shows that there is Little impact of varying quality branching 

factor on PIP's planning efficiency. However, Tables 5.12-5.13 shows that 

PIP's performance on plan quality mies greatly as the quality branching 

factor is changed. Three one-t ailed t- tests were performed to assess st atist ical 

significance of these Merences in P IP 's performance. The first test compared 

the mean d u e  of the pl= quality metric for the &case (i.e., the domain that 

has the quality branching factor of six) with the mean plan quality value for 

the 12-case. The second test compared the mean quality value for the 12- 

case with the mean quality value for the 35-case, and fourth test compared 

the mean quality value for the 35-case with the mean quality value for the 

60-case. It was found that the mean value of the plan quality metric (i.e., the 

distance from the mode1 plans) in the 6-case ( is significantly larger than the 

mean value of plan quality metric in the 12-case [t = 5.18, p < 0.051. This 

means that significantly greater improvements in plan quality are obtained 

in the domain that has a larger quality branching factor. This is what was 

expected given Hypothesis 4. 

The mean value of the quality metric for the 35-case is also lower than the 

mean value of the quaIity metric for the 12-case Le., the quality improvement 

in the 35-case is larger than the quality improvement obtained in the 12-case. 

However, the differences between the two means are not st at istically signifiant 

[t = 1.12, p < 0.051. The top row of Table 5.13 shows that even smder  gains 

in plan quality axe obtained as the quality branclhing factor is increased from 

35 to 60. These results appear to suggest that initially increasing the quality 

branching factor sigdicantly increases PIP's performance (as predicted by Hy- 

pothesis 4) but smaller increases in performance are obtained when the quality 

branching factor is further increased (in apparent contradiction of Hypothesis 

4)- 

In order to understand why that happens, an analysis of how quality 



Quality 1 60 11 29.6 1 25 1 23.6 1 24.8 1 24.1 1 
I 

Table 5.11: Mean planning efficiency metric as a function of quality branching 
factor and training set size. 

Number of training examples ' 

Branching 
Factor 

branching factor affects PIP's performance is required. The main reason 

O 

why larger improvements in values of the plan quality metric (i.e.. Qs = 
distance of the rulc learning planner f r m  modef pl 

distance of the base planner f rom mode1 plans ) are obtained when the quality 

branching factor is increased, is that the value of the denominator in Equation 

1.1 decreases. This happens because as the quality branching factor is de- 

35 
12 

creased the performance of PIP's base planner decreases because the chances 

20 

of randomly selecting a path that leads CO lower quality plan increase (since 

there are fewer paths). To see that, assume that a l l  planning paths are of 

27.5 
26 

length 1 and that there is only one planning path that leads to the optimal 

quality plans. The chances of randomly selecting a wrong path (i.e., a path 

leading to a non-optimal plan) are 53% when the quality branching factor is 6, 

91% when the quality branching factor is 12,9ï% when the quality branching 

factor is 35, and 98% when the quality branching factor is 60. So the corre- 

sponding increases in chances of randomly selecting a wrong plan are 8% as 

the quality branching factor is increased from 6 to 12, but there is only 1% 

increase in the chances of randomly selecting a wrong planning path as the 

quality branching factor is inaeased from 35 to 60. This may explain why 

larger improvements in the rnean plan quality values are observed when the 

quality branching factor is increased from 1 to 12 but smaller improvements 

in mean plan quality values are observed as the quality branching factor is 

increased from 12 to 35 and then fiom 35 to 60. 

30 

27.2 
26.1 

40 

25.1 25.8 22.6 
23.4 1 23.2 1 22.4 

60 



1 

Table 5.12: Mean plan quality metric as a function of quality branching factor 
and training set size. 

Quality 
Branching 
Factor 

1 II Mean ( 1  Standard deviation 1 

Number of training examples ' 

O. 138 

Factor 

0 1 20 1 30 1 40 
I l  1 1 

60 
35 
12 
6 

Table 5.13: Mean asd standard deviation of the plan quality metric in the 
20-problem case as a function of quality branching factor. 

60 

5.2.6 Varying the Correlation Between the Planner Bi- 
ases and the Quality Improving Biases 

1 
1 
1 
1 

When PIP's base planner uses DFID as a search strategy, it becomes biased 

towards prodiicing shorter solutions. The correlation between the p1anner.s 

0.19 

bias and the quality improving bias was defined as the relationship between 

the cost of an action and the number of the effects it adds. 

Given the discussion in Section 5.2, 1 propose the following hypothesis. 

0.15 

Hypothesis 5 PIPk performance on plan quality metric zuill show greater 

improvements as the difference betzueen the planner's bias and the quolity bias 

0.18 
0.17 
0.25 
0.56 

Experimental set-up. To test for the hypothesis regarding the association 

between the planner's default bias and the quality improving bias, three do- 

mains were generated. The longer plans had a higher quality in Domain 1 

while the shorter plans had higher quality in Domain III. In Domain II, the 

quality numbers were randornly distributed. So the planner bias was posi- 

tively correlated with the quality bias in Domain 1 while the planner bias was 

0.07 
0.14 
0.24 

0.10 
0.31 
0.47 

0.06 
0.15 

0.46 [ 0.45 



Table 5.14: Mean plan quality metric as a function of bias correlation and 
training set size. 

positive correlation 1 Dom 1 ) 

Number of training examples 

no correlation 
negative correlation 

1 
positive Correlation 1 Dom 1 

Table 5.15: Mean and standard deviation of the plan quality metric in the 
20-problem case as a function of bias correlation. 

O 
1 
1 
1 

DomII 
Dom III 

L -  

no correlation 
negative correlation 

negatively correlated with the quality bias in Domain III. 

Mean 
0.65 

Results. Table 5.14 shows the values of the average plas quality metric (i.e.. 

the dis tance between PIP's plans and the mode1 plans) obtained by training 

PIP on 20, 30, 40. and 60 training examples from the three domains obtained 

by ~ s y i n g  the correlation between the planner bias and the quality bias. Ta- 

ble 5.15 shows the mean values of the plan quality metric and the standard 

deviations between the six value of the plan quality metric (conesponding to 

the six cross-validation r u s )  in the 20-problem case. 

The data in Table 5.15 formed the basis of the tkee  one-tailed t-tests 

were performed to assess the impact of varying bias correlation on PIP's per- 

formance with respect to plan quality. The first t-test indicated that PIP's 

performance is significantly better for Domain III (when the two biases are 

negatively correlated) than Domain 1 (when the two bizlses are closely cone- 

lated) t = 13.ï3, p < 0.05. PIP's performance for Domain II (no systematic 

correlation) is also significantly better than PIPys performance on Domain III 

(negative correlation) t = 4.40, p < 0.05. A third t-test showed that PIP's per- 

formance on Domain II (no systematic correlation) is significantly better than 

PP ' s  performance on Domain 1 (positive correlation) t = 10.02, p < 0.05. 

This is what was expected given Hypothesis 5. 

20 
0.65 
0.33 
0.15 

Standard deviation 

O. 045 
0.064 
0.077 

I 

30 
0.54 
0.35 
0.08 

Dom II 
Dom III 

0.33 
0.15 

40 
0.40 
0.30 
0.10 

60 
0.37 
0.18 
0.05 



1 II Nurnber of training examples 1 
1 14  1 I I 1 1 

1 positive correlation 1 Dom 1 11 21.5 1 12 1 10.4 1 9.6 1 5.4 1 - 1 no correlation 
1 II 1 1 1 1 

1 Dom II 11 21.5 1 10.1 1 9.7 1 5.2 1 7.5 1 
r I 1 negative correlation 1 Dom III 11 21.5 1 9.3 1 9.4 1 9.6 1 9.5 

Table 5.16: Mean planning efficiency metric as a function of bias correlation 
and training set çize. 

Table 5.16 shows that when longer plans have better quality (i.e., in De 

main III), there is little change in the number of new nodes that need to 

be expanded. This is because the higher quality (and longer) plans require 

more nodes to be expanded and slow dom the savings achieved by replaying 

previously cached nodes. 

Discussion 

The systematic variation in PIP's performance observed by varying different 

domain features makes sense when PIP is viewed as a supervised concept 

iearner. A supervised concept learner is expected to perform well when the 

testing items are similar to the training items because more of the knowledge 

leamed during the training phase is expected to be applicable in the testing 

phase. However, when items belonging to different classes rile similar to one 

another, then it is harder for a concept learner to separate them into different 

classes. This is essentially what the results from the first set of experiments 

show. As the amount of similarity between the training and testing items is 

increased, a larger proportion of PIPYs d e s  are useM for subsequent planning. 

This leads to an improvement in PIP's performance. However, as the similarity 

between items belonging to different classes also increases, PIP misapplies a 

larger proportion of its d e s .  As the proportion of d e s  being wrongly applied 

increases, PIP's performance improvements become srnder. This is what was 

expected because of PP's  formulation as a concept learner. 

The second set of experiments shows that PIP leams well when the quality 

brônching factor is large. This is because when the quality branching factor is 

s m d  there are few successfùl planning paths to choose from at each decision 



point. This makes the likelihood of the planner randomly selecting a good 

planning path high. This means that there is little for PIP to learn when 

the quality brasdiing factor is small. Results show that PIP performs better 

in domains with larger quality branching factors. This bodes well for the 

scalability of PIP's learning techniques because more complicated real world 

domains also have higher branching factors. 

It makes little sense to use a quality learning system such as PIP in domains 

where plan quality does not matter i.e., where a l l  solutions to a problem have 

similar quality values. PIP's learning techniques were designed to be used in 

the domains where problems have multiple solutions of different quality and 

where the performance of the base planner on plan quality is not satisfactory 

(i.e., the base planner produces low quality solutions). The second set of ex- 

periments shows that PIP perf'orms well in domains where multiple solutions 

of different quality exist. The third set of experiments shows that PIP dso 

does well in the domains in which the planner's default biases are negatively 

correlated with PIP's target fmction. This is good news because it makes 

Little sense to use a quality learning system such as PIP in the domains where 

the base planner can produce good quality solutions for most problems with- 

out any learning. It is in the domains where the base planner produces low 

quality plans that a system that can learn to improve plan quality is required. 

Hence the empirical results demonstrate that PIP perf'orms ivell in the type of 

domains for which it was designed. 

Summary 

This chapter describes experiments done to empiricdy evaluate PIP's perfor- 

mance. The results are analyzed and e?rpIained by demonstrating that PIP's 

learning component (1%) is a supervised concept leamer. ISL uses aoalytic 

techniques to learn which planning decisions to apply to which partial plans 

in order to produce high quality solutions. The results of the experiments 

reported in the first section of this chapter show that PIP needs fewer exam- 

ples to learn to improve plan quality than an inductive planning and learning 



system called SCOPE. The second part of this chapter shows that the improve- 

ments in plan quality obtained by PIP are dected by a number of domain 

features including the domain and problem similarity, the quality branching 

factor and the clifference between PIP's default biases and the quality improv- 

ing biases. The results confirm that PIP performs well in domains for which it 

was designed i.e., the domains in which (a) multiple solutions exist and some 

are more preferable than the others, and (b)  the planner does not produce the 

preferable solutions wi t hout any learning. 



Chapter 6 

Conclusions and Future Work 

It is a bad plan that admits of no modification. 

(Publius Syrus as quoted by [Wi1961). 

Being able to efficiently produce good quality solutions is essential if AI 

planners are to be widely applied to the real-world situations. However, con- 

ventional wisdom in Pi1 has been that &domain independent planning is a hard 

combinatorial problem. Taking into account plan quality mokes the task even 

more difficult" [AK97]. This dissertation has presented a novel technique for 

learning domain specific heuristics for partial order planners that improves 

plan quality without sacrificing much in the way of planning efficiency. PIP's 

learning algorithm is also analyzed as a supervised concept leamer that l e m s  

to discriminate between the partial plans it encounters during the search and 

leanis to apply the appropriate planning decisions (i.e., the planning decisions 

that will lead towards a higher quality plan) to a partial plm. 

PIP's learning module. ISL? compares two different quality planning episodes 

to compute search control rules that irnprove plan quality. The principal limi- 

tation of the PIP approach is the assumption that the plan quality knowledge 

can be encoded into a value function'. The planning episode is a trace of the 

planning decisions taken to produce a plan. The basic idea is to compare the 

planning decisions that lead to a low quality plan with the planning decisions 
-- 

lThe current version of PIP is more lii ited than that. Even in certain situations where 
plan quality c m  be eticoded into a value function (such as  a traasportation domoin in which 
quality of a plan depends on which truck or plane is used for transportation), it is unclear 
how PIP can learn its quaiity improving rules. This 'mue k discussed further in Section 
6.32. 



that lead to a higher quality plan to compute d e s  that guide the p l m e r  

towards following better planning decisions for similar subsequent problems. 

This framework supports two approaches to improving plan quality. The 

fust is the traditional approach of learning search control d e s  and using them 

during the search to bias the plumer towârds higher quality solutions. The 

second is the more recent planning by rewriting approach, which involves first 

generating a cornplete plan and then rewriting it into a higher quality plan. 

Experiments done in severd benchmark planning domains show that hoth 

these approaches lead to higher quality plans, but using search control rules is 

more efficient than using plan rewrite rules. This is the approach that is then 

adopted as the main PIP approach and compared to SCOPE. the only other 

planning and learning system that l e m s  quality improving search control rules 

for partial-order planners. The experimental results show t hat PIP's search 

control d e s  can improve plan quality (measured as plan length) using fewer 

training examples than SCOPE. 

The PIP approacii to learning search control d e s  can also be seen as a tech- 

nique for learning the rationdes for applying various planning decisions. Plan 

rationale has been variously defined as "why the plan is the way it is", and as 

"the reason as to why the planning decisions were taken" [PTSS]. The useful- 

ness of storing plan rationale to help future planning has been demonstrated 

by various case-based planning approaches such as PRODIGY/.4NALOGY 

[Vel94], DerSNLP [IKW] and [VMMS'i]. However, the previous techniques 

are unable to distinguish between planning decisions that, while leading to 

successful plans, may produce plans that Mer in quality. PIP uses a richer 

language for representing planning rationales that dows it to l e m  to distin- 

guish between such planning decisions. 

6.1 Major Contributions of This Work 

1. This work is the fmt comprehensive study of the problem of learning to 

improve plan quality for partial order plamers. The result of this study 

is a fiamework for (a) cornparing plarining episodes that lead to two plans 



of different quality for a problem and (b) extracting information about 

their differences and storing t his information in a rule form. These d e s  

can be of two different kinds: search control rules and plan rewriting 

d e s .  

A system that stores the information derived by comparing the two plan- 

ning episodes as search control d e s  was designed and implemented. 

PIP's performance was measured by testing it on both benchmark plan- 

ning domains and systematically designed artificial domains. The resdts 

show that PIP performs well on the clornains for which it was designed 

such as  the domains where problems have multiple solutions of diflerent 

quality and the base planner is unable to produce high quality solutions 

for most problems. The empirical investigation also help us understand 

PIP's limitations: it is limited by the factors that limit the performance 

of al1 supervised concept learning systems such as the requirement that 

the training and testing examples be drawn from identical populations. 

How should one decide whether to use PIP, versus some other quality 

leaniing system? PIP is clearly the only choice when the objective is to 

leam to improve multi-attribute qualty function and no domain experts 

are amilable to provide better quality plans. Improvements in plan qual- 

ity obtained by PIP are the largest in domains where each problem has 

a number of solutions of different quality and the default planner does 

not produce high quality solutions for most problems. 

-4nother planning and leâniing system that lems plan-rewrite d e s  and 

then uses them to improve the quality of its plans was also designed and 

implemented. PIP-rewrite was test ed on several benchmark domains to 

show that plan-rewrite d e s  can be learned autornatically. 

R e c d  that all previous planning by rewriting systems used manually en- 

coded rewrite rules. My main interest in rewrite d e s  was not to find the 

best way of learning rewrite d e s  automaticdy but (a) to see if PIP's 

techniques c m  also be used to learn rewrite d e s ,  and (b) to evaluate the 



benefits and costs of using the results of PIP's techniques to learn plan- 

rewrite d e s  instead of learnîng search control d e s .  In order to do this 

both search control and rewrite rule were learned using P P ' s  learning 

component and then the performance of the planner that used rewrite 

d e s  was compared with the performance of the planner that used search 

control d e s .  The results show that there is information to be gained by 

following PIP 's technique of analyzing local refinement decisions during 

the planning process and translating them into rewrite d e s .  However, it 

is harder to leam good rewrite rules by following PIP's standard learn- 

ing algorithm than learning good search control d e s .  This is partly 

because of the inherent difficulty of translating the information leamed 

horn one context (Le.? the context of choosing between plan rehement 

paths) into a form usable in another context (i.e., replacing portions 

of complete plans). Another problem is chat ISL was really designed 

to learn search control d e s  and many of the design decisions do not 

rnake sense for learning rewrite d e s .  For instance, PIP's practice of dis- 

covering subsequent conflicting choice points ( after discovering the firs t 

codicting choice point) is harder to justie when the objective is to learn 

rewrite d e s .  The shortcomings of PIP's approach to learning rewrite 

d e  are presented (here and in more detail in Chapter 4) in the hope 

that by showing a sub-optimal way of learning rewrite d e s ,  this work 

will motivate others to improve on this techniques. 

6.2 Future Research Directions 

There are a number of ways in which PIP can be improved and extended. Im- 

provements to PIP include better organization of the rule library and exten- 

sions of PIP include extending PIP's leaming techniques for the non-classical 

planaers. 



6.2.1 Better Rule Organization 

Currently PIP's d e  library is not organized. This means that the search 

process for retrieving the d e  takes considerable time. This especidy becomes 

a problem as the number of d e s  inneases. One idea is to organize the rule 

libraxy as a hierarchy with the most general rules at the top and the most 

specific d e s  at the bottom of the hierarchy. Rule data presented for PIP 

in Chapter 4 and 5 also suggests that not al1 of PIP's d e s  are useful for 

subsequent problem solving. This suggests doing a d e  utility analysis [MinSS] 

to keep track of the cost of keeping a d e  aiound versus the potential loss of 

information accrued by forgetting it. This analysis could then be used to forget 

the d e s  that are not very useful. This can potentidy reduce the size of the 

d e  l i b r q  and improve the rule retrieval time. 

Another reason why PIP's d e  library expands so rapidly is that two rules 

are considered different even if al1 the planning decisions in their trace field are 

the same and only difference between them iç the goals that they solve. This 

happens when the same planning decisions can be used to solve two different 

training problerns because some actions added by the planning decisions have 

multiple amilable effects. -4s mentioned in Section 4.2.5. a modification to 

PIP's d e  storing algorithm to store a planning decision sequence by al1 the 

goals it can possibly resolve (even though it may not have been used to solve 

all of them in the example problem from which the d e  was leamed) can help. 

This modification would not only get more mileage out of a planning decision 

sequence (and improve PIP's performance on domains such as Softbot) but 

dso reduce the size of PIP's d e  library However, it 

of d e s  being wrongly retrieved. 

1 would like to perform a carefid evaluation of 

bot h d e  organization strategies suggested here. 

rnay increase the number 

the benefits and costs of 



Action: move-briefcase(Bcase From To) 
precondit ion : {at (Bcase, From) , neq(From, To) ) 
ef f ect  : {at (Bcase ,To) , not (at  case, From) ) , 

in (P ,  Bcase) -> {at (P. To) , not (at (P. From) )) 
in(D) -> {at (D, To) , n o t  (at (D,   rom)))) 

Figure 6.1: Move-briefcase action from Pednault's Bnefcase Domain. 

6.2.2 Extending PIP To Deal With More Expressive 
Laquages 

.4ny STRIPS domain in which plan quality knowledge c m  be expressed a s  a 

value function can be encoded into PR-STRIPS. However, the current version 

of PIP cannot leam from all such domains. For instance, domains in which 

quality of a plan depends on the use of a particular resource such as a trans- 

portation domain in which quality of a plan depends on which truck or plane 

is used for transportation. The current version of PIP cannot l e m  effective 

quality improving rules in such domains. I would like to investigate what 

changes are required to PIP's leaniing techniques to l e m  quality improving 

d e s  in such situations. 

A direction along which PIP's planner could be extended is to deal with 

with more expressive languages than STRIPS such as Pednault 's AD L [Ped89] 

which dlows reasoning with quant ified preconditions and conditional effects. 

The standard approach to extending the partial order planring framework 

(such as the approach taken by UCPOP) makes few changes to the planning 

decisions themselves. For instance, conditional effects such as those used by 

Pednault's briefcase domain (shown in Figure 6.1) can be easily handled by 

a STRIPS planner by treating conditions of the effects that are required by 

some action as action preconditions. 1 expect that extending PIP for ADL will 

require minimum changes in PIFS learning t ethniques because PIP 's learning 

framework only depends on the planning decisions and not on the planning 

language used as such. 



6.2.3 Combining ISL With EBL Fkom Failmes 

PIP is similar to DerSNLP insofar as both leam only fiom planning successes 

and do not leam from planning failtaes. If PIP is viewed as a planning and 

learning sys tem t hat learns rationales for planning decisions, t hen no t leaniing 

anything fiom planning failures seems Like a loss of learning opportunities. 

PIP does not learn the rationale for the planning decisions sequences that can 

lead to failures. Ihrig and Kambhampati [IK97] show that DerSNLPfEBL by 

learning from both p l m n g  successes and failures can improve its performance 

more than it can using either of the two techniques alone. 

It may be possible to prevent PIP from going down a number of dead ends 

if it were to learn SNLP+EB L like search cofitrol rules from failures. 1 believe 

that this can reduce badctracking in PIP considerably and lead to significant 

improvements in PIP's planning efficiency. 

6.2.4 Ext ending PIP's Techniques For Non-classical AI 
Planners 

Kambhampati et al. [KPLSï] describe how various approaches to planning 

can be described as variations on the refinement planning framework. Their 

generalized planning algorithm has two main phases: refinement and solution 

extraction. While classical planners (such as partial order planners) spend 

most of t heir planning effort in the refinement phase. the solut ion extraction 

phase dominates the complexity of the newer approaches to planning (such 

as Graphplan). This may partly explain why most of the leamhg techniques 

for Graphplan focus on the solution extraction phase. Kambhampati [KamOO] 

shows how UCPOP+EBL7s [KKQ96] EBL techniques can be extended for 

Graphplan to determine the necessary constraints responsible for the failure 

Unfortunately, the EBL approach cannot be used to distinguish between 

two planning decisions both of which lead to valid plans of differing quality, 

because there is no planning failure to reason about. Consider the planning 

graph shown in figure 6.2 in which the solid straight lines show the action- 



Figure 6.2: A planning graph. 

precondition/effect relationship and the broken curved lines show the mutez 

relations. Two actions are said to be mutex if they cannot possibly happen at 

the same time (e.g., if one of them deletes a precondition/eEect of the other 

action). Suppose that the plan Pl = {Al, -4, A5, -A8, A3) has a higher qual- 

ity than the plan P2 = {AI, -4, A;, -Ab, A*) according to some user-specified 

quality function q i.e., q( Pl) > q(P2). By analyzing the backwrrrd phase of 

the two planners that produced these different plans, it can be seen that the 

choices at the codicting choice points (namely, evaluation of the propositions 

Gz and P2) are responsible for the va.rying qualities of the two plans. The 

search-control d e  that can be learned from this episode is: 

if q( CA2 ,A71 ) > q( [A3 ,A91 ) in the context of the current problem 
then 

assign the value A2 t o  G2 and A7 t o  P4 
else 

assign the value A 3  to  G2 and A8 to  P5.  

I would like to investigate if learning d e s  such as this can help Graphplan 

improve the quality the plans it produces. 



6.2.5 Extending PIP-remit e's Techniques For Non Clas- 
sical AI Planners 

As pointed out in Section 2.3.4, for plaaning by rewriting systems, it does not 

motter how the initial plan was generated. One obvious idea for improving 

PIP-rewrite's planning efficiency on test problems is to train PIP-rewrite by 

running a POP-based planner but then create the initial plan for all the test 

problems using a state of the art planner such as Graphplan [BF97] or Blackbox 

[KS9S]. 

két another idea is to use a state of the art planner such as Graphplan[BF97] 

or Blackbox throughout the training and testing phase for the rewrite-de 

leamer. The easiest way to extend the PIP-rewrite's techniques would be to 

use the PIP's constraint-inference mechanism to infer the ordering constraints 

for both the system's plan (and not just for the rnodel plan) and using that to 

learn the rewrite rules. I believe that this implies only trivial modifications to 

PIP-rewrite's learning mechanism and can considerably improve PIP-rewrite's 

performance on planning efficiency. 

Summary 

This dissertation has presented a novel technique for automatically lemming 

and incorporatirtg domain specific kno~vledge into domain independent partial 

order planners. What sets this technique apart from other techniques for 

learning to improve plan quality is that the plan quality knowledge foms an 

essential part of the d e s .  This novel approach to learning quality improving 

heuristics opens up a number of research areas. This chapter has outlined some 

of those ideas. I believe that work along these lines will contribute towards 

making AI planning applicable to more practical planning situations. 
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Appendix A 

PR-STRIPS Encoding of 
Transportation Domain 

Act ion : load-truck(Obj, Truck ,Loc) , 
Preconditions : {at-obj (Obj ,Loc) , at-truck(Truck,Loc)), 
Eff ects : {inside-truck(0bj ,Truck), not (at-obj (Obj , Loc) ) , 

t ime (-5) , rnoney (-5) 3 

Action: unload-truck(0bj ,Truck,Loc) , 

Precondit ions : {inside-truck(0b j ,Truck) , 
at,truck(T~ck,Loc)), 

Eff ects : (at-obj (Obj ,Lot) ,not (inside-truck(0bj ,Truck) ) , 
t ime(-5) , money (-5) ) , 

Action: drive~truck(Truck,Loc~from,Loc~to), 

Preconditions: {same~city(Loc~from,~oc~to), 

at -truck (Truck, Loc-f rom) 3, 
Eff ects : {at-tnick(~nick,Loc-to) , 

not (at -tnick(Truck, Loc-from) ) , 
tirne(-distance(Loc~from,Loc~to) /50) , 
money(distance(Loc-from, Loc-to) /SOI 1, 

Action : f ly-airplane (Airplane, Loc-from, Loc-to) , 
Precondit ions : {airport (Loc-to) ,neq(Loc-from,Loc-to) , 



at -airplane (Airplane, Loc-f rom) ) , 

Eff ects : {at-airplane (~irplane ,Lot-to) , 

not (at -airplane(Airplane, Loc-f rom) ) , 
t ime(-distance(Loc-from, Loc-to) / 1000) , 
money (distance(Loc-from, Loc-to) /5)), 

Action: drive~tnick~acities(Trud<,Loc~from,Loc~to), 

Preconditions : {at-tnick(Tnidc, Loc-from) , 

neq(Loc-from, Loc-to) 3 ,  
Eff ects : {at-truck(Truck ,Lot-to) , 

not (at,tnick(Truck, Loc-from)) , 
tirne(-distance(Loc-from, Lac-to) /50) , 

rnoney (distance (Loc-from, Loc-to) /50) ), 

Act ion : unload-airplane (Ob j , Airplane, Loc) , 
Preconditions: {inside-airplane(Obj,Airplane), 

at -airplane (Airplane, Loc) ) , 
Ef f ect s : (at -ob j (Ob j , Loc) , not (inside-airplane (Ob j , Airplane) ) , 

t ime(-20), monay(-15)). 

Act ion: load-airplane(0bj , Airplane ,Loc) , 

Preconditions : (at-ob j (Obj , Loc) , at-airplane (Airplane, Loc) ), 

Eff ects : {inside-airplane(0bj ,Airplane) ,not (at-obj (Obj ,Loc)) , 
tirne(-2O), money(-15)), 

distance (From, To) = 1 position(From) - posit ion(To) 1 



Appendix B 

PR-STRIPS Encoding of 
Softbot Domain 

Act ion  : f inger (Person) 

Preconditions : {know-email (Person) , 
has-plan-f ile(Person) ) , 

Eff ect s : {know-name(Person) , know-address (Person) , 
know-phone (Person) , know-inst (person) , 

tirne(-1) , rnoney(0) , help(0) , bother(0) 

Act ion : netf ind (Person) 

Preconditions : {know-name (Person) , know-inst (Person) 3, 
Eff ect s : {know-email(Person) , tirne(-5) , money (-1) , 

help(0). bother(0)) 

Act ion : bibsearch(Person) 

Precondit ions : {how-nama (person) , published(Person) 3 ,  
Eff ects : (hou-inst (Person) , time (-2) , money(0) , 

help(O), bother(0)) 

Act ion : homepage-f inder (Person) 

Preconditions: (know-name(Person). 

has-homepage (Person) 1, 

Ef f ect s : {know-email (Person) . hou-inst (Person) , 



Act ion: ask-othar-email (Person, Helper) 

Preconditions: {know-name(Person), know-email(Helper), 

knows-about (Helper , Person) ) , 

Eff ects : (know-email (Person) , tirne(-10) , money(0) , 
help(-5) , bother(0)) 

Action: ask-other-all(Person, Helper) 

Precondit ions : (know-name (Person) , hou-email (Helper) , 

knows-about (Helper, Person) 3 ,  
Eff ects : {know-email (person) , know-address (Person) , 

know-phone (Person) , t ime (- 12) , money (0) , 
help (-7) , bother(0)) 

Act ion : ask-person-ssn(~erson) , 
Preconditions : {know-name(Person) , hou-emaii (Person)), 

Eff ects: {hou-ssn(Person) , the(-10) , money(0) , 
help (-5) , bother (-1)) 

Act ion : hire-cyberdetect ive (Person) , 

Preconditions : (know-name(Person) > , 
Ef f ect s : {knov-email (Person) , know-inst (Person) , 

know-address (Person) , know-phone (Person) , 
hou-ssn (Person) , time (-120) , money (-20) , 
help(O), bother(0)) 

n 

Quality(P = {al, a,, . . . , a,))  = C time(ai) + mmey(ai) + help,sed(a;) + bother.sed(ai). 
i= 1 



Appendix C 

PR-STRIPS Encoding of 
Manufact uring Process- planning 

Action: weld(X, Y ,  New-object, o r i e n t a t i o n )  

Precondi t ions  : {is-obj ect (x) , i s -ob jec t  (Y) , 

machine (welder) , 

composite-object (New-object , O r i e n t a t i o n ,  X ,  Y) , 

cari-be-welded (X . Y ,  ~ r i e n t a t  ion)  ) , 
E f f  e c t s  : {temperature(New-object , ho t )  , 

joined(X,Y,Orientat ion)  , 
not  ( is-ob j ect (X) ) , not  (is-obj ect (Y) ) , c o s t  ( -70)  ) . 

Action: b o l t  (X, Y ,  New-obj e c t  , O r i e n t a t i o n ,  Width) 

Precondi t ions  : {is-ob j ect (X) , i s -obj  ect (Y) , machine ( b o l t e r )  , 

composite~object(Neu~object, O r i e n t a t i o n ,  X,  Y ) ,  

has,hole(X, Width, ~ r i e n t a t  ion) , 

has-hole(Y, Width, ~ r i e n t a t i o n )  , 
bolt,width(Width) , can~be,bol ted(X, Y,  O r i e n t a t i o n )  ), 

E f f e c t s :  {not ( is-object (X)) , no t  ( i s -objec t  (Y))  , 
joined(X,Y,Orientat ion)  , c c s t : - fü j ) .  

Act ion :  d r i l l - p r e s s  (X, Width , o r i e n t a t i o n )  





Act ion: roll (X) 

Precondit ions : {machine (roller) , is-ob j ect (X) ) , 

Eff e c t s  :   tempe rature(^, hot) , shape(x, cylindrical) , 

cos t  (- SOI). 

Action: polish(X) 

Preconditions : (machine(po1isher) , i s -obj  ect  (X) ) , 

E f f  e c t s  : (surface,condition(X, polished) , cost  (-15)). 

Quality(Plan = {ai, a*, . . . , a,)) = LA ir c08t (ai ) 



Appendix D 

An Abstract Domain 

Action: al, 

Precondit  ions  : { p l ,  p2). 

Effects: {gl,g2,g3,g4,g5, 

c o s t  (-78) ) . 

Action: a2, 

Precondit  ions  : Cp2, p8). 

Effec t s :  {gl,g2,g3,g4,g12, 

cos t  (-159) ) . 

Action: a3, 

Precondit  ions  : {pl, pz), 

Effects: {gZ,g3,g4,g5,gll, 

cost  (-39) 3. 

Action: a4, 

Precondit ions:  {p3,p4), 

Effects: {gl,g3,g4,g5,giO, 

c o s t  (-153)) * 

Action: a5, 

Precondit ions:  (p5,p6), 



Effects: {g3,g6,g?,g8,g9, 

c o s t  (-110 

Action: a6, 

Precondit ions : (pl, pz), 

Effec t s :  (g6,g9,g8,g10, g12, 

c o s t  (-125) 3. 

Action: a?, 

Preconditions: (ql,qP), 

Effec t s :  {pl,p2,p3,p4,p?, 

c o s t  (-102) 3. 

Action: a8, 

Preconditions: {q3,q6), 

Effec t s :  {pl,p3,p4,p5,p6, 

cost (-183) ). 

Action: a9, 

Precondit ions : {q2, q4), 

Effects: <p2,p3,p5,p6,p8, 

c o s t  (-143)). 

Action: a10, 

Preconditions : {ql , q5), 
Effec t s :  {p3,p4,p5,p7,p9, 

c o s t  (-121) ). 

Action: ail, 

Preconditions : {q8, qll), 

Effects:  {p3,p5,p6,p9,p12, 



cost (-48)). 

Action: a12, 

Precondi t  i o n s  : Cq7, ql2), 

E f f e c t s :  ~ p 6 , p 7 , p 1 0 , p 1 l s p 1 2 ,  

c o s t  (-160) ). 

Action: ai3, 

Precondi t ions :  {il,i2), 

Effects: (q l ,q2 ,q3 ,q4 ,q7 ,  

c o s t  (-80)). 

Action: a14, 

Precondi t ions :  < i l O , i 1 2 > ,  

E f f e c t s :  <q2,q3,q4,q5,q6, 

c o s t  (-21) 1 .  

Action:  al5, 

Precondi t  i ons  : {i3 , i6>, 

E f f e c t s :  {q2,q3,q7,q8,q9, 

c o s t  (-43) > . 

Action: al6, 

Precondit ions : {i2, i4>, 

Effects: {q4,q5,qlO,ql l ,q12,  

c o s t  (-167)). 

Action: al?, 

Precondi t  ions : (i 1,i5), 

Effects: <q2,q4,q5,q7,q9, 

cost (-5s)) 



Action: al8, 

Preconditions: {i?,i8), 

Effects: {ql,qZ,q3,q4,q8, 

cost (-104)). 

Qudity(P1an = { a l ,  a2,. . . , a,)) - - z*. 




